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Chapter 1. General introduction 
 
1.1 Transposable elements orchestrate cell identity and 

transcriptional plasticity 

Transposable elements (TEs) are DNA repetitive sequences with 
ability to move into the genome that represent the major 
components of eukaryotic genomes (de Koning et al., 2011; 
Percharde et al., 2020; Wells & Feschotte, 2020), they were 
considered for many decades as “junk DNA”. Barbara McClintock 
has been the first scientist provides the initial insight that these 
elements are “normal components of the chromosome 
responsible for controlling, differentially, the time and type of 
activity of individual genes” (MCCLINTOCK, 1956). Indeed, in 
1940 Barbara McClintock discovered that DNA elements were 
able to transpose throughout the maize genome, influencing 
gene expression (McCLINTOCK, 1950; MCCLINTOCK, 1956). 

Following these observations, Britten and Davidson 
hypothesized that TEs could generate cis-regulatory regions able 
to control gene expression (Britten & Davidson, 1971).  

Although the scientific community took several years to take in 

consideration these studies, nowadays it is accepted that TEs 
contribute to genetic variability and regulate gene expression 
(Scacheri & Scacheri, 2015).  
Transposable elements are found in several type of organisms, 
from bacteria to humans (Kazazian, 2004). TEs shaped genomes 
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through evolution, they are one of the major contributors of 
genome complexity among different species (Deniz et al., 2019).  
Most of transposons are pieces of evidence of ancient 
transposition events that were maintained during evolution 
(Darby & Sabunciyan, 2014), indeed, several rounds of reverse 
transcription of TEs could have promoted the different size and 
complexity of human genome (Kazazian, 2004). LINE1 and Alu 
elements represent the major driving force of human genome 
evolution, not only as source of genetic variability, but also as 
contributor of genomic structure and transcriptional regulation of 
gene regulatory networks (Kazazian, 2004; Lu et al., 2021; 
Marasca et al., 2020a). Furthermore, TEs’ homologous 

recombination could induce chromosome rearrangements, 
mutations, inversions, deletions and translocations, modifying 
DNA sequence (Belancio et al., 2008). 

1.1.1 Transposable elements are divided in DNA 

transposons and retrotransposons 

Approximately 2% of human genome accounts for protein coding 
sequences, more than the half (66%) is composed by repetitive 
elements (Lander et al., 2001). Among repetitive elements, TEs 
represent 40 - 45% of human genome (de Koning et al., 2011; 
Lander et al., 2001; Marian, 2014); TEs represent a class of 
interspersed repeats (Smit, 1999). 

Considering their ability to transpose, TEs could be divided into 
two classes:  DNA transposons and retrotransposons. DNA 
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transposons represent the 3% of the human genome and are 
divided into three major subclasses and ten different 
superfamilies (Cleacuteldric Feschotte & Pritham, 2007). These 
sequences are able to move throughout the genome by a “cut 
and paste” mechanism; indeed, they encode for a transposase 
enzyme that excises the repeat unit and permits its integration 
into a new position in the genome (Munoz-Lopez & Garcia-Perez, 
2010). Although DNA transposons insertions could occur in 
several genomic positions, more often it occurs near the parental 
insertion, a mechanism defined “local hopping” (Kazazian, 2004). 

Retrotransposons cover around 42-45% of the human genome 
and are transpose via a “copy and paste” mechanism that involve 
an RNA molecule as intermediate (Luan et al., 1993; Whitcomb 
& Hughes, 1992). Retrotransposons can be divided into two 
groups: long terminal repeat-containing elements (LTRs) and 
non-LTRs (figure 1) (Kazazian & Moran, 1998). LTRs account for 
9% of the human genome and their genomic sequence is 
characterized by long terminal direct repeats that embed 
transcriptional regulatory elements. Endogenous retroviruses 
(ERVs) belong to LTR retrotransposons, they present 
transcriptional regulatory elements similar to those of viral 
genomes: gag, pol and env genes. Gag encodes for structural 
proteins for the virus core and pol encode respectively for reverse 
transcriptase that produce cDNA from RNA sequence, and 
integrase that permit their insertion in new genomic position 
(Malik et al., 2000; Padeken et al., 2015). The env gene codify 
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for a non-functional protein so ERVs have lost their ability to 
infect (Wilkinson & Lowenstein, 1994). There are 20 different 
families of ERVs and four superfamilies that are ERV- class I, 
ERV(K) class II, ERV(L) class III, and MalR. ERV-L is the oldest 
while MalR is the most represented across the genome with 
240000 copies (Malik et al., 2000). ERVs are autonomous 
elements able to retrotranspose in several mammals but not in 
humans with the possible exception for HERV-K (Doolittle et al., 
1989; Jansz & Faulkner, 2021).  

Non-LTRs transposons account for 33% of human genome and 
are classified in Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINEs) 
and Long  Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs) (Casa & 
Gabellini, 2012). SINEs account for 13% of the human genome 
and comprise sequences that are 100-400 base pairs long (bp). 
SINEs derive from tRNA and 7SL RNA; Alu, that represents the 
most abundant superfamily, derives from 7SL RNA (Deininger, 
2011; Tucker & Glaunsinger, 2017). SINEs are non-autonomous 
elements indeed they take advantage of LINE machinery for 
reverse transcription and retrotransposition (Padeken et al., 
2015).  

LINEs represent the most abundant class covering 20% of the 
human genome (Casa & Gabellini, 2012; Viollet et al., 2014). 
They are constituted by different superfamilies: LINE1, LINE2 
and LINE3, broadly distributed in both intragenic and intergenic 
genomic regions. Only evolutionary young LINE1 superfamilies 
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are still active in human. A full length LINE1 element sequence 
is around 6 kb of length and it is constituted by a 5’ untranslated 
region (5’UTR) with an internal Polymerase II promoter, two open 
reading frames, ORF1 and ORF2, and a 3’UTR that presents a 
polyadenylation site (Beck et al., 2014). Once LINE1 elements 
are transcribed from an autonomous promoter, the RNA is 
exported in the cytoplasm where is translated in ORF1p and 
ORF2p; ORF1p and ORF2p interact with LINE1 RNA forming a 
ribonucleoprotein complex. ORF1p owns a nucleic acid 
chaperone activity, ORF2p retains an endonuclease and reverse 
transcriptase activity. The ribonucleoprotein complex, is then 
exported in the nucleus to be integrated in a new genomic 

location. The ORFp2 with its endonuclease activity generates a 
single stranded nick exposing 3’-OH that is used as a primer to 
start reverse transcription by its reverse transcriptase activity ; 
this process is called target primed reverse transcription (TPRT) 
(Beck et al., 2014; Feng et al., 1996; Viollet et al., 2014). During 
the TPRT process very often LINE1 elements result in truncated, 
non-functional sequence enriched at 3’ end with short length, 
900-1000bp (Beck et al., 2014; Viollet et al., 2014). 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of retrotransposons 
sequences. Retrotransposons’ major classes are: long terminal 
repeat-containing elements (LTRs), long intersperse nuclear 
elements (LINEs) and short interspersed nuclear elements 
(SINEs). The full-length retrotransposons are on the left: in grey 
are the regulatory sequences, in color the protein coding 
sequence. In the middle are shown the most common genomic 
representation, in the right the percentage of genomic coverage 
(Marasca et al., 2020a). 

1.1.2 TEs expression is finely regulated  

The genetic information for the establishment of cellular identity 
and the regulation of processes are contained in chromosomes 
between protein coding genes and regulatory elements. Despite 

different cell types shared the same genome they have distinct 
morphological and structural features and respond differently to 
environmental, developmental and metabolic cues, due to a 
different epigenome (Bernstein et al., 2006). In 1940 Conrad 
Waddington introduce the word epigenetics that is defined as 
“the branch of biology which studies the causal interactions 
between genes and their products, which bring the phenotype 
into being” (Waddington, 2012). Nowadays we defined the 
epigenetics as the mechanisms that modulate gene expression 
without involving changes in DNA sequence (Peschansky & 
Wahlestedt, 2014). The major mechanisms known include DNA 
methylation, histone modifications, histone variants and 
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regulatory non-coding RNAs (Clark & Rager, 2020). TEs 
expression can be finely regulated through epigenetic 
mechanisms (Denli et al., 2015) as their transposition activity 
could generate detrimental insertion that can cause several 
diseases, as neurological and cancer diseases (Slotkin & 
Martienssen, 2007). Hence, the host genome developed many 
transcriptional and post- transcriptional mechanisms to control 
TEs expression and insertion (Payer & Burns, 2019). DNA 
methylation is a very well described mechanism of TEs silencing, 
in particular this mechanism allows the correct waves of 
expression of TEs in germ line development, embryogenesis 
(Bourc’his & Bestor, 2004). Indeed, different families of LTRs 

show different level of methylation during the processes of 
preimplantation during embryonic development (Wang et al., 
2014), and LINE young elements have more methylation in 
human sperm but during fertilization become hypomethylated (Z. 
D. Smith et al., 2014). Several works, conduct in mouse models, 
have demonstrated that DNA methyltransferase 1 and 3 are 
required to the maintenance of retrotransposons’ methylation 
(Yang & Wang, 2016). Indeed in male germ cells was 
demonstrated that the inactivation of DNA methyltransferase 3 
cause a reactivation of TEs (in particular LINE1) producing a 
meiotic arrest and male sterility (Bourc’his & Bestor, 2004). While 
DNA methyltransferase 1 is required to maintain methylation of 
retrotransposons in somatic tissue of mouse embryos to carry out 
a correct development (Morgan et al., 1999).  
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Several pieces of evidence show that H3K9 methylation regulate 
TEs expression, indeed Martens et al, illustrated, in mouse 
embryonic stem cells, that mutations in genes responsible for 
repressive histone tail modification as Suv39 lead TEs 
upregulation (Gendrel et al., 2002; Martens et al., 2005).Same 
results were demonstrated for LINE1:  H3K9 methylation 
deposited by the H3K9 methyltransferase SETDB1, repress  
LINE1 expression a ; when LINE1 expression is de-regulated as 
occurs in several type of cancers as lung, colorectal, ovarian and 
pancreatic ones, the altered LINE1 retrotransposition co-
participate to cancer progression (Liu et al., 2018; Payer & Burns, 
2019).  

Another level of regulation that occurs at post-transcriptional 
level, is the one mediated by non-coding RNAs. PIWI- interacting 
RNAs are one of the first defenses that the host developed to 
contrast TEs insertion (Molaro & Malik, 2016). As example, 

piRNA-PIWI complexes are able to drive, on retroelements 
insertion the deposition of repressive chromatin marks (Molaro & 
Malik, 2016). 
 

1.1.3. Transposable elements are novel regulatory players 
in the epigenetic regulation of cellular identity, 
 
Nowadays is accepted that TEs are strong source of regulatory 
sequences in eukaryotic genome, and that they have been co-
opted to fine govern various biological mechanisms. Although at 
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the beginning the study of TEs’ role in modulating gene 
expression were done following de novo TE insertion, recent 
works demonstrate that this type of activity spread through the 
genome and derived from TEs insertion occurred in the distant 
past that have been long fixed in the host genome (Chuong et 
al., 2016, 2017; Elbarbary et al., 2016; Cédric Feschotte, 2008).   
Genomically, TEs can create new or alternative promoters, 
Jordan et al., demonstrated that the 25% of examined human 
promoter contained TE-derived sequences (Jordan et al., 2003). 
TEs can disrupt cis-regulatory elements or generate new cis-
regulatory elements as enhancers lineage-specific transcription 
factors (TFs) binding site, Sundaram et al showed that among 

TFs bindings sites analyzed TEs contributing to 5 to 40% of them 
(Sundaram et al., 2014).  A seminal paper in the field, formally 
demonstrated by CAGE experiments (Cap Analysis Gene 
Expression) that 20% of transcripts expressed in mammalian 
tissues starts from a TEs; that TEs are expressed in tissue 
specific manner both in human and in mouse, (Faulkner et al., 
2009; Jachowicz et al., 2017; Kapusta et al., 2013).  
In line with these evidences, different TEs was found to be 
expressed in specific genes with definite spatiotemporal 
expression beating time of expression during the development 
(Lu et al., 2020). As an example, in placenta and oocytes there 
is a specific expression of LTRs, in general tissues of embryonic 
origin display an high percentage of transposable elements-
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derived sequences in their transcriptomes (Rodriguez‐Terrones 
et al., 2020).  
Also, TEs could serve as motif or binding sites that participate in 
mRNA maturation regulating alternative splicing events 
generating different types of alternative splicing as intron 
retention or exon skipping (Faulkner et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2007).  
A TEs elements could also generates alternative polyadenylation 
sites or binding sites for RNA-binding protein (Attig et al., 2018; 
Perepelitsa-Belancio & Deininger, 2003; Roy-Engel et al., 2005; 
Thornburg et al., 2006).  
Moreover TEs can generate and diversify non-coding regulatory 
RNA as long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) that in turn can 

regulate gene expression in cis and in trans (Kapusta et al., 2013; 
Kelley & Rinn, 2012). Furthermore, sequence derived from LTRs 
have been demonstrated to be involved the maintenance of 
pluripotency having a function of RNAs associated to enhancer 
regions (Fort et al., 2014). Also, ERV elements, and in particular 
MERVL are specifically expressed and regulate 2-cell stage in 
zygote development, regulating the expression of cell fate genes 
(Macfarlan et al., 2011).  
Nowadays it is also known that TEs play a role in higher order 
chromatin folding (Hall et al., 2014). TEs could act as scaffold for 
3D genome architecture, especially HERVs and SINEs elements 
are able to bind chromatin organizer (Ferrari et al., 2020; Lu et 
al., 2020, 2021; Schmidt et al., 2012; Y. Zhang et al., 2019). 
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In this context TEs could provide binding sites for cohesion and 
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), crucial proteins in higher order 
genome organization (Schmidt et al., 2012). In the last years 
transcribed ERV elements have been found to be involved in the 
formation of TAD boundaries in human pluripotent stem cells, 
indeed Zhang et al in 2019 demonstrated that the deletion of ERV 
elements promotes the deletion of corresponding TAD 
boundaries while their insertion generates new TAD boundaries 
(Y. Zhang et al., 2019). Importantly, RNA transcribed has been 
described to be associated with euchromatin regions, regulating 
chromatin accessibility (Hall., et al 2014). 
All these evidences underline the importance of transposable 

elements as master regulators of human genome evolution and 
regulation. 
 

1.1.4 LINE1 elements play a role in the maintenance of 
cell identity 

LINE1 elements comprise almost the 17-18 % of the human 
genome (Lander et al., 2001). Nowadays there are several 
evidences that demonstrate the role of transcripts derived from 
LINE1 elements as epigenetic regulators able to modulate cell 
identity and plasticity, a function that is decoupled from their 
retrotransposition activity (Attig et al., 2018; Hall et al., 2014; 
Jachowicz et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2021; Percharde et al., 2018; 
Yuyang Lu et al., 2019). One of the first evidences showing a role 
of repeat-rich nuclear RNAs in the regulation of chromatin folding 
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was made by Hall et al, in 2014. They demonstrated that different 
repeated-rich RNAs, composed also by LINE1 derived 
transcripts, were found to be express at high level in interphase 
nuclei of primary cell lines and in cancer cells; demonstrating that 
euchromatin is embedded by LINE1 derived RNAs (Hall et al., 
2014). 

In 2017 Jachowicz et al., demonstrated that LINE1 expression, 
during early mouse embryos development, regulate chromatin 
accessibility; they demonstrated that modulating LINE1 elements 

expression through transcription-activator-like-effector (TALE) 
promotes a global chromatin remodeling. Indeed the silencing of 
LINE1 decreases chromatin accessibility while its prolonged 
activation avoids chromatin condensation; a phenomenon that 
occurs during developmental processes during the exit from 2-
cells stage embryo (Jachowicz et al., 2017). This was one of the 
first evidence regarding the function of LINE1 independently from 
their retrotranpsosition activity. 

Another very important step forward in understanding the role of 
LINE1 RNA in regulating gene expression and cell identity was 
made by Perchade et al., in 2018. For the first time, they revealed 
that in mouse embryonic stem cells a novel complex composed 
by LINE1 RNA in partnership with Nucleolin and Kap1 regulate 
gene expression in embryogenesis and stem cells differentiation 
(Percharde et al., 2018). In detail, one of the master regulator of 
embryonic stem cells development in mouse is Dux, whose 
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activation permits the passages into 2-cell embryo like cells in 
mouse, thanks also to the activation of ERV elements that 
promotes the expression of different transcripts specific to zygote 
genome activation. Dux and ERVs have to be repressed in 
blastocysts. At this stage LINE1 RNAs as nuclear RNA scaffold 
bind nucleolin and Kap1 and this complex are able to mediate 
Dux silencing with Kap1 and rRNA synthesis with nucleolin, 
promoting the exit from 2-cell stage in mouse embryonic stem 
cells (figure 2) (Percharde et al., 2018).  Finally, LINE1 derived 
transcripts can be bound by RNA binding proteins (RBPs) 
participating to RNA processing machinery. MATR3 and PTBP1, 
for example, have different binding sites inside young 

evolutionary LINEs, they form ribonucleocomplexes able to act 
as splicing repressors promoting alternative splicing of tissue 
specific transcripts (Attig et al., 2018).  

More evidences regarding the role of TEs and specifically LINE1 
in organizing chromatin tridimensional space came out in the last 
few years. Lu et al., in 2020, assessed that, in embryonic stem 
cells, different classes of TEs, SINEs, LINEs and low complexity 
repeats are enriched in genes with different functions expressed 
in distinct developmental stages; SINEs localize in genes with 
housekeeping functions while LINE1 elements are in genes with 
for terminal differentiation in region depleted of SINE elements 
(Lu et al., 2020). SINEs and LINEs recruit different set of 
regulators in their associated genes promoting their segregation 
in active or inactive nuclear domain to regulate their activation or 
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silencing. They found also that LINE1 RNAs bind LINE1 DNA in 
embryonic stem cells, in repressive nuclear domain targeted with 
epigenetic repressor, in order to silence the expression of genes 
enriched in LINE1 elements guiding the temporal expression of 
genes during the development.  

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of LINE1 RNA-nucleolin-
Kap1 complex in modulating gene expression in embryonic stem 
cells in mouse (Percharde et al., 2018). 

Although recently several papers came out underlining the 
importance and the role of TEs in genome evolution and 
development there are still open questions regarding their 
possible roles and functions in shaping cell identity and plasticity 
especially in human cells where there are few evidences. 
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1.2. T cells are key players in adaptive immunity 

Our organism establishes two specific strategy to protect itself 
against pathogens and external substances: innate and adaptive 
immune responses (Kubo, 2019).  

Innate immune response is the first line of host defense and it is 
defined as nonspecific response, while adaptive immune 
response is characterized by a very specificity (Vivier & Malissen, 
2005). Innate immunity arranges several mechanisms for a rapid 
elimination of pathogens and bacteria through an inflammatory 
response that is generic in respect to pathogens and tissues and 
does not provide memory (Caplan et al., 2017); whereas 
adaptive immunity is a specific second-line defense that arose 
days (or weeks) after the exposure to an infection or foreign 
antigens, it adapts an antigen-specific response and provides a 
great repertoire of receptors able to distinguish between self and 
nonself-antigens (Mirzaei, 2020). Immunological memory, the 
key characteristics of adaptive immunity, permits a rapid and 
strong response when the organism is attacked by the same 
pathogen (Starr et al., 2003). 

Adaptive immunity is defined by the interplay between T and B 
lymphocytes and antigen-presenting cells (APCs). B cells 
derived from bone marrow and mediate humoral immunity 
against toxins and extracellular pathogens (Mirzaei, 2020). T 
cells derived from thymus and with their effector functions 

participate to the cell-mediate immunity against intracellular 
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pathogens (Jacqueline et al., 2016). Antigen-presenting cells 
(APCs) ( as for examples dendritic cells and macrophages) are 
able to recognize and present the antigen to T cells (Jacqueline 
et al., 2016). To do this, APCs present pattern recognition 
receptors (PPRs), that can detect pathogens-associated 
molecular patterns (PAMPs) and damage-associated molecular 
patterns (DAMPs) expressed by host cells. After recognition of 
PAMPs or DAMPs, APCs internalized and processed their target 
since it is presented on the cell surface onto MHC class I or II 
receptors (Burgdorf et al., 2007). By this way, APCs, travelling 
throughout the lymphatic vessels, are able to present antigen to 
T cells activating the adaptive immune response. T cells with 

their different T helper (TH) cell populations are one of the key 
players that orchestrate the adaptive immune response against 
non-self. 

 

  1.2.1 CD4+ T lymphocytes are plastic cells able to 
organize adaptive immune response 

T lymphocytes originate from bone marrow progenitors that 
migrate to the thymus where they undergo to thymopoiesis, the 
process of T cells generation, maturation and selection (Kumar 
et al., 2018; Schwarz & Bhandoola, 2006). T lymphocytes could 
be divided into two major groups based on the T-cell receptor 
(TCR) affinity to MHC molecules: CD4+ T cells recognize MHC 

class II on APCs and CD8+ T cells recognize MHC class I.   
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In the thymus, T lymphocytes progenitors lack both CD4 and 
CD8 molecules but during maturation, which involves TCR 
rearrangement, T cells, at first acquired both CD4 and CD8 
(double positive cells), then double positive cells undergo to 
single positive selection generating CD4+ T cells or CD8+ T cells 
that ultimate their development when they are export in the 
periphery (Kumar et al., 2018; Schwarz & Bhandoola, 2006). In 
fact, Naïve T cells need different signals to be activated, to 
proliferate and further to differentiate in different helper (TH) and 
regulatory subsets (figure 3). The first signal is constituted by the 
recognition of specific antigen through the binding of MHC class 
I or II, that is transduced by CD3, a receptor in complex with TCR 

(figure 3) (Abbas & Janeway, 2000); this signal could induce also 
a state named “clonal anergy” that represent the inability to 
respond to antigen or can fails to stimulate a response (Abbas & 
Janeway, 2000; Schwarz & Bhandoola, 2006). The signal 2, as 
shown in figure 3, is constituted by the binding of co-stimulatory 
molecules that amplify the first signal; APCs express several co-
stimulatory molecules, as B7 proteins (CD80/B7.1 and 
CD86/B7.2) and CD40, that are recognize by co-receptor 
proteins, as CD28 and CD40L respectively (Kambayashi & 
Laufer, 2014). An appropriate signaling pathway through signal 
1 and 2 guarantee a correct T cells activation instead when T 
cells received only signal 1 and not signal 2 apoptosis can be 
induced (Uzman et al., 2000); an incomplete activation as low-
costimulatory signal or high co-inhibitory stimulation can cause T 
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cell anergy that induce an hyporesponsive state with low IL-2 
production (Crespo et al., 2013); while a chronically stimulation 
through signal 1 could induce T cell exhaustion with a decrease 
of effector functions (Crespo et al., 2013) . 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the three signals that a T 
cells need to be activated, to proliferate and differentiate. Signal 

1 is the antigen-specific recognition by MHC binding to TCR (for 
CD4+ T cell). Signal 2: co-stimulatory molecules binding. Signal 
3 is provided by instructive cytokines  

The third signal, as highlight in figure 3, is provided by the 

environmental stimuli and more precisely by cytokines. This 
signal provides the polarization of Naïve T cells, in particular 
CD4+ T cells, into a specific effector phenotype that suits with the 
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type of infection. Once T cells are activated and differentiated, 
effector T cells are able to secrete different cytokines to fight the 
infection accurately (Kambayashi & Laufer, 2014; Uzman et al., 
2000). CD8+ T cells, after the activation, are rapidly rendered 
functional against host cells; they express cytokines as perforins, 
that mediate the cytolysis of target cells, but also secrete tumor 
necrosis factor (TNF) and interferon- γ (IFN- γ) in order to build 
antimicrobial defense (Wong & Pamer, 2003). CD4+ T cells are 
more plastic and can differentiate into several phenotypes, after 
their activation, in order to orchestrate immune protection 
throughout different mechanisms by cytokines and chemokines 
secretion: they promote B cells activation, by CD40-CD40L 

binding to stimulate antigen-specific antibodies production; they 
induce macrophages to increase their microbicide activity; they 
generate a positive feedback loop to amplify T cells response 
recruiting various innate immune cells (as neutrophils, 
eosinophils and basophils) to the site of infection and 
inflammation (Zhu & Paul, 2008). In detail, naïve CD4+ T cells, 
based on specific environmental and cytokines milieu, could 
polarized into different helper (TH) and regulatory subsets, 
delineated by cytokines production, according to the immune 
system needs (figure 4), TH1 and TH2 have been the first CD4+ T 
effector subsets discovered. TH1 cells are classified by the 
secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines as IFN- γ, they are 
produced in response to intracellular pathogens and viral 
infection and they promote the stimulation of CD8+ T cells 
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response, macrophage activation and a feedback loop that  
provide Naïve CD4+ T cells into TH1 polarization (Swain et al., 
2012). TH2 cells are characterized by the secretion of interleukin 
(IL) -4 and IL-13 (type II cytokines) that enhances humoral 
immunity and mediates inflammatory pathology associated with 
allergies (Stark et al., 2019). Naïve CD4+ T cells polarized into 
TH17 cells providing protection against bacteria and fungi and 
also preventing some autoimmune diseases. The master 
regulator of this TH17 phenotype is orphan retinoic receptor γt 
(ROR-γt) and guarantees the secretion of IL-17 A and/or F 
(Weaver et al., 2006). CD4+ T regulatory (Treg) cells are 
important to maintain peripheral tolerance as these cells secrete 

immunosuppressive cytokines, as IL-10 and transforming growth 

factor b (TGF-b), to inhibit T cell response against self-antigens, 

as such they are relevant in fighting autoimmune diseases 
(Vignali et al., 2008).  
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Figure 4. CD4+ T cells plasticity. Cytokines can polarize CD4+ T 
cells into several phenotypes with distinct functions but as shown 
by black lines different differentiation programs are 
interconnected with each other, underlined the plasticity of CD4+ 
T cells (Dupage & Bluestone, 2016). 

 

During their lifetime, CD4+ T are not fully differentiated and are 
able to adapt rapidly and reversibly their fate and their function 
and to tune their response based on context and conditions, 
thanks to the integration of various stimuli that could act 
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simultaneously or not (Dupage & Bluestone, 2016; Natoli & 
Ostuni, 2019). As example, a repeated exposure of inflammatory 
agents, promotes a state of hypo-responsiveness to prevent the 
induction of inflammatory molecules (Seeley & Ghosh, 2017); 
even DNA methylation is useful to maintain a state of hypo-
responsiveness during a chronic stimulation (Ghoneim et al., 
2017). Moreover DNA methylation also define the adaptive state 
of T cells, in fact in naïve T cells the loci that encode for IL-4, IL-
13 and IFN- γ are methylated and after T cells activation they 
undergo passive demethylation to promote faster reaction during 
stimulation (Monticelli, 2019; Wilson et al., 2009).  

Extracellular cues as cytokines and TCR and co-stimulatory 
strength, cytosolic signaling, and gene regulation by transcription 
factors and DNA accessibility are some of the causes that 
promote T cell plasticity but an extensive investigation of these 
phenotype is still missing. Actually, there are several open 

questions as the unknown link between signaling and chromatin 
reprogramming in the establishment of a specific state in 
response to specific environmental cues, and/or the 
discriminating properties that promote the rapidly adaptation. 
Answering these questions could help us in finding novel 
strategies to adjust immune response in chronic infection, cancer 
and autoimmunity (Dupage & Bluestone, 2016; Natoli & Ostuni, 
2019). 
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1.2.2 TEs influence innate and adaptive immune response 
 
Several works have demonstrated that T cell identity and their 
immune response could be solicited by transposons. In fact, 
expressed TEs, though RNA and DNA sensing pathways, could 
be used as signaling molecules by the host sensing pathways of 
what to promote the expression of cytokines as IFN type I and 

INF-b (Kassiotis & Stoye, 2016). There is an extensive literature 

that describes how ERV elements, taking advantages of the 
machinery used by viral genomes, regulate both innate and 
adaptive immune response, as shown in figure 5 (Marasca et al., 
2020).  
In 2016, Choung et al., demonstrated that ERV regulate the 
expression of IFN type I response, acting as IFN-inducible 
enhancers. This peculiar activity is conserved among different 
mammalian species underlining an evolutive co-option of 
transposons to fine tune the expression of immune response 
genes (Chuong et al., 2016).  
Within this frame, in 2015, Chiappinelli et al., found that dsRNAs 
transcribed by ERV sequences are able to bind MDA5 enhancing 

IFN-b secretion in order promote immune system response 

(Chiappinelli et al., 2015). ERV elements regulate also TH1 
differentiation, ERVs are collocated near genes involved in 
immune processes acting as TH1 gene enhancer. In TH2 cells, 
TH1 gene expression profile was repressed by the histone 
methyltransferase SETDB1 that convey the deposition of 
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H3K9me3 at ERV elements located in proximity of TH1 genes 
(Adoue et al., 2019). 

 
 
 
Figure 5. TEs promote innate and adaptive immune response. 
On the left are shown nucleic acid of TEs activate transcription 
factors that enhance IFNs production. On the right are described 
how TEs by RNA and DNA sensing pathway activate adaptive 

immune response in T lymphocytes (Marasca et al., 2020).  
 
Other TEs are able to modulate immune response as ERVs do. 
LINE1 derived transcripts are AU-rich sequences that could be 
identified by RIG-I and MDA5 receptors promoting their activation 

and IFN-b production (Brisse & Ly, 2019; Zhao et al., 2018). 

Transposons can elicit adaptive immune response also by DNA-
sensing pathways (Hornung et al., 2009; Takaoka et al., 2007; 
Unterholzner et al., 2010).  
TEs are able to modulate adaptive immune response not only in 
T cells also in B cells. Zeng et al., demonstrated that in B cells 
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ERVs through their cytosolic RNAs activate RIG-I-MAVS 
pathway and through cDNAs activate cGAS-STING pathway.  
The activation of these pathway stimulate B cells activation and 
production of antigen-specific antibodies (Zeng et al., 2014). 
All these evidences demonstrate that TEs play an important role 
in controlling and shaping innate and adaptive immune response, 
almost because their deregulation could be implicated in 
inflammation and autoimmune diseases. 

 
1.3 T cells are key players in fighting cancer progression 

 
 1.3.1 Tumor microenvironment is infiltrated by 

different T cell subsets 
 
Cancer is the second cause of dead worldwide; it is defined as 
“the pathology of the century” and “the modern disease par 
excellence”, suggesting its connotation as an endemic disease. 
In fact, World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that lead 10 
million of dead per year (Falzone et al., 2018; Ferlay et al., 2020).  
One in six deaths is caused by one of the “big killers” that are 
lung, colorectal, prostate and breast cancer (Falzone et al., 
2018).  
In the last decade tumors have been identified as organs whose 
complexity exceed that of healthy tissues ref. Nowadays it is 
accepted that tumor microenvironment (TME) is a novel hallmark 
of cancer, in particular the composition of this environment is  
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crucial to define cancer phenotypes (Hanahan & Weinberg, 
2011). TME, is a very heterogenous ecosystem that is composed 
by cancer cells, resident host cells, secreted factors, blood 
vessels and extracellular matrix (Hassan & Seno, 2020) (figure 
6). Is worth to notice that TME composition changes in 
tumorigenesis and tumor cells promotes the molecular, physical 
and cellular rearrangement to sustain tumor progression (Truffi 
et al., 2020).  
Cancer cells and components of TME set up a mutual 
relationship that promotes cancer cells survival, local invasion 
and metastatic propagation. Tumor cells can produce 
neoantigens that are detected by immune cells (Finn, 2017). 

Tumor antigens could be categorized into two different types 
based on their specificity: tumor specific antigens and tumor 
associated antigens. The former is tumor specific and could 
promote antitumor T cells response while the latter is not tumor 
specific and could lead to immunological tolerance (Finn, 2017; 
Gajewski et al., 2013). 
TME is infiltrated by several immune cells, both from innate and 
adaptive immune system, that promotes both pro- and anti-
tumorigenic functions.  
Immune cells are one of the first components of TME and a 
persistent inflammation due to chronic infection, in several type 
of tumor underline the tumor formation. The presence of 
inflammatory cells is a positive signals, pointing out that the host 
is try to react and interfere against tumor progression (Zitvogel et 
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al., 2006). Immune cells are one of the critical elements of the 
TME, actually they can suppress or promote tumor growth 
(Anderson & Simon, 2020).  As example, CD8+ T cells with their 
cytotoxic actions are able to target and destroy cancer cells, 

moreover in concert with CD4+ T cells, secrete IFN-g in order to 

suppress angiogenesis and prime immune response against 
tumor generating an inflammatory environment (Maimela et al., 
2019). On the other hand, also CD4+ Treg cells belong to TME, 
usually suppressing inflammatory response with the production 

of inhibitory cytokines as TGF-b and IL-10. In TME context CD4+ 

Treg cells repress anti-tumor response supporting tumor 
progression to maintain immunologiacal self-tolerance (Plitas & 
Rudensky, 2020).   
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Figure 6. Representation of heterogeneity of tumor 
microenvironment. TME is a very heterogeneous ecosystem 
constituted by immune cells, cancer cells, vessels and 
extracellular matrix  (Hassan & Seno, 2020). 
 
Recent studies demonstrated that there is a resistance program 
expressed by cancer cells that permits T cells exclusion and 
immune evasion (Jerby-Arnon et al., 2018). Cancer cells are 
detected by APCs and presented to T cells but often the immune 
response to tumor antigen exposure is not sufficient to block 
tumor progression (Finn, 2017). Indeed, during tumor 
progression cancer cells became able to overcome immune 

recognition and escape immune response, by this way tumor 
growth is immoderate and the disease become clinically 
apparent (Schreiber et al., 2011). 
Recent evidences suggest that type, density and location of 
immune cells in TME could have a prognostic and therapeutic 
value (Galon et al., 2006; Pagès et al., 2005).  
Actually, tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are not randomly 
distributed but are organized in specific regions within TME 
(Sasada & Suekane, 2011).  
The reason behind the high or low levels of TILs is still under 
investigation but several groups are arguing, also at single-cell 
level, the characterization of TILs and the dynamics beyond 
these type of tumors, in order to enhance immunotherapy 
strategies (Duan et al., 2020; Jerby-Arnon et al., 2018; Zheng et 
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al., 2017).  Indeed, single-cell RNA sequencing analysis permits 
not only to profile the gene expression pattern of every cells 
unveiling the heterogeneity of T cell population but also to 
determine dynamic relationship between T cells through 
transcriptome and TCR analysis. 
Recently Tirosh et al., demonstrated by single-cell transcriptome 
analysis in melanoma patients that there are different 
microenvironments that are associated with distinct malignant 
cells profiles that influence the proportion of other cell type, as T 
cells (Tirosh et al., 2016). Study of TILs composition in melanoma 
patients was also addressed by Li et al., revealing that there is a 
gradient of T cell dysfunction and that the intensity of 

dysfunctional signature is related to tumor reactivity (Li et al., 
2019). 
In triple-negative breast cancer (TBNC) Karaayvaz et al., by 
scRNA seq analysis found in TME a specific epithelial cells 
subpopulation that could be associated with a good prognosis 
(Karaayvaz et al., 2018). TILs profile in TNBC was addressed by 
Savas et al., that found an improve patient survival is associated 
to a TME that is enriched in CD8 with feature of tissue-resident 
memory (Savas et al., 2018). 
Several scRNA-seq analysis were done to determine tumor-
infiltrating cells composition in lung cancer. In fact, thanks to 
scRNA-seq analysis was done the first-ever lung cancer TME cell 
atlas by the characterization of stromal cells derived from non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients (Lambrechts et al., 
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2018). Studying tumor infiltrating T and myeloid cells profile in 
NSCLC were identify a subset of Tregs and tumor infiltrating 
myeloid cells defined by unique markers that correlate to poor 
prognosis (Guo et al., 2018; Zilionis et al., 2019).  Moreover, 
investigation of cancer and TME cells of advanced NSCLC has 
allowed to identify specific cell population that are expressed 
based on tumor pathological types and degree of tumor 
heterogeneity (Wu et al., 2021). 
An extensively work was done also to characterized TILs in 
colorectal cancer (CRC) by scRNA-seq and TCR analysis. 
Thanks to Zhang and its colleague in CRC patients with high 
microsatellite instability was found a specific TH1-like-cells that 

maybe promote a better response to immunotherapy (L. Zhang 
et al., 2018). scRNA-seq study on myeloid composition of CRC 
patients and mouse models reveal the heterogeneity of these 
cells, their role in TME and also the translatability of therapies 
from mouse pre-clinical models to human cancer (L. Zhang et al., 
2020). Furthermore, the characterization of single-cell of blood 
and gut cells in CRC patients conducted by Qi et al., permits to 
identify tumor specific innate lymphoid cells subsets that 
overexpress an anti-tumor biomarker SLAMF1 in patients with 
higher survival rates (Qi et al., 2021). 
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1.3.2 Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes became dysfunctional 
during cancer progression 
 
In a disease context, naïve T cells are activated, differentiate into 
effector T cells and proliferate to better fight infection. After the 
resolution of inflammation most activated T cells die but a subset 
of them form the memory T cell pool to confer long-term 
protection against pathogens re-boot (Wherry & Kurachi, 2015). 
By contrast during chronic infections and cancers, T cells are 
continuously exposed to antigen and inflammatory signals. 
These events dysregulate the memory T cell differentiation 
program and T cells became “exhausted” (Wherry & Kurachi, 

2015; Yi et al., 2010). If T cells remain endless exposed to an 
antigen for 2-4 weeks, in vivo, the state of exhaustion become 
established and does not revert with only the removal of the 
antigen (Brooks et al., 2006).  
 
Tumor immunosurveillance theory arose already at the begging 
of 1900 by Paul Ehrlich and explained that cancer cells 
developed spontaneously in the organism and that immune 
system try to eliminate them to prevent the neoplastic formation 
(Center for History and New Media et al., 2015). Several studies, 
in subsequent years, demonstrated that the interplay between 
cancer cells and immune system is more complex and the 
immunoediting mechanism try to explain this relationship 
(Dupage et al., 2012). 
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Cancer shapes cancer development through three different 
stages: elimination, equilibrium and escape (Sim et al., 2019) (fig 
7). During the first phase immune system is competent to destroy 
cancer cells producing an inflammatory environment. In the 
equilibrium phase tumor development is kept in check by 
adaptive immune system and there is a balance between tumor 
growth and regression. In the last phase cancer establishes itself 
and cancer cells are no longer recognized by immune system 
probably due to antigen loss, generating an immunosuppressive 
tumor environment (Escors, 2014). 
 

 
Figure 7. Cancer immunoediting mechanism. The interplay 
between Immune system and cancer cells build cancer 
progression through three phases: elimination, equilibrium and 
escape (Sim et al., 2019). 
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Cancer cells became able to escape to immune detection by the 
expression of immune checkpoint ligands (Escors, 2014). 
Immune checkpoint ligands activate inhibitory pathways to 
enhance immunosuppressive environment (Saleh et al., 2022). 
PD-1 ligand and CTLA4 are the most expressed among immune 
checkpoint molecules. 
Exhaustion state is a specific lineage of differentiated T cells and 
is different, phenotypically and mechanistically, from other 
dysfunctional state of T cells as senescence and anergy (Wherry 
& Kurachi, 2015). Exhausted T cells are characterized by the 

progressive loss of effector functions and memory T cell 
properties, with a decrease of cytokines and chemokines 
secretion, usually IL-2 is the first cytokine that decrease, followed 

by TNF-a and IFN-g; these cells have a decrease in their 

proliferative rate and the acquisition of multiple inhibitory 
receptors (Fig. 8). PD-1, T cell immunoglobulin and mucin 
domain 3 (TIM3), lymphocyte activate gene-3 (LAG-3) and 
cytotoxic T lymphocytes associated 4 (CTLA4) are the most 
frequent inhibitory receptors that define an exhausted status and 
provide T cell hyporesponsiveness to tumor-associated antigens 
(Sasada & Suekane, 2011; Wherry, 2011; Wherry & Kurachi, 
2015). 
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Figure 8. Development of T cell exhaustion during chronic 

infection. Naïve CD8+ T cells, after persistent antigen stimulation, 
acquired progressively an exhausted phenotype characterized 
by loss of effector functions, decrease of proliferative rate and 
increase of inhibitory receptors (Wherry, 2011). 
 
Every inhibitory receptor blocks T cell activity with different 
mechanisms. CTLA4, prevents the second signal of activation 
competing with CD28 to bind B7, moreover induces trans-
endocytosis of costimulatory ligands in order to restrict the 
possibility to T cell activation (Byun et al., 2017). PD-1 
suppressive activity is not yet fully understood and there are five 
possible strategy proposed to explain how PD-1 suppress T cells 
functions, not mutually exclusive: downmodulation of TCR 
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signaling pathway  (Sheppard et al., 2004); modulation of mTOR 
pathway (Staron et al., 2014); modulation of Ras pathway 
(Patsoukis et al., 2012); influencing T cell mobility (Zinselmeyer 
et al., 2013); inducing the expression of basic leucine zipper 
transcription factor that repress the expression of effector genes 
(Quigley et al., 2010).  
Although PD-1 and CTLA4 are the most abundant and the most 
studied receptors, also TIM3 and LAG-3 are well established 
players in driving exhausted/dysfunctional phenotype. Once 
expressed, TIM3 binds its ligand, galectin-9, and inhibits TH1 and 
TH17 responses by hampering their expansion, inducing 
peripheral tolerance and promoting TH1 cell death (Davoodzadeh 

Gholami et al., 2017; Sakuishi et al., 2010). LAG-3 instead, as 
CTLA4, binds CD3-TCR complex impeding co-receptor 
engagement, to negatively regulate proliferation, homeostasis 
and function of T cells (Workman et al., 2004). In human cancers 
it was found that TILs expressing more than one inhibitory 
receptor show a more dysfunctional effector functions in respect 
to TILs that express only PD-1 (Wherry & Kurachi, 2015). 
Taking in advantage of this knowledge, in the past few years 
cancer immunotherapy has made a breakthrough in cancer 
treatment. Among cancer immunotherapies, Immune checkpoint 
therapy uses immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) in order to 
reinvigorate immune response. Cancer immunotherapies 
foresee the usage of genetically engineered chimeric antigen 
receptor specific -T cells (CAR-T) to eliminate tumor cells by the 
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recognition of a cancer specific antigen (Escors, 2014; Saleh et 
al., 2022). 
However, not all the patients positively respond to cancer 
immunotherapy; and the effectiveness of these treatments is 
limited to several intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The composition 
of TME, epigenetic and genetic alterations and tumor mutational 
load are some of the factors that compromise the treatment (Yu 
& Cui, 2018). 
Despite all the evidences overmentioned, little is still known 
about the molecular mechanism that subtend T cell exhaustion 
and immune exclusion (Balkhi et al., 2018) and further studies 
are needed to understand how to build the best strategy to fight 

cancer progression. 
One of the key aspects that would be useful to deepen is the 
understanding of the molecular mechanisms that influence at 
transcriptional level the immune response against tumor, in order 
to find novel therapeutic target to enhance TILs functions. 

 
1.3.3 Transposable elements RNAs are novel players in 

cancer immunity 
 

Immunotherapy against cancer progression try to restore tumor 
infiltrating lymphocytes functions to promote antitumor response 
but several studies demonstrated that TEs expression could 
stimulate immune response against cancer.  
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Tumorigenesis is associated to a deregulation of DNA 
methylation within the cells. Indeed it is known that a common 
feature among different tumors (CRC, lung, TNBC, ovarian, 
glioblastoma) is the hypermethylation within the promoter of 
tumor-suppressor genes, that cause their silencing (Klutstein et 
al., 2016). An alteration of DNA methylation is found also in 
repetitive DNA sequence; tumor cells through the modulation of 
lysine 9 and 27 on histone 3 methylation, are able to repress TEs 
transcription and block their immunostimulatory activity (Robbez-
Masson et al., 2017). Tumor cells promoting DNA 
methyltransferase activity try to evade immune response, also by 
TEs inhibition.  

Several works demonstrated that the use DNA methyltransferase 
inhibitors (DNMTis) could provide the expression of TEs 
promoting the induction of interferon-genes via dsRNA sensing 
pathways (Chiappinelli et al., 2015; Goel et al., 2017; Kong et al., 
2019; Roulois et al., 2015; C. C. Smith et al., 2018). Roulois et 
al., and Chiappinelli et al., illustrated that in ovarian and CRC 
patients the use of DNMTi induce ERV RNAs expression that 
prompt the upregulation of interferon-responsive genes 
(Chiappinelli et al., 2015; Roulois et al., 2015). Moreover, Saito 
and its colleague found that the knockdown of DNMT1 suppress 
the proliferation of intestinal tumor organoids by anti-viral 
response via activation of dsRNA-containing ERVs (Saito et al., 
2016). 
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Regulation of TEs are able to stimulate also adaptive immune 
response to fighting cancer progression. Smith et al., in 2016, 
proved that retroviral transcripts could produce neoantigens that 
activate adaptive immune response driving T and B cell functions 
(C. C. Smith et al., 2018). While Goel and its collegues , in 2017 
demonstrated that increase of ERVs expression by inhibitors of 
cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 not only provides more secretion of 
IFN type III but also suppresses CD4+ Treg cells proliferation and 
promotes cytotoxic function of T cells enhancing tumor cells 
clearance (Goel et al., 2017). 
All these studies underline the important role of TEs in regulate 
immune response also in disease context like cancer and outline 

TEs as novel possible molecules to be addressed in cancer 
immunotherapy. 
 
1.4 Scope of the thesis 

 
Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) are the principal 
components of the tumor microenvironment and play a central 
role in antitumor immunity. During cancer immunoediting, TILs 
became dysfunctional, a phenotype associated to effector 
functions impairment, reduced cell growth and decreased killing 
capability. Indeed, cancer immunotherapies treatments try to 
revert TILs dysfunctional state in order to promote tumor 
clearance. 
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Immunotherapies nowadays represent the novel frontier in 
fighting cancer but still little is known regarding the epigenetic 
modulators responsible for TILs properties; the discovery of 
novel, possible targetable molecules and mechanisms could 
substantially improve knowledges regarding immunotherapies 
and patient responsiveness to them. For this reason, we are 
applying novel approaches and technologies in this filed, namely 
the investigation of transposable elements (TEs) functions as 
novel epigenetic players in TILs identity, plasticity and 
adaptability to the environmental cancer driven milieu. 
TEs are interspersed repetitive DNA sequences that cover 40 - 
45% of the human genome and growing evidence suggests that 

TEs exert a crucial function in epigenetic regulation both in cis 
and in trans, being a source of non-coding regulatory RNAs and 
participating to chromatin folding. Among TEs, we are interested 
in the possible epigenetic functions of LINE1 elements, that 
represents 18% of the human genome, largely accepted as novel 
key molecules involved in epigenetic regulation of cell identity. 
Until today the role and the dynamics of TEs-derived RNAs were 
investigated only in embryonic stem cells or during organism 
development, while there was no evidence of their possible 
functions in fully differentiated cells derived from adult tissues, as 
human T lymphocytes, that are plastic cells able to adapt and 
differentiate to diverse effector cells based on the cytokine milieu.  
We demonstrated that, among T cells subsets, there is a specific 
enrichment for LINE1 chromatin associated RNAs in naïve CD4+ 
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T cells. Moreover, LINE1 RNAs show a peculiar and timely 
specific dynamic, being rapidly depleted from the nuclei after 
TCR activation. Notably, functional experiments suggested that 
these transcripts could regulate T cells effector functions. 
Since these data, the aim of this thesis is to evaluate LINE1 
involvement in the epigenetic regulation of cell identity and 
functions in TILs. We generated an in vitro model to study LINE1 
dynamics in exhausted and dysfunctional T cells, moreover, we 
had the possibility to isolate ex vivo TILs from NSCL cancer, CRC 
and their normal counterpart derived from patients to perform 
functional experiments and assess LINE1 functions in a 
pathological context.  

Finally, we aim to define LINE1 RNAs as novel TILs regulatory 
molecules to find novel targetable RNA molecules that could be 
used as adjuvants in therapy to reinforce patient’s immune 
response against cancer. 
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Chapter 2. Thesis Results “LINE1 RNAs regulate Tumor 

infiltrating lymphocytes identity and plasticity” 
  

2.1 Introduction 
 
Innate and adaptive immune responses play a fundamental role 
in tumorigenesis; in the tumor microenvironment, the crosstalk 
between tumor infiltrating T lymphocytes (TILs) and tumor cells, 
results in either tumor elimination, equilibrium between immune 
response and residual tumor cell growth, or tumor escape from 
immune control (Quezada & Peggs, 2011). Tumor-dependent 
immunosuppressive mechanisms rely on the upregulation of 

modulatory molecules, called immune checkpoints, whose 
function is only partially characterized (Jamal-Hanjani et al., 
2013). Nevertheless, these molecules (e.g. PD-1) are targeted 
by antibodies towards immune checkpoint inhibitors, that 
unleash the spontaneous anti-tumor immune responses in such 
a powerful way that it has created a paradigm shift in cancer 
therapy (Munn & Bronte, 2016). However, the fraction of patients 
that do not respond remains high, and the efforts in the field are 
mainly focused on searching specific inhibitors against novel 
surface markers (Guo et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). 
Epigenetic mechanisms that govern the intratumoral 
dysfunctional state of TILs are still elusive, and nothing is 
reported on their targeting to reestablish TILs function. It is the 
basis of my PhD project to better comprehend molecular 
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mechanisms underlying at a transcriptional level the immune 
response against the tumor and to discover novel therapeutic 
targets for enhancing TILs function. 
Despite human genome composition could estimate for up to 66-
69% of repetitive DNA, the functions of this fraction are still 
largely ignored. Among the non-coding genome, Transposable 
Elements (TEs) (45% of the human genome) and particularly 
LINE1 (18% of the human genome) are boosting as novel key 
molecules involved in epigenetic regulation of cell identity 
(Chuong et al., 2017). Functionally, LINE1 can have several 
roles: they can provide novel regulatory regions, act as 
alternative promoters (Criscione et al., 2016; Denli et al., 2015), 

be binding sites for transcription factors (Bourque et al., 2008), 
and represent polyadenylation sites (Roy-Engel et al., 2005) or 
alternative splicing sites (Belancio et al., 2006). Mechanistically, 
chromatin LINE1 RNAs can regulate open chromatin 
accessibility during embryogenesis (Fadloun et al., 2013; Lavin 
et al., 2017), contributing to both maintenances of cell identity 
and 2-cell stage differentiation in complex with Nucleolin-Kap 
(Percharde et al., 2018). Although all these pieces of evidence 
underlined the importance of TEs, and in particular LINE1, in 
shape cellular transcriptional plasticity, their contribution to adult 
cell identity, plasticity and adaptation is unexplored. The study in 
which I was involved uncovers a novel epigenetic mechanism 
contributing to the enforcement of T-cell quiescence and 
suggests that LINE1 RNAs abundance is critical for T-cell 
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effector function in physiological and pathological contexts. In 
this broad study, my PhD project will be entirely focused in 
studying the LINE1 dynamic in shaping dysfunctional state of T 
cell in a pathological context like tumor.  We demonstrated that 
dysfunctional T cells in vitro and TILs ex vivo reaccumulate 
LINE1 RNAs at chromatin and their downregulation reinforces T 
cell effector response. Therefore, the modulation of LINE1 RNAs 
has the potential of being an important mechanism in determining 
at transcriptional level TILs function in the tumor 
microenvironment. 
 

2.2 Results 

 2.2.1 LINE1 RNAs are enriched in naïve CD4+ T 
cells and regulates their functions 
 
At first, we investigated the expression and distribution of TEs in 
ex vivo sorted naïve and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cell subsets 
derived from buffy coats of healthy donors. By quantitative PCR 
with reverse transcription (RT-qPCR) and RNA fluorescence in 
situ hybridization (RNA-FISH,) we assessed LINE1, HERV and 
Alu elements. Among all the three classes analyzed we found 
that LINE1 RNAs were enriched in the nuclei of naïve CD4+ T 
cells in respect to all the other subsets (Fig. 1a,b,g); while Alu 
elements exhibit a broader and perinuclear distribution with 
higher expression in memory T cells subsets (Fig. 1c,d,h); lastly 
HERV elements were poorly expressed (Fig. 1 e,f,i). To 
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determine the LINE1 RNAs location within the nuclear 
compartment we performed a biochemical fractionation finding 
that LINE1 RNAs were entirely localized at the chromatin of naïve 
CD4+ T cells (data not shown). 
Since this peculiar enrichment of LINE1 RNAs in naïve CD4+ T 
cells, we decided to test LINE1 dynamics upon naïve CD4+ T 
cells in vitro activation and differentiation toward TH1 phenotype. 
The activation was performed thanks to TCR stimulation using 
anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 beads while the differentiation was 
allowed thanks to a cytokines cocktail composed of IL-2, a pro-

survival cytokine, IL-12 and anti-IFNg to support TH1 

differentiation. We verify, by RT-qPCR, that LINE1 RNAs were 
downregulated just a few hours (8 hours) after TCR activation 
and their level remained low during differentiation, even after 7 
days of culturing (Fig. 2a). We obtain the same results with the 
differentiation toward TH2 and TH17 phenotypes (data not 
shown). All these results pointed out a specific LINE1 RNAs 
pattern in naïve CD4+ T cells. To better characterize which LINE1 
elements are expressed in naïve CD4+ T cells we performed an 
RNA sequencing of chromatin RNA of these cells. We found that 
among TEs classes, the chromatin of naïve CD4+ T cells was 
enriched with LINE1M families. The majority of LINE1 elements 
were localized within the intron of protein-coding genes, 
promoting non-canonical transcripts variants, indeed they were 
spliced as new exons that contained LINE1 and an intronic region 
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(data not shown). We were able to validate the existence of these 
transcripts by RT-PCR in three different individuals (Fig. 2b). 
To understand the role of LINE1-containing transcripts in naïve 
CD4+ T cells we decided to downregulate LINE1 RNAs by 
antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs). These ASOs contain a 
chemical modification that permits their entry into the cell without 
the use of transfection agents and without inducing differentiation 
or toxic effect. These oligos can entry in the nucleus of the cells, 
bind their target RNAs inducing the cleavage by RNAse H 
activity. To perform control of these experiments we treated the 
cells with scr ASOs which is designed on non-human genomic 
region. Using specific LINE1 ASOs for 48 hours we were able to 

knock down LINE1 RNAs in naïve CD4+ T cells as we observed 
by RT-qPCR and LINE1 RNA-FISH, observing a reduction of 
LINE1 RNAs expression at least 50% (Fig. 2 c-e). Moreover, 
using LINE1 ASOs in naïve CD4+ T cells we detected a 
downregulation of LINE1-containing transcripts and an 
upregulation of canonical transcripts (data not shown). We 
activated and differentiated toward TH1 phenotype naïve CD4+ T 
cells treated with LINE1 ASOs or control scr ASOs. We verified 
that the knockdown of LINE1-containing transcripts increases 
cytokines production evaluating, by intracellular staining, the 

production of IFN-g, that is the cytokines specifically expressed 

by TH1 cells. Indeed, we detected around the double of IFN-g 

production in LINE1 knockdown cells (Fig. 2 f-g), suggesting that 
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depletion of LINE1 RNAs can enhance the T cell effector 
response. 
All these results suggest that the LINE1-containing transcripts 
expressed in the chromatin of naïve CD4+ T cells can modulate 
the switch from quiescence to activation in these cells. 
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Figure 1. LINE1 RNAs are enriched in naïve CD4+ T cells  
 
a, Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) 
of naive and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. LINE1 riboprobes were 
designed based on the LINE1 ORF2 region. Original magnification, 
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63×. Scale bar, 5 µm. b, Quantification of LINE1 RNA-FISH of at least 
250 nuclei from four individuals (3D, three-dimensional). 
***P < 1 × 10−15, one-way ANOVA. c Confocal fluorescence microscopy 
images of Alu RNA FISH (red) of naïve and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T 
cells. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. d Quantification of 
Alu RNA FISH, at least 220 nuclei, four individuals. *** P < 1 x 10-15, 
One-way ANOVA. e Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of 
HERV RNA FISH (red) performed on quiescent naïve and memory 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. f 
Quantification of HERV RNA FISH, at least 164 nuclei, three 
individuals. g, LINE1 expression measured by RT–qPCR in naive and 
memory TH1, TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T cells and in naive and memory 
CD8+ T cells (n = 10 individuals for naive and TH1 CD4+ cells, n = 6 for 
TH2 and TH17 cells, n = 5 for CD8+ subsets). ***P = 0.0001, one-way 
ANOVA. For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, the box and 
whiskers represent the median, the interquartile range (IQR) from first 
to third quartiles and 1.5 × IQR, respectively h Alu expression by RT-
qPCR in quiescent naïve and memory TH1, TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T cells 
and in quiescent naïve and memory CD8+ T cells, (n = 6 individuals for 
naïve CD4+: n = 5 for TH1 and CD8+ subsets, n = 4 for TH2 and TH17). 
i HERV expression by RT-qPCR in quiescent naïve and memory TH1, 
TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T cells and in quiescent naïve and memory CD8+ T 
cells, (n = 10 individuals for naïve and TH1 CD4+, n = 6 TH17; n = 5 for 
TH2 and CD8+ subsets).  
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Figure 2. LINE1 RNAs regulate CD4+ T cells functions.  
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a LINE1 expression measured by RT–qPCR in quiescent and 
activated naive CD4+ T cells (n = 6 individuals). 
***P = 1.16 × 10−12, one-way ANOVA. b Scheme of canonical 
transcripts and LINE1-containing transcripts; the LINE1 exon is 
represented in red. In the middle, schemes of the PCR primers 
designed to verify the presence of the LINE1-containing 
transcripts and canonical transcripts are reported. Below, 
agarose gels representing RT-PCR results of LINE1-containing 
transcripts, HIRA. PCRs have been repeated on three individuals 
obtaining the same results. c LINE1 expression by RT-qPCR in 
quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or scr ASOs (n 
= 8 individuals). LINE1 ASOs were designed to target the ORF2 

LINE1 region included in the LINE1-containing transcripts. Data 
are represented as mean ± s.e.m. Scr versus LINE1 ASO 
groups: *** P = 3 x 10-6, Two-tailed paired t-test. d Confocal 
fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA FISH (red) of 
quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or control (scr) 
ASOs. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. e 
Quantification of (d), at least 832 nuclei, two individuals. scr 
versus LINE1 ASO groups: *** P < 1 x 10-15, Two-tailed Mann 
Whitney test. f Scheme of LINE1-containing transcripts-
knockdown (g) experiments in effector CD4+ T cells. g IFN-γ-
positive cells in effector CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or scr 
ASOs (n = 8 individuals). Data represent mean ± s.e.m. IFN-
γ+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, ***P = 0.0002, two-
tailed paired t-test. 
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 2.2.2 In vitro exhausted T cells show a re-expression of 
LINE1-containing transcripts. 
 
Considering our results by which we demonstrated that LINE1-
containing transcripts regulate T cell effector functions we 
decided to investigate LINE1 RNAs dynamic in T cells with 
dysfunctional effector properties. To this purpose, we set up an 
in vitro model in which we recapitulate features of the tumor 
microenvironment by the chronic stimulation of the TCR every 
two days of naïve CD4+ T cells for 9 days (Fig. 3a) (Balkhi et al., 

2018). Given the importance of CD8+ T cells in the tumor 
microenvironment, we decided to test also the LINE1 RNAs 
dynamics in dysfunctional CD8+ T cells (Fig. 4a). With these 
repetitive anti-CD3 stimulations we obtain CD4+ and CD8+ T cells 
that display an arrest of T cell growth as shown by cell growth 
curve, that we obtain with the cell count, and by cell trace that 
demonstrates a delay in proliferation (Fig. 3b and 4b). Indeed, 
cell trace, which enters by diffusion through the plasma 
membrane into the cells, permanently labels cells without 
affecting cells’ morphology and permits to trace generations and 
divisions by their binding to amine groups of protein. We verified 
that exhausted CD4+ T cells started to proliferate slowly after 
three TCR stimulation, from day 6, while exhausted CD8+ T cells 
since proliferate less, started to decrease in growth after two 
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rounds of TCR stimulation, from day 4. We investigate also cell 
cycle progression but we didn’t find any particular changes in cell 
cycle phases (Fig. 3e).  
Then, we tested the presence of inhibitory receptors like PD-1, 
this receptor is a marker of exhausted phenotype and is the major 
target involved in immunotherapy. By receptor staining and RT-
qPCR, we found the overexpression of PD-1 specifically in 
exhausted T cells both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells after three rounds 
of TCR stimulation (Fig. 3c and 4b). Moreover, we evaluated the 
effector properties by intracellular cytokines staining observing a 

decrease of IFN-g production in exhausted CD4+ T cells in 

respect to effector CD4+ T cells, since we cultured the cells with 
specific TH1 cytokines cocktails (Fig. 3d). Regarding the effector 

properties of effector CD8+ T cells, we tested not only IFN-g but 

also GrzB and PerfA production assessing the reduction of all 
these cytokines specifically in exhausted CD8+ T cells (Fig. 4c). 
All these pieces of evidence demonstrated that, with the 
chronically stimulation of TCR, we were able to recapitulate a 

dysfunctional and exhausted phenotype of T cells as observed in 
the tumor microenvironment.  
In these exhausted T cells, we investigated LINE1 RNAs 
dynamics by LINE1 RNA-FISH and RT-qPCR, and we assessed 
a statistically significant accumulation of LINE1 in the nuclei of 
exhausted T cells in respect to effector T cells, both for CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells (Fig. 5a-b and Fig. 6a-b). Focusing on LINE1-
containing transcripts we evaluated a consistent accumulation of 
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LINE1-containing transcripts accompanied by a reduction of 
canonical transcripts in exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (Fig. 
5c and Fig. 6c). 
These findings corroborate the role of LINE1-containing 
transcripts in regulating T cell identity and functions and 
demonstrate that the downregulation of LINE1 RNAs upon naïve 
CD4+ T cells activation could be reverted. 
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Figure 3. In vitro exhausted CD4+ T cells show a 
dysfunctional phenotype. 
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a Scheme of in vitro exhaustion of CD4+ T cells. b On the left, cell count 
of effector (black) and exhausted (red) CD4+ T cells (n = 5 individuals). 
Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m, *** P < 2.7 x 10-7, Two-way 
ANOVA. On the right histogram of cell trace staining on effector (black) 
and exhausted (red) CD4+ T cells; from left to right histogram represent 
proliferation on day5, day7 and day9. c On the left, contour plot 
representation of PD-1 receptor staining; in the middle percentage of 
PD-1 positive cells (n = 4 individuals); on the right PD-1 expression by 
RT-qPCR.  Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m, *** P = 0.00004, * 
P= 0.03 Two-way ANOVA. d IFN-γ positive cells (n = 4 individuals). 
Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. IFN-γ: * P = 0.0319, One-tailed 
paired t-test. e Percentage of cells in different cell cycle phases at day 
7 and day 9 (n=4 individuals) Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m  
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Figure 4. In vitro exhausted CD8+ T cells show a 

dysfunctional phenotype 
a Scheme of in vitro exhaustion of CD8+ T cells. b On the left, cell count 
of effector and exhausted CD8+ T cells. Data are mean and ± s.e.m, N 
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= 4 individuals. *** P = 0.0003, Two-way ANOVA. In the middle, contour 
plot representation of PD-1 receptor staining, on the right percentage 
of PD-1 positive cells (n=4 individuals). Data are mean and ± s.e.m, *** 
P = 0.00003, Two-way ANOVA.  c IFN-γ, GrzB and PerfA contour plot 
representation and percentage of IFN-γ, GrzB and PerfA positive cells 
(n=4 individuals). Data are mean and ± s.e.m. IFN-γ: * P = 0.0108, 
Two-tailed Paired t-test; GrzB * P = 0.0243, Two-tailed Paired t-test.  
 

 
Figure 5. In vitro exhausted CD4+ T cells show a re-

accumulation of LINE1-containing transcripts 
a On the left confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-
FISH (red) of effector and exhausted CD4+ T cells. Original 
magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5 µm; on the right quantification of LINE1 
RNA FISH was performed on at least 100 nuclei. Effector versus 
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exhausted CD4+ cells, ***P < 1 × 10−15, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test b 
Expression of LINE1 RNA by RT–qPCR in effector and exhausted 
CD4+ T cells (n = 4 individuals). Data represent mean as a heatmap. 
LINE1 RNA expression in effector versus exhausted CD4+ T cells, 
*P = 0.0436, two-way ANOVA. c Expression of LINE1-containing 
transcripts and canonical transcripts measured by RT–qPCR in 
effector and exhausted CD4+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). Data represent 
mean ± s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcript expression in effector 
versus exhausted CD4+ cells, *P = 0.0148, two-way ANOVA; canonical 
transcript expression in effector versus exhausted CD4+ cells, 
***P = 4.7 × 10−4, two-way ANOVA 
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Figure 6. In vitro exhausted CD8+ T cells show a re-

accumulation of LINE1-containing transcripts. 
a Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) 
of effector and exhausted CD8+ T cells. Original magnification, 63×. 
Scale bar, 5 µm; quantification was performed on at least 100 nuclei. 
Effector versus exhausted CD8+ cells, ***P < 1 × 10−15, two-tailed 
Mann–Whitney test. b Expression of LINE1 RNA by RT–qPCR in 
effector and exhausted CD8+ T cells (n = 4 individuals). Data represent 
mean as a heatmap. LINE1 RNA expression in effector versus 
exhausted CD8+ T cells, *P = 0.0327, two-way ANOVA. c Expression 
of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts measured by 
RT–qPCR in effector and exhausted CD8+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). 
Data represent mean ± s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcript expression 
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in effector versus exhausted CD8+ cells, **P = 0.0011, two-way 
ANOVA; canonical transcript expression in effector versus exhausted 
CD8+ cells, ***P = 9.3 × 10−7, two-way ANOVA. 

 
 

 
 

2.2.3 LINE1-containing transcripts downregulation 
increases T cell functions. 
 
Considering the results obtained with the knockdown of LINE1 
RNAs in activated naïve CD4+ T cells and the re-accumulation of 

LINE1-containing transcripts in exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T 
cells we decided to deplete LINE1 RNAs in this in vitro exhausted 
T cells and to test immunological functions of these cells (Fig. 7a 
and Fig.8a). We treated T cells with ASOs concomitantly with 
every TCR stimulation starting from day 2. 
At first, we verified, by RT-qPCR, the LINE1 ASOs treatment, as 
a control we used scr ASOs, finding the LINE1 depletion (around 
50%) in exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells treated with LINE1 
ASOs (Fig. 7b and Fig.8b).  Then, after 7 (for CD8) or 9 (for CD4) 
days from activation, we tested immunological functions by 
intracellular cytokines staining, killing ability and proliferation. 
Controlling cytokines secretion, we found that LINE1-containing 

transcripts depletion promotes an increase of IFN-g and GrzB in 

exhausted CD4+ T cells and an increase of IFN-g, GrzB and 
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PerfA in exhausted CD8+ T cells (Fig. 7c and Fig.8c). Since we 
observed the increase of cytotoxic cytokines we decided to test 
the killing ability of these cells. We co-cultured exhausted CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells treated with LINE1 and scr ASOs with 
heterologous monocytes derived from healthy donors for 12 
hours and then we stained cells for live/dead detection to assess 
monocytes mortality. We decided to use monocytes since these 
cells express major histocompatibility complex of class I and to II 
(MHC class I and class II) and for this reason we could use these 
cells as killing targets for both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells that 
recognize MHC class II and I respectively.  With these 
experiments, we verified that LINE1 depletion enhanced the 

killing ability of exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells observing an 
increase in monocytes mortality (Fig. 7d and Fig. 8d). Lastly, we 
decided to follow the cell growth of exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T 
cells treated with LINE1 and scr ASOs using cell trace staining 
but we didn’t notice a restoration of proliferation capacity (Fig. 7 
e and Fig.8e). 
Our observations corroborate the anti-correlation between LINE1 
RNAs accumulation in the nuclei and proper effector functions. 
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Figure 7. Downregulation of LINE1-containing transcripts in 

in vitro exhausted CD4+ T cells increase effector T cells 

functions. 
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a Scheme of the immunological assays performed on in 
vitro exhausted CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or scr ASOs to 
evaluate their effector properties. b LINE1 expression by RT-qPCR in 
exhausted CD4+ T cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented as 
mean ± s.e.m. scr versus LINE1 ASO exhausted CD4+: ** P = 0.0083, 
Two-tailed paired t-test c IFN-γ+ or GrzB+ exhausted CD4+ T cells (n = 
4 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. IFN-γ in scr 
versus LINE1 ASO groups: * P = 0.0351 One-tailed paired t-test. d 
Percentage of dead heterologous monocytes co-cultured for 12 hours 
with exhausted CD4+ T cells. Percentage of monocytes self-lysis is 
indicated (w/o T cells, in blue). n = 3 individuals for CD4+, data for each 
individual are shown separately, monocytes self-lysis is represented as 
mean ± s.e.m. CD4+ scr versus LINE1 ASO: ** P = 0.0092, Two-tailed 
paired t-test. e Proliferation assay with cell trace in exhausted CD4+ T 
cells.  
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Figure 8. Downregulation of LINE1-containing transcripts in 
in vitro exhausted CD8+ T cells increase effector T cells 
functions. 
a Scheme of the immunological assays performed on in 
vitro exhausted CD8+ T cells treated with LINE1 or scr ASOs to 
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evaluate their effector properties. b LINE1 expression by RT-qPCR in 
exhausted CD8+ T cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented as 
mean ± s.e.m. scr versus LINE1 ASO exhausted CD8+: ** P = 0.0073, 
Two-tailed paired t-test. c IFN-γ+, GrzB+ or PerfA+ exhausted CD8+ T 
cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. IFN-γ 
in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: ** P = 0.0016, Two-tailed paired t-
test; GrzB in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: ** P = 0.0039, PerfA in scr 
versus LINE1 ASO: *** P = 0.0002, Two-tailed paired t-test. d 
Percentage of dead heterologous monocytes co-cultured for 12 hours 
with exhausted CD8+ T cells. Percentage of monocytes self-lysis is 
indicated (w/o T cells, in blue). n = 4 individuals for CD8+, data for each 
individual are shown separately, monocytes self-lysis is represented as 
mean ± s.e.m. CD8+ scr versus LINE1 ASO: ** P = 0.0084, Two-tailed 
paired t-test. e Proliferation assay with cell trace in exhausted CD8+ T 
cells.  

 
 

 
 

 2.2.4 LINE-containing transcripts accumulate in tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) and regulate TILs effector 
functions 
 
Given the results obtained in exhausted T cells, we decided to 
observe LINE1 dynamic in ex vivo tumor infiltrating lymphocytes 
(TILs) to assess the importance of LINE1 elements in the 
establishment of the immunosuppressive tumor 
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microenvironment. Indeed, effector T cells infiltrating tumors 
became dysfunctional through poorly defined mechanisms 
(Franco et al., 2020; Jamal-Hanjani et al., 2013). For this 
purpose, we isolated memory TILs from normal adjacent and 
tumor tissues derived from lung and colorectal (CRC) cancer 
patients (Fig. 9a). By LINE1 RNA-FISH we found that memory 
CD4+ and CD8+ TILs derived from tumor tissues re-express 
LINE1 RNAs in respect to memory T cells derived from normal 
adjacent tissues (Fig. 9 b-c). We retrieve this peculiar result from 
all patients analyzed. Moreover, by PD-1 receptor staining, we 
verified that TILs derived from tumor tissues display a higher 
level of exhaustion surface marker PD-1 (Fig. 9 d-e). Considering 

these results and the ones obtained in exhausted T cells we 
decided to knock down LINE1 RNAs in memory TILs to control if 
we restore TIL effector functions using ASOs. Therefore, we 
knockdown LINE1-containing transcripts for 48 hours in memory 
CD4+ and CD8+ TILs, using scr ASOs as control, and we 
measure the expression of inhibitory receptors, the cytokines 
production and the killing capacity (Fig. 10a). Firstly, we 
controlled LINE1 reduction by RT-qPCR (Fig. 10b-c), then by 
receptor staining, we verified PD-1, TIM-3 and LAG-3 
expressions, founding that all the three exhaustion surface 
markers were reduced upon 48 hours of silencing of LINE1-
containing transcripts in memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs (Fig. 10d 
and Fig. 11a). Analyzing the production of cytokines, we 

performed intracellular cytokine secretion of IFN-g and GrzB in 
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memory CD4+ TILs and of IFN-g, GrzB and PerfA in memory 

CD8+ TILs treated for 48 hours with LINE1 or scr ASOs and then 
activated for 48 hours. We observed an increase of effector 
cytokines production concomitantly with LINE1 depletion in 
memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs (Fig. 10e and Fig. 11b). Lastly, 

after 48 hours of LINE1 or scr ASOs treatment, we co-cultured 
memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs with heterologous monocytes 
derived from a healthy donor, assessing an increase of killing 
ability in TILs with LINE1 depletion (Fig. 10f and Fig.11c).  
Our findings reveal that LINE1 RNAs can fine tune the effector 
response of TILs, and with LINE1 RNAs depletion we were able 
to restore dysfunctional TILs phenotype. 
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Figure 9. Memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs re-accumulate LINE1-

containing transcripts 
a Sorting of tumor-infiltrating memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. b Top, 
confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) of 
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memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells infiltrating normal adjacent tissue or 
CRC tumors. Original magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5 µm. Bottom, 
quantification of at least 100 nuclei from two patients. Normal versus 
tumor memory CD4+ cells, ***P = 7.3 × 10−8, two-tailed Mann–Whitney 
test; normal versus tumor memory CD8+ cells, ***exact P < 1 × 10−15, 
two-tailed Mann–Whitney test. c Top, confocal fluorescence 
microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) of memory CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells infiltrating normal adjacent tissue or NSCLC tumors. 
Original magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5 µm. Bottom, quantification of 
at least 84 nuclei from at least two patients. Normal versus tumor 
memory CD4+ cells, ***exact P = 3.7 × 10−4, two-tailed Mann–Whitney 
test. d On the left contour plot representation of PD-1 receptor staining, 
on the right percentage of PD-1 positive cells (n=4 individuals) of 
memory CD4+ T cells infiltrating normal adjacent tissue or CRC and 
NSCL tumors. Data are mean and ± s.e.m, * P = 0.05, one-tailed t-test 
e On the left contour plot representation of PD-1 receptor staining, on 
the right percentage of PD-1 positive cells (n=4 individuals) of memory 
CD8+ T cells infiltrating normal adjacent tissue or CRC and NSCL 
tumors. Data are mean and ± s.e.m, * P = 0.05, one-tailed t-test 
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Figure 10. LINE1-containing transcripts modulate 

dysfunctional phenotype of CD4+ TILs  
a Scheme of immunological assays performed on memory CD4+ and 
CD8+ TILs treated with LINE1 or control (scr) ASOs. b-c LINE1 
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expression by RT-qPCR in memory CD4+ (b) and CD8+ (c) TILs 
treated with LINE1 or control (scr) ASOs (n = 2 individuals). Data are 
represented as mean ± s.e.m. d, PD-1-, TIM3- or LAG-3-positive 
memory CD4+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n = 3 individuals for PD-
1 and TIM3; n = 2 for LAG-3) or NSCLC (red, n = 4 individuals for PD-
1; n = 2 for TIM3; n = 3 for LAG-3) samples. PD-1+ cells in scr versus 
LINE1 ASO groups, **P = 0.0044, two-tailed paired t-test; TIM3+ cells 
in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, **P = 0.0016, two-tailed paired t-test; 
LAG-3+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.0442, two-tailed 
paired t-test. For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, the box and 
whiskers represent the median, the IQR from first to third quartiles and 
1.5 × IQR, respectively e, IFN-γ- or granzyme (Grz)B-positive memory 
CD4+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n = 2 individuals) or NSCLC 
(red, n = 2 individuals) samples. Data represent mean ± s.e.m. IFN-
γ+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.04795, one-tailed 
paired t-test; GrzB+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.0277, 
two-tailed paired t-test.  f, Percentage of dead heterologous 
monocytes co-cultured for 12 h with memory CD4+ TILs from CRC 
(black, n = 1 individual) or NSCLC (red, n = 2 individuals) samples. The 
percentage of monocyte self-lysis is indicated (without T cells, in blue). 
CD4+ cells, scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.0150, two-tailed 
paired t-test. 
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Figure 11. LINE1-containing transcripts modulate 

dysfunctional phenotype of CD8+ TILs  
a PD-1-, TIM3- or LAG-3-positive memory CD8+ TILs isolated from 
CRC (black, n = 2 individuals) or NSCLC (red, n = 4 individuals for PD-
1; n = 2 for TIM3 and LAG-3) samples. PD-1+ cells in scr versus LINE1 
ASO groups, *P = 0.02676, two-tailed paired t-test; TIM3+ cells in scr 
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versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.02707, one-tailed paired t-test; LAG-
3+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.03166, one-tailed 
paired t-test. b, IFN-γ-, GrzB- or perforin (Perf)A-positive memory 
CD8+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n = 3 individuals) or NSCLC 
(red, n = 1 individual) samples. Data represent mean ± s.e.m. IFN-
γ+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, **P = 0.0095, two-tailed 
paired t-test; GrzB+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.0275, 
one-tailed paired t-test; PerfA+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, 
*P = 0.02225, one-tailed paired t-test. c Percentage of dead 
heterologous monocytes co-cultured for 12 h with memory CD8+ TILs 
from CRC (black, n = 1 individual) or NSCLC (red, n = 2 individuals) 
samples. The percentage of monocyte self-lysis is indicated (without T 
cells, in blue). CD8+ cells, scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P = 0.0408, 
two-tailed paired t-test. 
 

 
 

2.2.5 scRNA seq and PrimeFlow RNA Assay try to depict 
TEs’ signature in TILs. 
 
All these data demonstrated that LINE1 transcripts could 
represent a novel hallmark to define the phenotype of exhausted 
T cells. To better define how LINE1 transcripts are distributed 
among dysfunctional T cells we want to perform a single-cell 
RNA seq with a full-length technology (Gao et al., 2017). This 

specific approach could allow us to capture all TEs RNA isoform 
that we would otherwise lose using 5’ or 3’ scRNA-seq approach. 
By this technology, we aim to combine the presence or absence 
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of LINE1 RNAs with the dysfunctional state of TILs trying to 
evaluate if LINE1 transcripts are present also in the absence of 
inhibitory receptors to define T cell dysfunction.  
Moreover, we are applying a scRNA-seq approach to determine 
how TEs are distributed among TILs subsets to possibly identify 
a TEs’ transcriptional signature that could discriminate specific 
TILs subsets. Indeed, we are performing scRNA-seq on CD3+ 
TILs derived from normal adjacent and tumor tissues of lung and 
CRC cancer patients (Fig. 12a). With this approach, we managed 
to discriminate TILs subset not only by gene-expression but also 
by TEs expression (Fig. 12b). We are planning to further 
investigate these preliminary data and to validate with PrimeFlow 

RNA Assay specific TEs expression in specific TILs subsets (Fig. 
12a). Indeed, PrimeFlow RNA Assay is a novel technology that 
allows, by flow cytometry, to evaluate receptor markers and RNA 
transcripts. This technique involves the staining with receptor 
markers to distinguish all the different T cell subset and the 
hybridization with a target probe, that identify the RNA of interest, 
and several passages to amplify the target probe signal (Fig. 12a 
and Fig. 14c). 
We have already set up this technology analyzing LINE1 RNA 
content in PBMCs derived from healthy donors, in exhausted T 
cells and TILs (Fig. 13-14). Firstly, we analyzed PBMCs derived 
from healthy donors assessing that with receptor staining we 
discriminated all T cell subsets and with LINE1 RNA staining we 
evaluated LINE1 RNA content among these cells (Fig. 13 a,b). 
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Indeed, we found that naïve CD4+ T cells are enriched of LINE1 
RNA in respect to memory CD4+ and naïve and memory CD8+ T 
cells (Fig. 13a,b), as we already demonstrated by other 
techniques like RNA FISH and RT-qPCR (Fig. 1a,b,g).  
Moreover, by PrimeFlow RNA Assay we validate the re-
accumulation of LINE1 transcripts in exhausted CD4+ T cells in 
respect to effector CD4+ T cells (Fig. 13c). With this protocol, we 
also could appreciate the broadness of LINE1 transcripts in 
exhausted T cells (Fig. 13d), since we found that exhausted 
CD4+ T cells show LINE1 RNA positive cells that are not positive 
for exhausted markers like PD1 and TIM3.  
Lastly, we analyzed with PrimeFlow RNA Assay also TILs 

isolated from normal adjacent and tumor tissue derived from 
NSCL cancer patient. To perform this experiment, we used T 
cells isolated from peripheral blood of healthy donors as positive 
control of the technique. We verified that memory CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells derived from tumor tissue have a higher expression 
of LINE1 RNAs in respect to T cells isolated from normal adjacent 
tissue (Fig. 14a), as we already demonstrated by LINE1 RNA-
FISH (Fig. 9 b,c). Moreover, we tested also memory CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells isolated from peripheral blood, normal adjacent and 
tumor tissue of CRC treated patients. Surprisingly we detected a 
lower expression of LINE1 RNA in TILs in respect to memory T 
cells derived from normal adjacent tissue of the same patient 
(Fig. 14b). This result was encouraging but, at the moment, we 
have the chance to test only one treated patient but we hopefully 
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want to corroborate this data by analyzing other treated and 
responder patients. 

 
Figure 12. scRNA-seq and Prime Flow RNA assay try to 
depict signature of TEs transcripts in TILs.  
a Schematic representation of scRNA-seq and PrimeFlow RNA assay 
in TILs. b On the left (top) UMAP representation of TILs subsets 
discriminated by gene expression and (bottom) UMAP representation 
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of TILs cluster based on TEs expression; on the right heatmap of TEs 
expression in TILs subset  
 

 
Figure 13. Prime Flow RNA assay depicts LINE1 RNAs 
content in PBMCs and in vitro exhausted T cells. 
a On the left, bar plot of LINE1 RNA mean fluorescent intensity in naïve 
and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells derived from healthy donor; on the 
right graphic histogram of LINE1 RNA mean fluorescent intensity in 
naïve and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. b UMAP represents T cells 
subset distribution based on CD4, CD8 and LINE1 RNA marker, on the 
left LINE1 RNA heat map representation, on the right identification of 
different T cell subsets. c On the left, bar plot of LINE1 RNA mean 
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fluorescent intensity in effector (black) and exhausted (red) CD4+ T 
cells; on the right graphic histogram of LINE1 RNA mean fluorescent 
intensity in effector (black) and exhausted (red) CD4+ T cells (n=1). d 
Contour plot representation of LINE1 RNA and TIM3 (left) or PD1 
(right) positive cells in effector and exhausted CD4+ T cells (n=2).  
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Figure 14. Prime Flow RNA assay depicts LINE1 RNAs 

content ex vivo TILs cells. 
a On the left graphic histogram of LINE1 RNA mean fluorescent 
intensity, on the left bar plot of LINE1 RNA mean fluorescent intensity 
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in memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells derived from peripheral blood of 
healthy donors and normal adjacent and tumor tissue of NSCL cancer 
patient (n=1). b On the left graphic histogram of LINE1 RNA mean 
fluorescent intensity, on the left bar plot of LINE1 RNA mean 
fluorescent intensity in memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells derived from 
peripheral blood, normal adjacent and tumor tissue of treated CRC 
patient (n=1). c Table of strategy to select by receptor marker TILs by 
PromeFlow RNA Assay 

 

2.3 Methods 
 

Human blood and tissue samples 

Blood from anonymous healthy donors was provided by the 

Fondazione Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico 
(IRCCS) Cà Granda Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico in Milan. Age 
and the sex of healthy donors were unknown (privacy reasons). 
CRC and NSCLC samples were provided by the European 
Institute of Oncology (IEO), non-tumoral samples were obtained 
from normal adjacent tissue at least 10 cm distal from the lesion; 
no patients received palliative surgery or neo-adjuvant 
chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. Ethics committees of the 
hospitals approved the use of human samples for research 
purposes, and informed consent was obtained from all subjects 
(authorization nos. R807/18 IEO 849 and 708_2020).  
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T cell purification and sorting and monocyte purification 

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were 
purified from blood samples by density gradient centrifugation 
with Ficoll-Paque PLUS. T cells were negatively selected from 
PBMCs with a magnetic separator (autoMACS Pro Separator, 
Miltenyi Biotec) using the Pan T Cell Isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec) 
or the CD4+ T Cell Isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec). T cells were 
stained with antibodies specific for surface markers, and T cell 
subsets were sorted by flow cytometry as follows: naive 
CD4+ cells as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO− cells, CD4+ TH1 
cells as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+CXCR3+CCR6− cells, 
CD4+ TH2 cells as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+CRTH2+ cells 

and CD4+ TH17 cells as 
CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+CCR6+CXCR3− cells; naive 
CD8+ cells as CD4−CD8+CD45RO− cells and memory CD8+ cells 
as CD4−CD8+CD45RO+ cells. Lymphocytes infiltrating normal 
and tumor tissues were obtained using a procedure indicated in 
the Supplementary Information. Viability of T cells was first 
assessed with the LIVE/DEAD Fixable Green Dead Cell Stain kit 
(Invitrogen by Life Technologies, L34969); live T cell subsets 
were then sorted by flow cytometry as follows: memory 
CD4+ cells as CD45+CD3+CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+ cells 
and memory CD8+ cells as CD45+CD3+CD8+CD45RO+ cells. 
The following antibodies were used for flow cytometry-based 
sorting: anti-CD4–APC-Cy7 (BD Biosciences, clone RPA-T4) or 
anti-CD4–VioGreen (Miltenyi Biotec, clone VIT4); anti-CD8–
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VioGreen (Miltenyi Biotec, clone REA734) or anti-CD8–VioBlue 
(Miltenyi Biotec, clone REA734); anti-CD25–PECy7 (Invitrogen 
by Life Technologies, clone BC96); anti-CD127–PE-Cy5 
(BioLegend, clone A019D5) or anti-CD127–PE (Miltenyi Biotec, 
clone MB15-18C9); anti-CD45RO–BV605 (BioLegend, clone 
UCHL1) or anti-CD45RO–APC (Miltenyi Biotec, clone UCHL1); 
anti-CD3–PE (BD Biosciences, clone UCHT1); anti-CD45–
Pacific Blue (BioLegend, clone 2D1); anti-CD183–PE-Cy5 (BD 
Biosciences, clone 1C6/CXCR3); anti-CD294(CRTH2)–APC-
Vio770 (Miltenyi Biotec, clone REA598); anti-CCR6–FITC 
(BioLegend, clone G034E3). Staining were performed using 1 µl 
of each antibody for every 1 × 106 cells in 10 µl PBS for 30 min at 

37 °C. Cell sorting was performed using the FACSAria III (BD 
Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva Software version 8.0.3. The 
purity of sorted cells was >97.5%. Monocytes were isolated from 
PBMCs by positive selection with a magnetic separator 
(autoMACS Pro Separator, Miltenyi Biotec) using CD14-specific 
microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec).  

Knockdown experiments 

Knockdown experiments were performed using FANA (2′-deoxy-
2′-fluoro-β-D-arabinonucleic 
acid, https://www.aumbiotech.com)–ASOs. For LINE1 RNA 

species, five ASOs were designed based on the ORF2 region of 
the LINE1 consensus sequence. An unrelated scr ASO was used 
as a control. ASOs were mixed in equimolar proportions and 
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administered without any transfection reagent (by gymnosis) 
following the manufacturer’s instruction at a final concentration of 
10 µM. 

Quiescent naive CD4+ T cells isolated from healthy donors were 
cultured for 48 h in complete medium supplemented with 
200 IU ml−1 recombinant interleukin (IL)-2 and 10 µM ASOs to 
knock down LINE1. For LINE1-knockdown experiments, naive 
CD4+ cells treated with ASOs were then activated with anti-CD3–
anti-CD28 beads in TH1 medium, kept in culture in the presence 
of 10 µM ASOs and collected after 7 d (effector CD4+ cells). 
Exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were treated starting from day 
2 with 10 µM ASOs for 5–7 d to knock down LINE1. Memory 
CD4+ and CD8+ TILs isolated from tumor samples were cultured 
for 48 h in complete medium supplemented with 
200 IU ml−1 recombinant IL-2 and 10 µM ASOs to knock down 
LINE1; after 48 h of ASO treatment, TILs were subjected to 
surface marker staining and T cell killing or activated for 48 h and 
subjected to intracellular cytokine staining. Knockdown efficiency 
was controlled by RT–qPCR and/or RNA-FISH and by flow 
cytometry analysis (described below). 

CD4+ T-cells in vitro differentiation  
Quiescent naïve CD4+ T-cells have been plated at 1,5 x 106/mL, 
stimulated with Dynabeads Human T-activator anti-CD3/anti-
CD28 beads (Gibco; cat. num. 1131D) and cultured for hours or 
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days with the appropriate T helper medium of differentiation. T 
helper medium of differentiation consists in complete medium 
composed by RPMI 1640 with GlutaMAX-I (Gibco) 
supplemented with 10% (v/v) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Gibco), 
1% (v/v) non-essential amino acids, 1mM sodium pyruvate, 50 

U/mL penicillin, 50 µg/mL streptomycin, plus T helper specific 

cytokines. Th1 cytokines: 20 IU/mL recombinant IL-2 (cat. num. 
130-097-744), 10 ng/mL recombinant IL-12 (cat. num. 130-0976-

704), 2 µg/mL neutralizing anti-IL-4 (cat. num. 130-095-753). 

Naïve CD8+ T cells have been plated at 1,5 x 106/mL, stimulated 
with Dynabeads Human T-activator anti-CD3/anti-CD28 beads 
and were cultured in T helper medium plus 20 IU/mL recombinant 
IL-2 (cat. num. 130-097-744). Cells were maintained at 37°C in a 
5% CO2 humidified incubator, were counted and split every 2-3 
days. 
 
In vitro exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells 
Naïve CD4+ T-cells were activated and differentiate to Th1 

phenotype, every 2 days T-cells were counted and exposed to 
stimulatory anti-CD3/anti-CD28 beads. Naïve CD8+ T-cells were 
activated and differentiate in T helper medium plus IL-2, every 2 
days T-cells were counted and exposed to stimulatory anti-
CD3/anti-CD28 beads. Exhausted T-cells were tested for 
proliferation reduction, for PD-1 marker increase and for T-cell 
effector properties assessed with intracellular staining for lineage 
specific cytokines and killing ability.  
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T cell surface and intracellular staining, proliferation assay 

and cell cycle analysis. 

Surface marker staining was performed by incubating 1 µl 
antibody for every 5 × 104 cells in PBS at 37 °C for 30 min. T cells 
were washed with PBS and then analyzed. The following 
antibodies were used: Alexa Fluor 488 anti-CD279 (PD-1) 
(BioLegend, clone EH12.2H7), anti-CD366 (TIM3-1)–BV650 
(BioLegend, clone F38-2E2), anti-CD223 (LAG-3)–BV785 
(BioLegend, clone 11C3C65). For intracellular cytokine staining, 
5 × 104 T cells were stimulated with 50 ng ml−1 phorbol 12-
myristate 13-acetate and with 0.5 µg ml−1 ionomycin for 2 h at 
37 °C; subsequently, 100 µg ml−1 brefeldin A (Merck) was added 
for an additional 2 h at 37 °C. Cells were washed, fixed and 
permeabilized for 30 min at 4 °C with the Foxp3 Transcription 
Factor Fixation/Permeabilization kit (Invitrogen by Life 
Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Cytokines were stained by incubating 1 µl antibody for every 
5 × 104 cells diluted in Permeabilization Buffer (Invitrogen by Life 
Technologies) for 20 min at room temperature. T cells were 
washed with PBS and then analyzed. For cytokine staining, the 
following antibodies were used: anti-IFN-γ–V450 (clone B27), 

anti-GrzB–FITC (clone GB11), anti-PerfA–APC (clone deltaG9), 
anti-PerfA–PE (clone deltaG9). Proliferation assays of 
chronically stimulated cells were performed using cell trace 
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(C34557); naive CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were incubated with 1 µl 
cell trace for every 1 × 106 cells in PBS at 37 °C for 20 min. Cells 
were then washed with 10% FBS for 5 min at 37 °C and activated 
as reported previously; proliferation was assessed 5–7 d after 
activation. For cell cyce analysis T cells were fixed for 10 minutes 
at room temperature in cold ethanol 70%, then fixed cells were 
washed and stained in PBS with 0,1% of NP-40, RNAse A (100 

µg/mL), and propidium iodide (50 µg/mL). For all above-

mentioned analyses, an average of 104 cells were acquired with 
the FACSCanto I (BD Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva 
Software version 8.0.3, and data were analyzed using FlowJo 
version 10.6.1 software. 

Killing assay 

In vitro exhausted effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cells or TILs were 
treated with ASOs and co-cultured for 12 h with heterologous 

monocytes at a 1:1 ratio. After co-culturing, cells were stained 
with the LIVE/DEAD Fixable Green Dead Cell Stain kit 
(Invitrogen by Life Technologies, L34969) for 20 min at room 
temperature, washed with PBS and stained with anti-CD14–APC 
antibody (clone M5E2) to recognize monocytes. Monocytes were 
identified as CD14-positive cells, and their viability was assessed 
as the percentage of dead monocytes. To assess the 
spontaneous lysis of monocytes, we cultured monocytes without 
T cells as a control. An average of 104 cells were acquired with 
the FACSCanto I (BD Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva 
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Software version 8.0.3, and data were analyzed using FlowJo 
version 10.6.1 software. 

Prime-Flow RNA Assay 

Prime-Flow RNA assay was performed according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions with minor adaptation. T cells were 
stained for surface markers for 30 minutes at 37°C. In particular, 
CD3+ T cells derived from healthy donors and TILs derived from 
CRC and lung cancer patients, were stained with anti- CD45, 
CD3, CD4, CD8, CD45RO and CD45RA to discriminate CD4+ 
and CD8+ naïve and memory subset; while exhausted CD4+ T 
cells were stained with anti- PD1 and TIM3 to appreciate the 
exhausted status of the cells. After surface marker staining T 

cells were washed with PBS1X by centrifugation at 500 rpm for 
5 minutes at 4°C. The cells were fixed with fixation solution I for 
30 minutes in agitation at 4°C, were washed and then 
permeabilized with Permeabilization buffer 10X diluted in ddH2O 
for 30 minutes in agitation at 4°C, according to protocol. The cells 
were then re-fixed with fixation solution II for 1 hour at room 
temperature in agitation. After these two rounds of fixing, the cells 
were washed with Prime-Flow RNA wash buffer and ibridize for 
2 hours at 40°C in agitation with LINE1 probe diluted 1:20 in 
target probe diluent. The cells were washed and maintained 
overnight at 4°C. The day after the probe’s signal were amplified 
incubating T cells with Pre-Amplification and Amplification 
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solution for 1.30 hours each at 40°C in agitation. Then the cells 
were labelled for 1 hours at 40°C in agitation, with Prime-Flow 
RNA label probe (100X) in PrimeFlow RNA Label Probe diluent. 
An average of 105 cells were acquired with the FACSSymphony 
(BD Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva Software version 8.0.3, 
and data were analyzed using FlowJo version 10.6.1 software. 

RNA isolation and RT–qPCR 

Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) and 
the QIAshredder system (Qiagen) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. During the extraction, DNase 
treatment with the RNase-free DNase Set (QIAGEN) was 
performed. Total RNA was reverse transcribed using the 
SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix kit (Invitrogen by 
Life Technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Real-time quantitative PCR was performed on the StepOnePlus 
Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems by Life 
Technologies) using Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix 
(Applied Biosystems by Life Technologies). All gene expression 
data were normalized to the expression of two independent 
housekeeping genes (RNA18SN1 and GAPDH). Normalized Ct 
values were calculated as 2−ΔCt or 2−ΔΔCt.  

RNA-FISH  

Briefly, antisense biotinylated riboprobes for LINE1, AluY and 
HERVK were transcribed in vitro using the MAXIscript T7 
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transcription kit (Invitrogen) and Biotin RNA Labeling Mix 
(Roche). In total, 50–100 ng antisense biotinylated riboprobes 
per experiment were used. T cells fixed with 3% 
paraformaldehyde were washed with 0.05% Triton X-100 in PBS, 
permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS and maintained in 
20% glycerol–PBS. Cells were frozen and thawed with dry ice 
and deproteinized with 0.1 N HCl. T cells were hybridized with 
riboprobes at 52.5 °C for 3.5 min and incubated overnight at 37 °C 
in a water bath. Glasses were washed with 50% formamide–2× 
SSC (saline-sodium citrate), 2× SSC, 1× SSC and 4× SSC–0.2% 
Tween-20. T cells were blocked with BSA and then incubated 
with streptavidin HRP (1:1,000, PerkinElmer by Akoya 

Biosciences) diluted in TNT–BSA (0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8, 0.150 M 
NaCl, 0.1% NP-40 and 4% BSA in DEPC). T cells were washed 
four times with TNT, and the signal was amplified by incubating 
TSA working solution (1:150) in 1× amplification buffer for 3 min 
(TSA Plus Fluorescent kit Cy3.5, PerkinElmer). T cells were 
washed four times with TNT; nuclei were counterstained with 
1 µg ml−1 DAPI. Images of RNA-FISH were acquired with a Leica 
TCS SP5 Confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems) using an 
HCX PL APO ×63, 1.40-NA oil-immersion objective (Leica 
Microsystems) with additional 2× zoom, using 0.29-µm Z stacks 
at randomly chosen fields. To obtain images comparable 
between different T cells isolated from the same individuals 
and/or within the same experiment, we performed the RNA-FISH 
protocol at the same time for all conditions and images were 
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acquired with equivalent parameters and processed similarly; at 
least ∼100 nuclei per condition were acquired.  

Quantification of 3D mean fluorescence intensity and 
colocalization. 
 
To quantify mean fluorescence intensity of RNA (AluYa5, HERV-
K and LINE1) signals in 3D reconstructed nuclei, raw images 
were analyzed with a proper pipeline constructed with NIS-
Elements analysis AR imaging software (Nikon). The pipeline 
generates at first a 2D mask to identify the ROI of the nuclei 
through DAPI’s signals. To clean DAPI signals the pipeline 
foreseen binary processes: filter on dimension to avoid doublets 
and fill holes to close the holes of chromatin. The background 
signal was subtracted to better recognize the nuclei. Then, 
another mask was generated to identify the RNA (AluYa5, 
HERV-K and LINE1) thanks to Cy3.5 signals, maintaining an 
open threshold to keep the largest amount of signals. The two 
masks were combined and the software integrate all the confocal 
z stack and generate a 3D image. On this 3D projection, mean 
fluorescent intensity of RNA signals was calculated in the nuclei 
previously identified  
Indeed, the colocalization of RNA and histone mark signals was 

measured by ImageJ Software. At first, a ROI of the nuclei was 
designed through DAPI’s signals, then using “Colocalization 
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Threshold” the software calculates the Pearson Correlation of 
RNA and histone marks signals for every nucleus. 
 

Chromatin and nucleoplasm RNA extraction 

Briefly 5-10 x106 of quiescent naive CD4+ T-cells were 

resuspended in 60 µL of Buffer A (10 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 10 mM 

KCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 340 mM sucrose, 4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 
DTT, 1X Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (PIC)), an equal volume of 
Buffer A 0.2% (v/v) Triton X-100 was added and T-cells were 
lysed for 12 min on ice. T-cells were centrifugated at 1200 g for 
5 min at 4°C, the supernatant was collected representing 

cytosolic RNA fraction. The nuclear pellet was washed in 120 µL 

of NRB Buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 % (v/v) glycerol, 75 
mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1X PIC) at 900g for 5 min at 4°C and 

resuspended in 60 µL of NRB Buffer, an equal volume of NUN 

Buffer was added (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 1 M 
Urea, 1 % (v/v) NP-40, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) and T-cells 
were lysed for 5 min on ice. The lysate was centrifugated at 1200 
g, 5 min at 4°C, the supernatant was collected representing 
nucleoplasmatic RNA fraction. The chromatin pellet was washed 

in 500 µL of Buffer A at 1200g for 5 min at 4°C and then the pellet 

was resuspended in 50 µL of Buffer A representing the chromatin 

RNA fraction. Total, nucleoplasm and chromatin associated RNA 
was extracted using Maxwell RSC miRNA Tissue kit (Promega, 
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cat. num. AS1460) following manufacturer’s instructions with 
minor adaptation.  
 

RNA library preparation and sequencing 

Further details on chromatin and nucleoplasm RNA extraction 
are provided in the Supplementary Methods. RNA integrity was 
checked with the TapeStation system (High Sensitivity RNA 
ScreenTape assay), and 15–75 ng total RNA was used to 
prepare libraries. RNA was ribodepleted with the RiboGone-
Mammalian kit (Takara, 634846) following the manufacturer’s 
instruction, and libraries were prepared with the SMARTer 
Stranded RNA-Seq kit (Takara, 634836) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Libraries were sequenced as paired 
100-bp or 150-bp reads on the Illumina NextSeq 500. RNA-seq 
libraries were prepared for chromatin and nucleoplasm RNA from 
quiescent naive CD4+ T cells (four individuals). 

LINE1 transcripts validation by RT-PCR 
LINE1 transcripts were validated by RT-PCR with GoTaq G2 
Flexi DNA polymerase (Promega, cat. num. M7806). PCR 
reactions were performed on naïve CD4+ T-cells cDNA (RT 
minus was used to verify the splicing of the novel transcriptional 
variants). Primers were designed on HIRA.L1 transcripts and on 
the corresponding canonical mRNAs. PCR amplicons were 
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controlled by electrophoresis on 1.6% agarose gel. All the 
transcripts have been validated in at least 3 different individuals. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical details including the number of individuals and nuclei 
acquired in imaging experiments, statistical methods 
used, F values and exact P values are reported in each figure 
legend, in the text. Results presented in this article were obtained 
from a minimum of three individuals; exceptions are indicated in 
figure legends (experiments performed on exhausted T cells, 
TILs or patients with transplantation).  

 

 
 
 
 

2.4 Discussion 

 

During my PhD project, I have the possibility to contribute to a 
huge study in which we described a novel function for chromatin 
LINE1 RNAs in human T lymphocytes. Indeed, we found that 
LINE1 RNAs are enriched in naïve CD4+ T cells and these 
elements are spliced as non-canonical splicing variants of genes 
involved in T cell activation. We discovered that these non-
canonical LINE1-containing transcripts are required to maintain 
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naïve CD4+ T cell quiescence, in fact, their downregulation 
promotes and increases CD4+ T cells effector functions. 
Specifically, I was involved in discovering a possibly LINE1 RNA 
role in dysfunctional T cells that showed an impaired effector 
function. Unexpectedly we found that in vitro exhausted T cells 
with decreased effector properties exhibit upregulation of LINE1-
containing transcripts and that the modulation of these RNAs can 
restore a proper T cell functionality. We described this 
mechanism also in ex vivo TILs isolated from NSLC and CRC 
patients in which we observed a re-accumulation of LINE1 RNAs 
and with the downregulation of these elements we revert the 
exhausted phenotype. All these pieces of evidence show that 

LINE1 RNAs could be a potential target for cancer therapy. For 
this purpose, we are planning to better characterize LINE1 RNAs 
distribution among dysfunctional T cells with scRNA-seq 
approach in order to corroborate their potential role in affecting 
the transcriptional plasticity of dysfunctional TILs subsets. 
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Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile repetitive elements 
that account for approximately half of the human genome. The 
majority of TEs are retrotransposons, which have acquired 

the ability to move throughout the genome via a ‘copy-and-paste’ 
mechanism, using their RNA as an intermediate. Retrotransposons 
are divided into three main classes, one made by human endoge-
nous retroviruses (HERVs) and long terminal repeats and the other 
two classes made by non-long terminal repeat retrotransposons 
such as long and short interspersed nuclear elements, and they are 
organized in superfamilies (for example, LINE1, ERVL and Alu) 
and families (for example, L1Hs, L1M, HERVK, AluY)1,2. Most 
TEs are present in the genome as retrotransposition-inactive fos-
sils, resulting from mobilizations that occurred millions of years ago 
and were remodeled through evolution3; they are transcribed in a 
tissue-specific manner4. Among TEs, LINE elements comprise the 
largest class, and LINE1 elements alone cover almost 18% (∼500,000 
copies) of the human genome. Functionally, LINE1 elements can 
have several roles uncoupled from retrotransposition5: they can 
provide new regulatory regions, act as alternative promoters6,7,  

serve as binding sites for transcription factors8 and represent 
polyadenylation9 or alternative splicing sites10. Mechanistically, 
chromatin-bound LINE1 RNA species can regulate chromatin 
accessibility during embryogenesis11,12. In mouse embryonic stem 
cells (mESCs), they contribute to epigenetic maintenance of both 
cell identity and two-cell-stage differentiation13,14. However, the role 
of RNA species transcribed from LINE1 elements in cells derived 
from adult tissues is still unexplored; therefore, we sought to inves-
tigate their expression and function in human T lymphocytes.

T lymphocytes are a major component of adaptive immune 
responses that provide protection against pathogens and trans-
formed cells while maintaining self-tolerance. In particular, naive 
CD4+ T cells, when activated by the recognition of cognate antigens, 
exit from quiescence and initiate activation and differentiation pro-
grams15, enabling the acquisition of specialized effector functions 
that can be associated with distinct helper T cell subsets (for exam-
ple, TH1, TH2, TH17, TFH)16,17. Although T cell quiescence is actively 
enforced at transcriptional, translational and metabolic levels18–21, 
there is little information regarding its epigenetic maintenance.
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LINE1-containing transcripts are derived from CD4+ T cell-specific genes upregulated during T cell activation. In naive CD4+ 
T cells, LINE1-containing transcripts are regulated by the transcription factor IRF4 and kept at chromatin by nucleolin; these 
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In this study, we report a mechanism of gene expression con-
trol in T cells that involves splicing of distinct intronic LINE1 
elements belonging to L1M families as exons of new transcript 
variants (hereafter called LINE1-containing transcripts). We 
show that LINE1-containing transcripts are specifically gener-
ated in naive CD4+ T cells under the control of the transcription 
factor IRF4. They are retained at chromatin by nucleolin, where 
they hinder H3K36me3 deposition in cis and keep gene expres-
sion paused. T cell activation induces LINE1-containing transcript 
downregulation through splicing suppression via PTBP1 and elon-
gation of canonical transcripts by GTF2F1. We demonstrate that, 
in tumor-infiltrating dysfunctional T cells, LINE1-containing 
transcripts aberrantly accumulate at chromatin due to the impair-
ment of this mechanism. Strikingly, TIL effector function could be 
restored by targeting LINE1-containing transcripts with antisense 
oligonucleotides (ASOs). We suggest that LINE1-containing tran-
scripts are fundamental for maintaining naive T cell quiescence 
with a mechanism that is re-established in dysfunctional T cells, in 
which it dampens their effector function.

Results
LINE1 elements are expressed in naive CD4+ T cells and are 
associated with chromatin. To investigate the expression of TEs in 
human T lymphocytes, we analyzed LINE1, Alu and HERV elements 
by RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (RNA-FISH) and quanti-
tative PCR with reverse transcription (RT–qPCR) in quiescent naive 
and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells isolated from healthy indi-
viduals (Extended Data Fig. 1a). We observed that LINE1 elements 
were specifically expressed in the nuclei of naive CD4+ T cells (Fig. 
1a–c). By contrast, Alu RNA species showed a broad perinuclear 
distribution in all T cell subsets (Extended Data Fig. 1b–d), while 
HERV elements were poorly expressed (Extended Data Fig. 1e–g). 
LINE1 RNA species were highly enriched in the chromatin fraction 
of naive CD4+ T cells (Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 1h) and were 
associated with active chromatin regions as determined by colocal-
ization with H3K4me3 (Extended Data Fig. 1i,j). Prolonged acti-
nomycin D treatment moderately affected LINE1 expression levels, 
indicating that these RNA species were not transcribed at a high 
rate in naive CD4+ T cells (Fig. 1e). We then analyzed LINE1 RNA 
dynamics in naive CD4+ T cell activation and differentiation and 

found that their expression was rapidly downregulated upon activa-
tion and remained at low levels during differentiation under polar-
izing conditions (that is, under TH1, TH2 and TH17 conditions; Fig. 
1f and Extended Data Fig. 1k,l).

We hypothesized that LINE1 expression is regulated by 
T cell-specific signaling pathways. Thus, we treated activated or dif-
ferentiated naive CD4+ T cells with different immunosuppressive 
drugs that target mTORC1, calcineurin or nuclear factor (NF)-κB 
pathways (Fig. 1g), finding that the mTORC1 inhibitor rapamycin 
restored LINE1 RNA levels in activated and differentiated T cells 
(Fig. 1h and Extended Data Fig. 1m–o). To strengthen these in vitro 
data, we investigated whether LINE1 expression was affected by 
mTORC1 inhibition in vivo. Thus, we examined LINE1 expres-
sion in memory CD4+ T cells isolated from the blood of patients 
with kidney transplantation treated with the mTORC1 inhibitor 
everolimus and that of patients with lymphangioleiomyomatosis 
(LAM) (MIM, 606690)22 treated for life with the rapamycin analog 
sirolimus23 (Supplementary Table 1). Consistent with the inhibitory 
role of mTORC1 on LINE1 expression in vitro, we found that, at 
variance with healthy individuals, memory CD4+ T cells of these 
patients re-expressed LINE1 (Fig. 1i–k). Therefore, we demonstrate 
that LINE1 RNA species are localized at chromatin in CD4+ T cells, 
where their expression is rapidly downregulated following T cell 
activation in a mTORC1-dependent manner.

LINE1 elements are spliced in T cell-activation gene iso-
forms. To determine which LINE1 elements are expressed and 
how LINE1-containing transcripts are constituted, we sequenced 
chromatin-bound and nucleoplasm RNA from quiescent naive 
CD4+ T cells (Supplementary Table 2). First, we obtained read 
counts of TE classes, superfamilies and families in chromatin and 
nucleoplasmic fractions. We found that, among TE classes, LINE 
and, in particular, L1M families (evolutionarily old, present in 
primates and widely in other mammals) were the most expressed 
and chromatin enriched, whereas the L1P and L1H families were 
expressed at low levels and enriched in the nucleoplasm (Extended 
Data Fig. 2a,b). As nuclear LINE1 RNA was already described to 
regulate early development and cell identity in mESCs13, we asked 
whether the same LINE1 families were expressed in mESCs and 
human T cells. We found that, in mESCs, the evolutionarily young, 

Fig. 1 | LINE1 elements are expressed and bound to chromatin in quiescent naive CD4+ T cells and downregulated by mTORC1 upon T cell activation.  
a, Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) of naive and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. LINE1 riboprobes were designed based 
on the LINE1 ORF2 region (Extended Data Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 11). Original magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5!µm. b, Quantification of LINE1 
RNA-FISH of at least 250 nuclei from four individuals (3D, three dimensional). ***P!<!1!×!10−15, one-way ANOVA, F!=!149.7. c, LINE1 expression measured by 
RT–qPCR in naive and memory TH1, TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T cells and in naive and memory CD8+ T cells (n!=!10 individuals for naive and TH1 CD4+ cells, n!=!6 
for TH2 and TH17 cells, n!=!5 for CD8+ subsets). LINE1 primers were designed based on the LINE1 ORF2 region (Extended Data Fig. 4b and Supplementary 
Table 11). ***P!=!0.0001, one-way ANOVA, F!=!7.1. For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, the box and whiskers represent the median, the interquartile 
range (IQR) from first to third quartiles and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively. d, Expression of LINE1, HERV and Alu in the cytosol, nucleoplasm and chromatin of 
naive CD4+ T cells (n!=!4 individuals for LINE1, n!=!3 for HERV and Alu) (primers are described in Supplementary Table 11). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. 
**P!=!0.0062, one-way ANOVA, F!=!32.58. e, LINE1 and ACTB expression measured by RT–qPCR in naive CD4+ T cells with or without actinomycin D 
(n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. ACTB, untreated versus actinomycin D, treated groups, ***P!=!0.0003, two-tailed paired t-test. f, LINE1 
expression measured by RT–qPCR in quiescent and activated naive CD4+ T cells (n!=!6 individuals). ***P!=!1.16!×!10−12, one-way ANOVA, F!=!24.77. For 
box-and-whisker plots, the central line, the box and whiskers represent the median, the IQR from first to third quartiles and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively.  
g, Scheme of pathways and drugs used for their inhibition. CRAC, calcium release-activated channels; CsA, cyclosporin A; NFAT, nuclear factor of 
activated T cells; PDK1, phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1; PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase; TCR, T cell receptor. h, LINE1 expression measured by  
RT–qPCR in activated naive CD4+ T cells treated with the inhibitors indicated in g (n!=!4 individuals). Control versus rapamycin, ***P!=!0.0009,  
two-tailed paired t-test. For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, the box and whiskers represent the median, the IQR from first to third quartiles  
and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively. i, Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) of memory TH1 CD4+ T cells isolated from healthy 
individuals, patients with kidney transplantation treated with everolimus or patients with LAM treated with sirolimus. Original magnification,  
63×. Scale bar, 5!µm. j, Quantification of LINE1 RNA-FISH of at least 138 nuclei from five healthy donors, two patients with kidney transplantation and  
two patients with LAM. Healthy donors versus patients with transplantation, ***P!<!1!×!10−15, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test; healthy donors versus 
patients with LAM, ***P!<!1!×!10−15, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test. k, LINE1 expression measured by RT–qPCR in memory TH1 CD4+ T cells isolated from 
four healthy individuals, two patients with kidney transplantation treated with everolimus and four patients with LAM treated with sirolimus.  
Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. **P!=!0.0070, ordinary one-way ANOVA, F!=!10.94.
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retrotransposition-competent, L1Md_T and L1Md_A subfamilies 
were more expressed with respect to the evolutionarily old L1_Mus1 
and L1_Mus3 subfamilies (ref. 13 and Extended Data Fig. 2c). In 
T cells, almost half of LINE1 reads were chimeric (that is, mapping 
to both LINE1 and a nonrepetitive region), and the majority of reads 
derived from LINE1 localized to protein-coding genes (Extended 
Data Fig. 2d,e), thus most likely included in non-canonical tran-
script variants. In mESCs, the majority of LINE1 reads were entirely 
derived from LINE1 elements with a broader genomic distribu-
tion (Extended Data Fig. 2f,g), indicating that different LINE1 ele-
ments are expressed in mouse pluripotent cells than those in human 
T cells. To identify transcript variants containing LINE1, we used a 
de novo stranded genome-guided transcriptome assembly with two 
algorithms, Trinity24 and StringTie25 (Methods). We identified 3,072 
multi-exonic transcripts containing at least one exon with LINE1. 
To obtain a catalog of LINE1-containing transcripts reconstructed 
with high confidence, we filtered them based on their consistent 
expression in different individuals and evidence of LINE1 exon 

transcription at the chromatin level (H3K36me3/H3 lysine 9 tri-
methyl (H3K9me3) ratio26,27). We retrieved 461 LINE1-containing 
transcripts that were non-canonical spicing variants originating 
from 407 protein-coding genes (Supplementary Table 3). We vali-
dated and accurately reconstructed 88% of these transcripts with 
long-read sequencing performed on the chromatin fraction of naive 
CD4+ T cells (Extended Data Fig. 3a and Supplementary Table 3), 
and several were confirmed by RT–PCR in naive CD4+ T cells iso-
lated from different individuals (Extended Data Fig. 3b). The spliced 
LINE1 elements were short in length (371 bp on average), consist-
ing mainly of open reading frame (ORF)2-truncated elements and 
enriched in distinct L1M subfamilies (that is, L1ME4a, L1MC4 and 
L1ME4b) (Extended Data Fig. 4a–c). In particular, 80% of these 
LINE1 elements were located within an intron (Extended Data Fig. 
4d) and spliced as new exons that contained LINE1 and an intronic 
fragment (Extended Data Fig. 4e). Fig. 2a,b and Extended Data 
Fig. 4f show how representative LINE1-containing transcripts (for 
example, HIRA.L1, RAB22A.L1 and ARPC2.L1) were reconstructed 
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with short and long reads, split on the spliced LINE1 exon. The 
presence of HIRA.L1 and RAB22A.L1 in naive CD4+ T cells and 
their downregulation upon activation was further confirmed with 
single-molecule RNA-FISH (smRNA-FISH), detecting the unique 
portion of the LINE1 exon (Fig. 2c,d).

To understand the functional relevance of the 407 protein-coding 
genes from which LINE1-containing transcripts are derived, we 
used Ingenuity Pathway Analysis network analysis and found a sta-
tistically significant enrichment of genes associated with cell acti-
vation (for example, gene expression, cell signaling and cell-to-cell 
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interactions and cell cycle) (Supplementary Table 4). Together, the 
above experiments identify a large set of non-canonical transcript 
variants of T cell-activation genes.

LINE1-containing transcripts are regulated by IRF4. As 
LINE1-containing transcripts are derived from genes involved in 
T cell activation, we investigated why naive CD8+ T cells, unlike the 
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Fig. 3 | IRF4 regulates expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts in CD4+ T cells. a, Scheme of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 
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per million. d, IRF4 protein levels by western blot (WB) in naive CD4+ and naive CD8+ T cells and quantification (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent 
mean!±!s.e.m. **P!=!0.0085, two-tailed paired t-test. e, ChIP assays for IRF4 at promoters of LINE1-containing genes and the HECW1 promoter (negative 
control) in naive CD4+ and CD8+ T cells (n!=!3 individuals). Primers were designed to amplify IRF4-binding sites (Supplementary Table 11). Data represent 
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f, Scheme of IRF4 knockdown in quiescent naive CD4+ T cells. g, Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts measured by  
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developmentally close CD4+ T cells, do not express them. Therefore, 
we profiled the expression of 461 LINE1-containing transcripts 
and of the corresponding protein-coding genes (hereafter named 
canonical transcripts) using RNA-seq data from T cell progeni-
tors and from mature naive and activated CD4+ and CD8+ T cells 
(Fig. 3a and Methods). Analysis showed that LINE1-containing 
transcripts were selectively expressed by naive CD4+ T cells, sup-
porting previous results (Figs. 1a–c and 3b and Supplementary 
Table 5). Interestingly, canonical transcripts were also preferentially 
expressed in CD4+ T cells; in particular, in activated CD4+ T cells, 
expression of LINE1-containing transcripts was downregulated, 
whereas canonical transcript expression was upregulated compared 

to that in quiescent cells (Fig. 3b,c, Extended Data Fig. 5a,b and 
Supplementary Table 6).

To identify transcriptional regulators of LINE1-containing tran-
scripts, we searched in RNA-seq (Methods) and proteomic datas-
ets28 for transcription factors expressed more highly in CD4+ T cells 
than in CD8+ T cells and for which the DNA-binding motifs are 
enriched at the promoters of LINE1-containing genes. IRF4, a key 
factor for CD4+ T cell activation29,30, ranked first in this analysis 
(Extended Data Fig. 5c and Supplementary Table 7). We verified 
that IRF4 expression was low in CD8+ T cells (Fig. 3d) and upreg-
ulated in CD4+ T cells upon activation (Extended Data Fig. 5d). 
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) analysis demonstrated 
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that IRF4 binding to promoters of LINE1-containing genes was 
higher in naive CD4+ T cells than in CD8+ T cells (Fig. 3e). Finally, 
IRF4 depletion in naive CD4+ T cells by specific ASOs (Fig. 3f and 
Extended Data Fig. 5e,f) resulted in the downregulation of both 
LINE1-containing and canonical transcripts (Fig. 3g), indicating 
that IRF4 controls their expression. Overall, these data suggest that 
IRF4 directly regulates the expression of LINE1-containing tran-
scripts and the corresponding canonical transcripts that are selec-
tively expressed in CD4+ T cells.

LINE1-containing transcripts act with nucleolin, hampering 
expression of the corresponding genes. As LINE1-containing 
transcripts derive from alternative splicing and are localized at 
chromatin, we asked whether they could regulate expression of 
the corresponding canonical transcripts. First, we observed that 
LINE1-containing transcripts were localized in cis in roughly 
50% of nuclei analyzed, as exemplified for HIRA.L1 and RAB22A.
L1 by combined DNA–RNA-FISH experiments (Fig. 4a and 
Supplementary Table 8).

Next, we depleted naive CD4+ T cells of HIRA.L1 or RAB22A.L1 
transcripts with ASOs designed on the nonrepetitive region of the 
LINE1 exon (Fig. 2c,d) and found selective upregulation of the cor-
responding canonical transcript (Fig. 4b,c and Extended Data Fig. 
6a,b). Finally, we deleted the LINE1 element from the IFNGR2 or 
ARPC2 gene (L1MC5 or L1MC5a, respectively) using Cas9 ribo-
nucleoprotein (RNP) complexes31 with single-guide (sg)RNA spe-
cies complementary to the intronic region flanking the repeat and 
showed that, in naive CD4+ T cells, (1) LINE1 elements are neces-
sary to generate LINE1-containing transcripts, (2) the regulatory 
role of LINE1-containing transcripts occurs in cis, and (3) upregu-
lation of canonical transcripts observed in quiescent T cells results 
in increased protein levels in activated T cells when translational 
machinery is switched on19 (Fig. 4d–g and Extended Data Fig. 6c–
g). Our results suggest that LINE1-containing transcripts keep the 
expression of corresponding canonical transcripts paused.

We speculated that this mechanism might occur at the chromatin 
level and investigated the role of the nucleolin–LINE1-containing 
transcript partnership in T cells. Indeed, nucleolin is a LINE1 
RNA-binding protein32 reported to regulate cell identity and 
two-cell-stage differentiation genes in complex with the regulator 
KAP1 in mESCs13. First, we verified by RNA-immunoprecipitation 
(RIP) experiments that LINE1-containing transcripts were bound by 
nucleolin (Extended Data Fig. 7a,b) and by co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments that nucleolin was also in complex with KAP1 in CD4+ 
T cells (Extended Data Fig. 7c). Next, we depleted nucleolin in 
naive CD4+ T cells with specific ASOs, observing that, although 
LINE1-containing transcript levels remained unchanged, LINE1 
transcript were significantly dissociated from the chromatin frac-

tion, and this was sufficient to increase expression of the corre-
sponding canonical transcripts in the absence of cell activation (Fig. 
5a–c and Extended Data Fig. 7d–f). The same result was obtained 
by depleting all LINE1-containing transcripts in naive CD4+ T cells 
by means of ASOs designed to target a common LINE1 region (Fig. 
5d,e and Extended Data Figs. 4b and 7g–i). As LINE1 RNA spe-
cies can regulate chromatin condensation and gene silencing12–14, 
we asked whether knocking down all LINE1-containing tran-
scripts affected chromatin organization in quiescent T cells. Thus, 
we assessed the level of several histone marks (that is, H3K36me3, 
H3 lysine 4 trimethyl (H3K4me3), H3K9me3 and H3 lysine 27 
trimethyl (H3K27me3)) by quantitative western blot of histone 
extracts33 and immunostaining naive T cells treated with LINE1 
or nucleolin ASOs and observed a marked increase in H3K36me3 
levels (Fig. 5f and Extended Data Fig. 7j–m), indicating chromatin 
remodeling toward active transcription. Interestingly, we performed 
H3K36me3 ChIP sequencing (ChIP–seq) of naive T cells depleted 
of LINE1-containing transcripts and found that the increase in 
H3K36me3 levels was specific for LINE1-containing genes (Fig. 5g 
and Supplementary Table 9). As these genes are involved in cell acti-
vation, we analyzed their H3K36me3 levels by ChIP–seq in quies-
cent and activated naive CD4+ T cells and observed a similar trend 
(Fig. 5h and Supplementary Table 9). On the contrary, H3K36me3 
levels on randomly selected genes did not increase either upon 
LINE1-containing transcript depletion nor in response to cell acti-
vation (Fig. 5g,h, Extended Data Fig. 8a–d and Supplementary Table 
9). Finally, as the regulation of cell-activation genes is instrumental 
for T cell effector function, we measured interferon (IFN)-γ levels 
in naive CD4+ T cells depleted of LINE1-containing transcripts or 
NCL and differentiated for 7 d under TH1-polarizing conditions and 
observed that these cells increased IFN-γ production (Fig. 5i–l), 
suggesting that downregulation of LINE1-containing transcript 
expression can enhance the T cell effector response.

Altogether, these results indicate that LINE1-containing tran-
scripts modulate the switch from quiescence to activation in naive 
CD4+ T cells, controlling expression of corresponding canonical 
transcripts in complex with nucleolin via H3K36me3 chromatin 
remodeling.

PTBP1 downregulates LINE1-containing transcripts, and  
GTF2F1 upregulates canonical transcripts. How is 
LINE1-containing transcript expression downregulated in acti-
vated CD4+ T cells? Several heteromeric RNA-binding proteins, 
such as PTBP1 and MATR3, have been reported to bind intronic 
LINE1 elements, influencing their lineage-specific splicing34. We 
speculated that a similar mechanism could be responsible for 
downregulation of LINE1-containing transcript expression in 
activated CD4+ T cells. Consistently, we found that the PTBP1 

Fig. 5 | LINE1-containing transcripts in complex with nucleolin control gene expression, hampering H3K36me3 deposition in quiescent CD4+ T cells.  
a, Scheme of NCL-knockdown experiments in naive CD4+ T cells. b, Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts measured by  
RT–qPCR in quiescent naive CD4+ T cells treated with NCL or control (scr) ASOs (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. Canonical transcripts  
in scr versus NCL ASO groups, ***P!=!0.00006, F!=!36.2, two-way ANOVA. c, Expression of LINE1 in the cytosol, nucleoplasm and chromatin of naive  
CD4+ T cells treated with NCL or scr ASOs (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. LINE1 RNA species in scr versus NCL ASO groups, 
*P!=!0.0345, F!=!8.772, two-way ANOVA. d, Scheme of LINE1 transcript knockdown in naive CD4+ T cells. e, Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts 
and canonical transcripts measured by RT–qPCR in quiescent naive CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or scr ASOs (n!=!3 individuals). LINE1 ASOs target the 
ORF2 LINE1 region of LINE1-containing transcripts (Extended Data Fig. 4b). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcripts in scr versus LINE1 
ASO groups, ***P!=!7!×!10−6, F!=!56.4, two-way ANOVA; canonical transcripts in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, ***P!=!0.00006, F!=!35.3, two-way ANOVA. 
f, Quantitative western blot of H3K36me3, H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 levels in quiescent naive CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or  
scr ASOs (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. H3K36me3 levels in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.0495, two-tailed paired t-test.  
g,h, Positional distribution of the median of H3K36me3 ChIP–seq signals (ChIP/input fold enrichment) on gene bodies of LINE1-containing genes or 
control genes in naive CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 (g) or scr ASOs and in quiescent or activated naive CD4+ T cells (h). i,j, Scheme of LINE1-containing 
transcripts-knockdown (i) or NCL-knockdown experiments (j) in effector CD4+ T cells. k,l, IFN-γ-positive cells in effector CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 
or scr ASOs (n!=!8 individuals) or with NCL or scr ASOs (n!=!4 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. IFN-γ+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, 
***P!=!0.0002, two-tailed paired t-test; IFN-γ+ cells in scr versus NCL ASO groups, **P!=!0.0041, two-tailed paired t-test.
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binding motif was enriched in LINE1 exons (Supplementary 
Table 10). Moreover, as we reported that LINE1 downregula-
tion is under the control of mTORC1 (Fig. 1), we compared the 

Attig et al.34 dataset with that of Hsu et al.35; the latter thoroughly 
describes the proteins regulated by mTORC1. We identified only 
one protein, GTF2F1, a transcription elongation factor that binds 
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intronic LINE1 and is also regulated by mTORC1, to be phos-
phorylated upon T cell activation36. Thus, we investigated the role 
of PTBP1 and GTF2F1 in the regulation of LINE1-containing 
transcripts in activated CD4+ T cells. We performed RIP experi-
ments with PTBP1 and GTF2F1, demonstrating that these two 
factors bind LINE1 exons specifically in activated CD4+ T cells 
(Fig. 6a–d). In detail, as exemplified for RAB22A, PTBP1 binds 
only pre-mRNA, in line with its splicing-suppressive role, whereas 
GTF2F1 binds both pre-mRNA and the spliced canonical tran-
script, as expected for a transcriptional elongating factor (Fig. 6e–
g). When we depleted PTBP1 or GTF2F1 with ASOs in naive CD4+ 
T cells and then activated them, we found that LINE1-containing 
transcript expression was specifically upregulated in the absence 
of PTBP1, while canonical transcripts were less transcribed, 
knocking down the two factors (Fig. 6h,i and Extended Data Fig. 
8e–h). These results demonstrate that LINE1-containing tran-
script expression is downregulated in T cell activation through a 
splicing-suppression mechanism that occurs to promote expres-
sion of canonical transcripts in activated T cells.

LINE1-containing transcripts are re-expressed in exhausted 
T cells. Given that LINE1-containing transcripts regulate T cell 
effector function (Fig. 5i–l), we explored their dynamics and role 
in dysfunctional CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, exhausted by repetitive 
anti-CD3 stimulation37. As expected, exhausted T cells displayed 
growth arrest, programmed cell death protein (PD)-1 upregulation 
and reduced effector cytokine secretion (Extended Data Fig. 9a,d). 
We observed a consistent accumulation of LINE1-containing tran-
scripts in the nuclei of exhausted CD4+ T cells but notably also in 
those of CD8+ T cells, and the corresponding canonical transcripts 
were downregulated (Fig. 7a–d).

These results suggest that the mechanism leading to 
LINE1-containing transcript downregulation upon CD4+ T cell 
activation could be reverted in exhausted T cells. Thus, we analyzed 
protein levels of IRF4, nucleolin, GTF2F1 and PTBP1 by west-
ern blotting, finding that both CD4+ and CD8+ exhausted T cells 
expressed high levels of IRF4 and nucleolin and downregulated 
GTF2F1 expression (Extended Data Fig. 9e). Moreover, we found by 
RIP assays that, in exhausted T cells, LINE1-containing transcripts 
were bound by nucleolin, while GTF2F1 and PTBP1 binding was 
reduced compared to that in functional effector cells (Fig. 7e and 
Extended Data Fig. 9f). Finally, we depleted exhausted T cells of 
IRF4 or NCL and retrieved results similar to what was observed in 
naive CD4+ T cells: (1) expression of LINE1-containing transcripts 
and canonical transcripts was downregulated by IRF4 depletion 
(Fig. 7f,g and Extended Data Fig. 9g); and (2) canonical transcript 
expression was upregulated, and LINE1-containing transcript lev-
els remained unchanged upon NCL knockdown (Fig. 7h, i and 
Extended Data Fig. 9h). Therefore, we concluded that exhausted 
T cells re-express LINE1-containing transcripts via IRF4, accumulate  

these transcripts at chromatin through nucleolin and lack the 
PTBP1–GTF2F1 splicing-suppression machinery that is necessary 
for their downregulation.

LINE1-containing transcripts suppress the effector function of 
TILs. Considering the results obtained in exhausted T cells, we 
asked whether our findings could be relevant in the establishment of 
the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment, in which effec-
tor T cells are often rendered dysfunctional through poorly defined 
mechanisms38,39. Indeed, new immunotherapy approaches aim to 
revert the dysfunctional state of TILs to promote tumor clearance40. 
We evaluated LINE1 expression in memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs 
isolated from colorectal cancer (CRC) and non-small cell lung can-
cer (NSCLC) samples and from the corresponding colon and lung 
non-tumoral adjacent tissues. We detected reproducible and uni-
form LINE1 re-expression in CD4+ and CD8+ TILs from all patients 
analyzed (Fig. 8a,b and Extended Data Fig. 10a) and hypothesized 
that LINE1-containing transcripts targeting by ASOs could improve 
TIL effector function.

Thus, we isolated intratumoral CD4+ and CD8+ TILs, knocked 
down LINE1-containing transcripts (Extended Data Fig. 10b,c) 
and measured the expression of co-inhibitory receptors, the 
production of effector cytokines and cytotoxic capacity (Fig. 
8c). Of note, we found that the frequency of PD-1-, LAG-3- and 
TIM3-positive cells was reduced (Fig. 8d,e) and the production of 
effector cytokines increased both in CD4+ and CD8+ TILs depleted 
of LINE1-containing transcripts (Fig. 8f,g). Concordantly, 
LINE1-containing transcript depletion significantly boosted the 
ability of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells to kill heterologous monocytes 
(Fig. 8h,i). Similar results were also observed in exhausted CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells depleted of LINE1-containing transcripts,  
as revealed by increased effector cytokine production and 
enhanced killing ability (Extended Data Fig. 10d–j). However, 
the proliferation capacity of exhausted T cells depleted of 
LINE1-containing transcripts was not restored (Extended Data 
Fig. 10k,l). Therefore, we have characterized a mechanism of gene 
expression control impaired in dysfunctional T cells (exhausted 
cells or TILs) that could be efficiently targeted to restore the effec-
tor response.

Discussion
In this work, we report that RNA transcribed from LINE1 ele-
ments is involved in maintenance of the quiescent state of naive 
CD4+ T cells. Although LINE1 elements are the most abundant 
class of TEs, LINE1 elements expressed in T cells represent only 
about 0.1–1% of total LINE1 genomic insertions. These elements 
belong to L1M families, are ORF2-truncated regions (retrotrans-
position incompetent) and are spliced as exons of non-canonical 
transcript variants of genes involved in T cell activation. This sug-
gests a diversification of molecular functions acquired by specific 

Fig. 6 | Upon T cell activation, LINE1-containing transcripts are suppressed by PTBP1, while GTF2F1 favors expression of canonical transcripts.  
a–d, RIP assays in quiescent and activated naive CD4+ T cells with anti-PTBP1 (a,b) and anti-GTF2F1 (c,d) antibodies (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent 
mean percent of input!±!s.e.m. PTBP1 RIP in naive versus activated CD4+ T cells, ***P!=!0.0002, F!=!27.57, two-way ANOVA. GTF2F1 RIP in naive versus 
activated CD4+ T cells, **P!=!0.00168, F!=!16.2, two-way ANOVA. IgG, immunoglobulin G. e, Scheme of RT–qPCR assays of RAB22A transcripts to detect 
PTBP1 or GTF2F1 binding with pre-mRNA, LINE1-containing transcripts or canonical transcripts. f,g, RAB22A transcripts were amplified by RT–qPCR in 
PTBP1 (f) or GTF2F1 (g) RIP assays performed on activated CD4+ T cells (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean percent of input!±!s.e.m. h, Scheme of 
PTBP1- or GTF2F1-knockdown experiments in activated CD4+ T cells. i, Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts measured 
by RT–qPCR in naive CD4+ T cells treated with PTBP1 or GTF2F1 or control (scr) ASOs and then activated for 16!h (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent 
mean!±!s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcripts in scr versus PTBP1 versus GTF2F1 ASO groups, ***P!=!0.0003, F!=!22.31, two-way ANOVA; canonical 
transcripts in scr versus PTBP1 versus GTF2F1 groups, ***P!=!2.5!×!10−7, two-way ANOVA, F!=!35.44; LINE1-containing transcripts in scr versus  
PTBP1 groups, ***P!=!0.00013, F!=!30.38, two-way ANOVA; canonical transcripts in scr versus PTBP1 groups, ***P!=!1.04!×!10−6, F!=!81.85, two-way 
ANOVA; LINE1-containing transcripts in scr versus GTF2F1 ASO groups, **P!=!0.00328, F!=!13.37, two-way ANOVA; canonical transcripts in scr versus 
GTF2F1 ASO groups, ***P!=!0.000023, F!=!44.18, two-way ANOVA.
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TEs during evolution and represents an additional layer of tran-
scriptional complexity in human cells.

We described in detail the biogenesis and function of 
LINE1-containing transcripts. In quiescent naive T cells, these tran-
scripts are expressed under the control of the IRF4 transcription 
factor. They act at the chromatin level to pause expression of genes 
from which they originate, hampering the deposition of H3K36me3. 

In activated cells, LINE1-containing transcript expression is down-
regulated by PTBP1–GTF2F1, thus involving chromatin remodeling  
and splicing suppression, acting in cis to promote expression of 
canonical transcripts (Extended Data Fig. 10m). Hence, in activated 
cells, despite higher IRF4 levels, the mTORC1 pathway, which is 
turned on, alters the splicing pattern of LINE1-containing genes and 
removes the fraction of transcripts containing LINE1 exons. These 
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dynamics promote expression of canonical transcripts. We have 
demonstrated that LINE1-containing transcripts are maintained at 
chromatin in complex with nucleolin. The LINE1 RNA–nucleolin 
partnership has been already reported to regulate cell identity in 
mESCs, suggesting that this mechanism is partially evolutionarily 
conserved, although it involves different LINE1 families (evolution-
arily young in mice and old in humans), in line with TE specializa-
tion throughout evolution. LINE1-containing transcripts directly 
control expression of their corresponding genes, although we have 
noticed in combined DNA–RNA-FISH experiments that some 
LINE1-containing transcript dots do not colocalize in cis, suggest-
ing that they might similarly regulate trans gene expression in naive 

T cells, a feature that has been already demonstrated for long non-
coding RNA species41. The nucleolin–KAP1 complex is reported to 
regulate deposition of H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 repressive marks 
in mESCs13, while we observed that LINE1-containing transcript 
knockdown mainly results in increased H3K36me3 levels. Thus, 
further studies will be required to investigate in-depth chromatin 
dynamics and regulation by LINE1-containing transcripts in quies-
cent naive T cells.

LINE1-containing transcripts are fundamental to control 
cell-activation genes in naive T cells, avoiding inappropriate 
T cell activation and modulating T cell effector function. On the 
other hand, we observed that the same mechanism is active in  
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dysfunctional T cells, in which the accumulation of LINE1-containing 
transcripts led to impairment of their effector function (Extended 
Data Fig. 10m). The regulatory mechanisms governing T cell 
exhaustion are still poorly understood; here we identify a transcrip-
tional regulatory mechanism driven by LINE1-containing tran-
scripts to control an exhaustion program in T cells. IRF4 has been 
described to retain a dual function, contributing either to the effec-
tor or exhaustion phenotype. This dualism depends on the micro-
environment and on association with other transcription factors42,43. 
Further investigation will be needed to identify additional players 
that, in cooperation with IRF4, might promote LINE1-containing 
transcript re-expression in exhaustion conditions.

Notably, we show that the TIL effector response can be restored 
by depletion of LINE1-containing transcripts, indicating that their 
accumulation is a reversible mechanism, and that LINE1-driven 
dysfunction of effector T cells may be a potential target for thera-
peutic intervention. Therefore, we suggest that characterization of 
LINE1 dynamics in TILs, also at the single-cell level, will provide 

more insights into their potential role in shaping the transcriptional 
plasticity of specific TIL subsets.

In conclusion, this work establishes that regulatory evolution of 
abundant, repetitive LINE1 elements has been engaged in human T 
lymphocytes to allow a quick and effective switch from quiescence 
to activation and to regulate T effector function in physiological 
and pathological contexts. We surmise that the mechanism that we 
propose may be broadly applicable to other differentiated cells and 
tissues, serving as a general system to ensure molecular innovation 
and transcriptional plasticity.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research report-
ing summaries, source data, extended data, supplementary infor-
mation, acknowledgements, peer review information; details of 
author contributions and competing interests; and statements of 
data and code availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41588-021-00989-7.

Fig. 8 | LINE1-containing transcripts modulate the dysfunctional phenotype of CD4+ and CD8+ TILs. a, Top, confocal fluorescence microscopy images of 
LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) of memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells infiltrating normal adjacent tissue or CRC tumors. Original magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5!µm. 
Bottom, quantification of at least 100 nuclei from two patients. Normal versus tumor memory CD4+ cells, ***P!=!7.3!×!10−8, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test; 
normal versus tumor memory CD8+ cells, ***exact P!<!1!×!10−15, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test. b, Top, confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 
RNA-FISH (red) of memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells infiltrating normal adjacent tissue or NSCLC tumors. Original magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5!µm. 
Bottom, quantification of at least 84 nuclei from at least two patients. Normal versus tumor memory CD4+ cells, ***exact P!=!3.7!×!10−4, two-tailed  
Mann–Whitney test. c, Scheme of immunological assays performed on memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs treated with LINE1 or control (scr) ASOs.  
d, PD-1-, TIM3- or LAG-3-positive memory CD4+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n!=!3 individuals for PD-1 and TIM3; n!=!2 for LAG-3) or NSCLC  
(red, n!=!4 individuals for PD-1; n!=!2 for TIM3; n!=!3 for LAG-3) samples. PD-1+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, **P!=!0.0044, two-tailed paired t-test; 
TIM3+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, **P!=!0.0016, two-tailed paired t-test; LAG-3+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.0442, two-tailed 
paired t-test. For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, the box and whiskers represent the median, the IQR from first to third quartiles and 1.5!×!IQR, 
respectively. e, PD-1-, TIM3- or LAG-3-positive memory CD8+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n!=!2 individuals) or NSCLC (red, n!=!4 individuals for PD-1; 
n!=!2 for TIM3 and LAG-3) samples. PD-1+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.02676, two-tailed paired t-test; TIM3+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO 
groups, *P!=!0.02707, one-tailed paired t-test; LAG-3+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.03166, one-tailed paired t-test. For box-and-whisker 
plots, the central line, the box and whiskers represent the median, the IQR from first to third quartiles and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively. f, IFN-γ- or granzyme 
(Grz)B-positive memory CD4+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n!=!2 individuals) or NSCLC (red, n!=!2 individuals) samples. Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. 
IFN-γ+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.04795, one-tailed paired t-test; GrzB+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.0277, two-tailed 
paired t-test. g, IFN-γ-, GrzB- or perforin (Perf)A-positive memory CD8+ TILs isolated from CRC (black, n!=!3 individuals) or NSCLC (red, n!=!1 individual) 
samples. Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. IFN-γ+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, **P!=!0.0095, two-tailed paired t-test; GrzB+ cells in scr versus LINE1 
ASO groups, *P!=!0.0275, one-tailed paired t-test; PerfA+ cells in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.02225, one-tailed paired t-test. h,i, Percentage 
of dead heterologous monocytes co-cultured for 12!h with memory CD4+ (h) or CD8+ (i) TILs from CRC (black, n!=!1 individual) or NSCLC (red, n!=!2 
individuals) samples. Percentage of monocyte self-lysis is indicated (without T cells, in blue). CD4+ cells, scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.0150, 
two-tailed paired t-test; CD8+ cells, scr versus LINE1 ASO groups, *P!=!0.0408, two-tailed paired t-test.

Fig. 7 | IRF4 in cooperation with nucleolin cause re-accumulation of LINE1-containing transcripts in exhausted T cells. a,b, Confocal fluorescence 
microscopy images of LINE1 RNA-FISH (red) of effector and exhausted CD4+ (a) or CD8+ (b) T cells. Original magnification, 63×. Scale bar, 5!µm; 
quantification was performed on at least 100 nuclei. Effector versus exhausted CD4+ cells, ***P!<!1!×!10−15, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test; effector versus 
exhausted CD8+ cells, ***P!<!1!×!10−15, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test. c,d, Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts measured 
by RT–qPCR in effector and exhausted CD4+ T cells (c) or CD8+ T cells (d) (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcript 
expression in effector versus exhausted CD4+ cells, *P!=!0.0148, F!=!8.09, two-way ANOVA; canonical transcript expression in effector versus exhausted 
CD4+ cells, ***P!=!4.7!×!10−4, F!=!38.1, two-way ANOVA; LINE1-containing transcript expression in effector versus exhausted CD8+ cells, **P!=!0.0011, 
F!=!17.9, two-way ANOVA; canonical transcript expression in effector versus exhausted CD8+ cells, ***P!=!9.3!×!10−7, F!=!83.7, two-way ANOVA. e, RIP 
assays for nucleolin (NCL), PTBP1 and GTF2F1 in effector and exhausted CD4+ T cells (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean percent of input!±!s.e.m. 
Nucleolin RIP in effector versus exhausted CD4+ cells, **P!=!0.0052, F!=!18.31, two-way ANOVA; PTBP1 RIP in effector versus exhausted CD4+ cells, 
**P!=!0.0076, F!=!18.6, two-way ANOVA (see also Extended Data Fig. 9f). f, Scheme of IRF4-knockdown experiments in exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. 
g, Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts measured by RT–qPCR in exhausted CD4+ T cells treated with IRF4 or control (scr) 
ASOs (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcript expression in scr versus IRF4 ASO groups, **P!=!0.0059, F!=!17.34, 
two-way ANOVA; canonical transcript expression in scr versus IRF4 ASO groups, ***P!=!0.0006, F!=!42.74, two-way ANOVA (see also Extended Data 
Fig. 9g). h, Scheme of NCL knockdown in exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. i, Expression levels of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts 
measured by RT–qPCR in exhausted CD4+ T cells treated with NCL or scr ASOs (n!=!3 individuals). Data represent mean!±!s.e.m. Canonical transcript 
expression in scr versus NCL ASO groups, **P!=!0.0011, F!=!34.11, two-way ANOVA (see also Extended Data Fig. 9h).
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Methods
Human blood and tissue samples. Blood from anonymous healthy donors was 
provided by the Fondazione Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico 
(IRCCS) Cà Granda Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico in Milan. Age and the sex of 
healthy donors were unknown (privacy reasons). Peripheral blood from patients 
with LAM was obtained from the Ospedale San Giuseppe-MultiMedica IRCCS in 
Milan. Peripheral blood from patients with kidney transplantation was obtained 
from the Fondazione IRCCS Cà Granda, Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico, Milan. 
CRC and NSCLC samples were provided by the European Institute of Oncology 
(IEO), non-tumoral samples were obtained from normal adjacent tissue at least 
10 cm distal from the lesion; no patients received palliative surgery or neo-adjuvant 
chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. Ethics committees of the hospitals approved 
the use of human samples for research purposes, and informed consent was 
obtained from all subjects (authorization nos. R807/18 IEO 849 and 708_2020). 
Available characteristics of patients are described in Supplementary Table 1.

T cell purification and sorting and monocyte purification. Human peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were purified from blood samples by 
density gradient centrifugation with Ficoll-Paque PLUS. T cells were negatively 
selected from PBMCs with a magnetic separator (autoMACS Pro Separator, 
Miltenyi Biotec) using the Pan T Cell Isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec) or the 
CD4+ T Cell Isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec). T cells were stained with antibodies 
specific for surface markers, and T cell subsets were sorted by flow cytometry 
as follows: naive CD4+ cells as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO− cells, CD4+ 
TH1 cells as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+CXCR3+CCR6− cells, CD4+ TH2 
cells as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+CRTH2+ cells and CD4+ TH17 cells 
as CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+CCR6+CXCR3− cells; naive CD8+ cells as 
CD4−CD8+CD45RO− cells and memory CD8+ cells as CD4−CD8+CD45RO+ 
cells. Lymphocytes infiltrating normal and tumor tissues were obtained using a 
procedure indicated in the Supplementary Information. Viability of T cells was first 
assessed with the LIVE/DEAD Fixable Green Dead Cell Stain kit (Invitrogen by 
Life Technologies, L34969); live T cell subsets were then sorted by flow cytometry 
as follows: memory CD4+ cells as CD45+CD3+CD4+CD25−CD127−/hiCD45RO+ 
cells and memory CD8+ cells as CD45+CD3+CD8+CD45RO+ cells. The following 
antibodies were used for flow cytometry-based sorting: anti-CD4–APC-Cy7 
(BD Biosciences, clone RPA-T4) or anti-CD4–VioGreen (Miltenyi Biotec, clone 
VIT4); anti-CD8–VioGreen (Miltenyi Biotec, clone REA734) or anti-CD8–
VioBlue (Miltenyi Biotec, clone REA734); anti-CD25–PECy7 (Invitrogen by Life 
Technologies, clone BC96); anti-CD127–PE-Cy5 (BioLegend, clone A019D5) 
or anti-CD127–PE (Miltenyi Biotec, clone MB15-18C9); anti-CD45RO–BV605 
(BioLegend, clone UCHL1) or anti-CD45RO–APC (Miltenyi Biotec, clone 
UCHL1); anti-CD3–PE (BD Biosciences, clone UCHT1); anti-CD45–Pacific 
Blue (BioLegend, clone 2D1); anti-CD183–PE-Cy5 (BD Biosciences, clone 1C6/
CXCR3); anti-CD294(CRTH2)–APC-Vio770 (Miltenyi Biotec, clone REA598); 
anti-CCR6–FITC (BioLegend, clone G034E3). Staining were performed using 1 µl 
of each antibody for every 1 × 106 cells in 10 µl PBS for 30 min at 37 °C. Cell sorting 
was performed using the FACSAria III (BD Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva 
Software version 8.0.3. The purity of sorted cells was >97.5%. Monocytes were 
isolated from PBMCs by positive selection with a magnetic separator (autoMACS 
Pro Separator, Miltenyi Biotec) using CD14-specific microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). 
Further details on CD4+ and CD8+ T cell differentiation in vitro, exhausted CD4+ 
and CD8+ T cells in vitro and T cell treatments are reported in the Supplementary 
Information.

Knockdown experiments. Knockdown experiments were performed using 
FANA (2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro-β-d-arabinonucleic acid, https://www.aumbiotech.
com)–ASOs. For LINE1 RNA species, five ASOs were designed based on the ORF2 
region of the LINE1 consensus sequence, while, for HIRA.L1 or RAB22A.L1, three 
ASOs were designed based on a unique and specific portion of the sequence of 
LINE1-containing transcripts. For GTF2F1, NCL and PTBP1 mRNA, four ASOs 
were used; and, for IRF4 mRNA, two ASOs were used. An unrelated scr ASO was 
used as a control. ASOs were mixed in equimolar proportions and administered 
without any transfection reagent (by gymnosis) following the manufacturer’s 
instruction at a final concentration of 10 µM.

Quiescent naive CD4+ T cells isolated from healthy donors were cultured for 
48 h in complete medium supplemented with 200 IU ml−1 recombinant interleukin 
(IL)-2 and 10 µM ASOs to knock down LINE1, IRF4, HIRA.L1, RAB22A.L1 or 
NCL. For LINE1- and NCL-knockdown experiments, naive CD4+ cells treated with 
ASOs were then activated with anti-CD3–anti-CD28 beads in TH1 medium, kept in 
culture in the presence of 10 µM ASOs and collected after 7 d (effector CD4+ cells). 
For GTF2F1- and PTBP1-knockdown experiments, naive CD4+ cells treated with 
ASOs were then activated with anti-CD3–anti-CD28 beads in TH1 medium, kept 
in culture in the presence of 10 µM ASOs and collected after 16 h (activated CD4+ 
cells). In vitro exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were treated starting from day 6 
and collected after 48 h to knock down IRF4 and NCL. Exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ 
T cells were treated starting from day 2 with 10 µM ASOs for 5–7 d to knock down 
LINE1. Memory CD4+ and CD8+ TILs isolated from tumor samples were cultured 
for 48 h in complete medium supplemented with 200 IU ml−1 recombinant IL-2 
and 10 µM ASOs to knock down LINE1; after 48 h of ASO treatment, TILs were 

subjected to surface marker staining and T cell killing or activated for 48 h and 
subjected to intracellular cytokine staining. Knockdown efficiency was controlled 
by RT–qPCR and/or RNA-FISH and by western blot or flow cytometry analysis 
(described below).

T cell surface and intracellular staining and proliferation assay. Surface marker 
staining was performed by incubating 1 µl antibody for every 5 × 104 cells in 
PBS at 37 °C for 30 min. T cells were washed with PBS and then analyzed. The 
following antibodies were used: Alexa Fluor 488 anti-CD279 (PD-1) (BioLegend, 
clone EH12.2H7), anti-CD366 (TIM3-1)–BV650 (BioLegend, clone F38-2E2), 
anti-CD223 (LAG-3)–BV785 (BioLegend, clone 11C3C65) and anti-IFNGR2 
(Ab224197, Abcam; this antibody was visualized with a conjugated secondary 
antibody, see below). For intracellular cytokine staining, 5 × 104 T cells were 
stimulated with 50 ng ml−1 phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate and with 0.5 µg ml−1 
ionomycin for 2 h at 37 °C; subsequently, 100 µg ml−1 brefeldin A (Merck) was 
added for an additional 2 h at 37 °C. Cells were washed, fixed and permeabilized 
for 30 min at 4 °C with the Foxp3 Transcription Factor Fixation/Permeabilization 
kit (Invitrogen by Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Cytokines were stained by incubating 1 µl antibody for every 5 × 104 cells diluted 
in Permeabilization Buffer (Invitrogen by Life Technologies) for 20 min at room 
temperature. T cells were washed with PBS and then analyzed. For cytokine 
staining, the following antibodies were used: anti-IFN-γ–V450 (clone B27), 
anti-GrzB–FITC (clone GB11), anti-PerfA–APC (clone deltaG9), anti-PerfA–
PE (clone deltaG9). For PTBP1, IRF4 and ARPC2 staining by flow cytometry, 
T cells were fixed and permeabilized as described above for 30 min at 4 °C. Next, 
cells were incubated with 1 µl primary antibody for every 5 × 104 cells diluted 
in Permeabilization Buffer (Invitrogen by Life Technologies) for 1 h at room 
temperature. T cells were washed with PBS and stained with secondary antibody 
for 30 min at room temperature. T cells were washed with PBS and then analyzed. 
The following primary antibodies were used: anti-PTBP1 (Abcam, Ab133734), 
anti-IRF4 (BioLegend, 646412) and anti-ARCP2 (Ab133315, Abcam). Alexa 
Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit (Invitrogen Life Technologies) and Alexa Fluor 647 
goat anti-rat (Invitrogen Life Technologies) were used as secondary antibodies. 
Proliferation assays of chronically stimulated cells were performed using cell trace 
(C34557); naive CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were incubated with 1 µl cell trace for 
every 1 × 106 cells in PBS at 37 °C for 20 min. Cells were then washed with 10% 
FBS for 5 min at 37 °C and activated as reported previously; proliferation was 
assessed 5–7 d after activation. For all above-mentioned analyses, an average of 104 
cells were acquired with the FACSCanto I (BD Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva 
Software version 8.0.3, and data were analyzed using FlowJo version 10.6.1 
software.

Killing assay. In vitro exhausted effector CD4+ and CD8+ T cells or TILs were 
treated with ASOs and co-cultured for 12 h with heterologous monocytes at a 1:1 
ratio. After co-culturing, cells were stained with the LIVE/DEAD Fixable Green 
Dead Cell Stain kit (Invitrogen by Life Technologies, L34969) for 20 min at room 
temperature, washed with PBS and stained with anti-CD14–APC antibody (clone 
M5E2) to recognize monocytes. Monocytes were identified as CD14-positive 
cells, and their viability was assessed as the percentage of dead monocytes. To 
assess the spontaneous lysis of monocytes, we cultured monocytes without T cells 
as a control. An average of 104 cells were acquired with the FACSCanto I (BD 
Biosciences) using BD FACSDiva Software version 8.0.3, and data were analyzed 
using FlowJo version 10.6.1 software.

RNA isolation and RT–qPCR. Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini kit 
(Qiagen) and the QIAshredder system (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. During the extraction, DNase treatment with the RNase-free 
DNase Set (QIAGEN) was performed. Total RNA was reverse transcribed using 
the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis SuperMix kit (Invitrogen by Life 
Technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Real-time quantitative 
PCR was performed on the StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System (Applied 
Biosystems by Life Technologies) using Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix 
(Applied Biosystems by Life Technologies). All gene expression data were 
normalized to the expression of two independent housekeeping genes (RNA18SN1 
and GAPDH). Normalized Ct values were calculated as 2−ΔCt or 2−ΔΔCt. For 
actinomycin D treatment, spike-in Drosophila melanogaster RNA was used for 
normalization. See Supplementary Table 11 for primer sequences.

RNA-FISH and RNA-FISH–immunofluorescence. RNA-FISH and RNA-FISH–
immunofluorescence were performed as described in ref. 44. Briefly, antisense 
biotinylated riboprobes for LINE1, AluY and HERVK were transcribed in vitro 
using the MAXIscript T7 transcription kit (Invitrogen) and Biotin RNA 
Labeling Mix (Roche) (see Supplementary Table 11 for primer sequences). In 
total, 50–100 ng antisense biotinylated riboprobes per experiment were used. 
T cells fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde were washed with 0.05% Triton X-100 
in PBS, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS and maintained in 20% 
glycerol–PBS. Cells were frozen and thawed with dry ice and deproteinized with 
0.1 N HCl. T cells were hybridized with riboprobes at 52.5 °C for 3.5 min and 
incubated overnight at 37 °C in a water bath. Glasses were washed with 50% 
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formamide–2× SSC (saline-sodium citrate), 2× SSC, 1× SSC and 4× SSC–0.2% 
Tween-20. T cells were blocked with BSA and then incubated with streptavidin 
HRP (1:1,000, PerkinElmer by Akoya Biosciences) diluted in TNT–BSA (0.1 M 
Tris-HCl, pH 8, 0.150 M NaCl, 0.1% NP-40 and 4% BSA in DEPC). T cells 
were washed four times with TNT, and the signal was amplified by incubating 
TSA working solution (1:150) in 1× amplification buffer for 3 min (TSA Plus 
Fluorescent kit Cy3.5, PerkinElmer). T cells were washed four times with TNT; 
nuclei were counterstained with 1 µg ml−1 DAPI. When RNA-FISH was coupled 
with immunofluorescence, T cells were incubated with primary antibodies specific 
for H3K4me3 (1:250, Millipore, 07-473), H3K36me3 (1:250, Abcam, 9050) or 
H3K9me3 (1:500, Abcam, Ab8898) in a solution of 2% BSA, 10% goat serum, 0.1% 
Tween and PBS overnight at 4 °C. A secondary antibody conjugated with Alexa 
Fluor 647 was used (1:1,000). Glasses were mounted in ProLong Diamond antifade 
mounting medium (Thermo Fisher). Images of RNA-FISH and RNA-FISH–
immunofluorescence were acquired with a Leica TCS SP5 Confocal microscope 
(Leica Microsystems) using an HCX PL APO ×63, 1.40-NA oil-immersion 
objective (Leica Microsystems) with additional 2× zoom, using 0.29-µm Z stacks 
at randomly chosen fields. Supplementary Table 8 reports for each experiment 
the number of individuals and the number of nuclei acquired and analyzed and 
parameters of acquisition (laser power, scan speed, gain and offset). To obtain 
images comparable between different T cells isolated from the same individuals 
and/or within the same experiment, we performed the RNA-FISH protocol at the 
same time for all conditions and images were acquired with equivalent parameters 
and processed similarly; at least ∼100 nuclei per condition were acquired. Further 
details on analysis of RNA-FISH and RNA-FISH–immunofluorescence are 
provided in the Supplementary Methods.

Single-molecule RNA-FISH protocol and analysis. smRNA-FISH was 
performed using HuluFISH technology. Antisense riboprobes were designed 
by Pixelbio based on specific and unique regions of HIRA.L1 or RAB22A.
L1 LINE1-containing transcripts (Supplementary Table 11); anti-RAB22A.L1 
probes were directly labeled with ATTO-568, while anti-HIRA.L1 probes were 
directly labeled with ATTO-647. Quiescent naive, 8-h activated CD4+ T cells or 
naive CD4+ T cells knocked down for HIRA.L1 or RAB22A.L1 transcripts were 
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed with 135 mM glycine and kept in 70% 
ethanol overnight. T cells were rinsed with 20% glycerol for 1 h and then treated 
with 0.025% pepsin in 0.01 N HCl for 3.5 min. RAB22A.L1 probes were diluted 
1:40 in a solution of 20% formamide, 2× SSC and 10% dextran sulfate, and 
HIRA.L1 probes were diluted 1:40 in a solution of 10% formamide, 2× SSC and 
10% dextran sulfate; probes were hybridized with T cells overnight at 37 °C in 
a water bath. Glasses were washed three times for 5 min in 10% formamide–2× 
SSC for HIRA.L1 probes or three times for 5 min in 20% formamide–2× SSC 
and for 5 min with 2× SSC for RAB22A.L1 probes; nuclei were counterstained 
with 1 µg ml−1 DAPI. Glasses were mounted in ProLong Glass antifade mounting 
medium (Thermo Fisher). Images of smRNA-FISH were acquired with the 
Eclipse Ti-E microscope (Nikon Instruments) and the Plan Apo λ objective 
microscope (×100 oil, Nikon Instruments) using 0.3-µm Z stacks at randomly 
chosen fields. Supplementary Table 8 reports for each experiment the number 
of individuals and the number of nuclei acquired and analyzed and parameters 
of acquisition (LED power and camera exposure time). To obtain comparable 
images between different T cells within the same individual and/or experiment, 
we performed the smRNA-FISH protocol at the same time for all conditions and 
images were acquired with equivalent parameters and processed similarly. At 
least ∼100 nuclei were analyzed, and the number of dots per cell were counted. 
Imaging analysis was performed with Fiji 2.1.0 or 1.53C or ImageJ 1.50i and 
NIS-Elements AR Analysis 5.11.01 (Nikon).

DNA–RNA-FISH. The DNA–RNA-FISH protocol was adapted from ref. 45 and 
from refs. 44,46. A detailed protocol is provided in the Supplementary Information.

CRISPR–Cas9 deletion of LINE1 elements in quiescent naive CD4+ T cells. 
LINE1 element deletions were performed taking advantage of Cas9 ribonuclear 
complex (RNP) nucleofection with a protocol adapted from refs. 31,47. Briefly, two 
sgRNA species were designed to target nonrepetitive flanking sites of the LINE1 
element contained in ARPC2.L1 or IFNGR2 (Supplementary Table 11). Quiescent 
naive CD4+ T cells were nucleofected with Cas9–sgRNA RNP complexes; for 
each sgRNA, a Cas9–sgRNA complex was prepared at a ratio of 1:3 by gently 
mixing 40 µM Alt-R S.p. HiFi Cas9 Nuclease V3 (IDT, 1081061) with 120 µM 
sgRNA (Merck); the two complexes were allowed to form separately for 15 min at 
37 °C. Both Cas9–sgRNA complexes were then mixed and added to 1 × 106 naive 
CD4+ T cells that were resuspended in 20 µl primary cell nucleofection solution 
(P3 Primary Cells 4D-Nucleofector X kit S, Lonza); quiescent naive CD4+ T cells 
were previously sorted and maintained in culture for 24 h in complete medium 
supplemented with 200 IU ml−1 recombinant IL-2. Naive CD4+ T cells were 
electroporated using a 4D nucleofector, the P3 Primary Cells 4D-Nucleofector X 
kit S (Lonza, LOV4XP3032), with the EH115 pulse program. After nucleofection, 
cells were resuspended in complete medium supplemented with 200 IU ml−1 
recombinant IL-2 and kept in culture for 4 d at 37 °C in a humidified incubator 
with 5% CO2. Deletion was assessed by PCR with GoTaq G2 Flexi DNA 

Polymerase of genomic DNA purified from nucleofected naive CD4+ T cells. 
PCR products were subjected to TA cloning and Sanger sequencing similarly 
to the method in ref. 48. Primer sequences and sgRNA species used are listed in 
Supplementary Table 11.

Western blotting. The histone-extraction protocol and subsequent western 
blot analysis were performed as described in ref. 33. Nuclear protein extraction 
was performed as described in ref. 33. Total protein extraction was performed as 
described in ref. 19. Further details on protein extraction and western blotting 
analysis and co-immunoprecipitation are provided in the Supplementary Methods.

RNA library preparation and sequencing. Further details on chromatin and 
nucleoplasm RNA extraction are provided in the Supplementary Methods. 
RNA integrity was checked with the TapeStation system (High Sensitivity RNA 
ScreenTape assay), and 15–75 ng total RNA was used to prepare libraries. RNA 
was ribodepleted with the RiboGone-Mammalian kit (Takara, 634846) following 
the manufacturer’s instruction, and libraries were prepared with the SMARTer 
Stranded RNA-Seq kit (Takara, 634836) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Libraries were sequenced as paired 100-bp or 150-bp reads on the 
Illumina NextSeq 500. RNA-seq libraries were prepared for (1) chromatin and 
nucleoplasm RNA from quiescent naive CD4+ T cells (four individuals) and (2) 
total RNA from quiescent naive CD4+ T cells and naive CD4+ T cells activated with 
anti-CD3–anti-CD28 beads in TH1 medium for 16 h (three individuals). Further 
details on processing and alignment of RNA-seq datasets, principal-component 
analysis, TE subfamily expression quantification in RNA-seq datasets and LINE1 
read characterization are provided in the Supplementary Information.

De novo reconstruction of LINE1-containing transcripts. A comprehensive 
catalog of LINE1-containing transcripts in the quiescent naive CD4+ T cell 
chromatin compartment was generated by combining two different approaches 
for de novo transcript assembly. Briefly, chromatin RNA-seq reads mapped in 
proper pairs (SAM flags 99, 147, 83 and 163) from four biological replicates 
were pooled together, amounting to a total of 113 million proper read pairs. To 
reconstruct transcripts containing TEs with greater confidence, two independent 
algorithms were used: Trinity 2.8.4 (ref. 24) in genome-guided mode (‘--SS_lib_type 
FR --genome_guided_bam --genome_guided_max_intron 10000 --genome_
guided_min_reads_per_partition 3’) in tandem with PASA 2.3.3 (ref. 49) (‘-C -R 
--ALT_SPLICE --ALIGNERS blat,gmap --CPU 1 --transcribed_is_aligned_orient’) 
and StringTie 2.0 (ref. 25) (‘--rf -a 3’). Mono-exonic transcripts were removed from 
further analysis as already performed in refs. 50,51 to filter out possible artifactual 
transcripts due to transcriptional noise or low polymerase fidelity; furthermore, 
these transcripts are difficult to assess bioinformatically and need extensive manual 
curation. Multi-exonic transcripts intersecting with TEs (UCSC RepeatMasker) 
were selected. To obtain a new and consistent catalog of nonredundant transcripts, 
only those transcripts sharing the TE-containing exon (BEDtools 2.29.2, 
‘intersectBed -f 0.8 -r -s’) identified by both assemblers were selected. A unified 
set of TE transcripts was obtained by merging the selected transcripts using 
StringTie 2.0 (‘merge -i -f 0’). TE transcripts were annotated using GffCompare 
0.11.2 against transcripts from the GENCODE version 25 GTF file. Finally, 
de novo reconstructed TE transcripts having at least 20 bp of overlap between 
the TE-containing exon and a LINE1 locus were annotated as LINE1-containing 
transcripts, retrieving 3,072 transcripts. Genes containing LINE1-containing 
transcripts within their genomic position are referred to as ‘LINE1-containing 
genes’. Further details on expression quantification of LINE-containing transcripts, 
filtering of LINE1-containing transcripts and LINE1-containing transcript 
characterization are provided in the Supplementary Methods.

Gene expression quantification and controls in RNA-seq datasets. Aligned reads 
were used to generate read counts per gene using HTSeq 0.12.4 (‘htseq-count -s yes 
--nonunique all’) against GENCODE version 25 and normalized to FPKM values 
using the total number of reads mapping within the coordinates of gene models 
as the library size. Expression values of canonical transcripts were selected from 
all quantified genes. To demonstrate that canonical transcripts are particularly 
preferentially regulated in naive CD4+ T cells, we evaluated distribution quantiles 
of the fold change of the naive versus activated condition (log2 (FC of mean 
FPKM of activated cells/mean FPKM of naive T cells)) of canonical transcripts, 
considering very detailed probabilities (0, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 
0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.98, 1), and we applied these ranges to all genes 
expressed in T cells (12,675 genes). This approach allows selection of genes 
upregulated during TCR-driven activation similar to those of canonical transcripts. 
We then selected genes that did not include LINE1 insertions (3,250 genes) or that 
contained LINE1 insertions that differed from those that make LINE1-containing 
transcripts (7,642 genes), and we randomly selected three non-overlapping sets 
of 407 genes respectively according to their range of fold change probability 
distribution. For Ingenuity Pathway Analysis, refer to the Supplementary 
Information.

Nanopore sequencing data analysis. For nanopore cDNA library preparation and 
sequencing, refer to the Supplementary Methods. Nanopore cDNA signals were 
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processed into demultiplexed reads using Guppy basecalling software version 5.0.7 
with parameters ‘guppy_basecaller --flowcell FLO-MIN106 --kit SQK-PCB109 
--barcode_kits SQK-PCB109 –trim_barcodes’. Reads from three biological 
replicates were aligned to the reference transcriptome containing GENECODE 
25 data and reconstructed TE-containing transcripts (De novo reconstruction 
of LINE1-containing transcripts) using minimap2 version 2.17-r941 with the 
parameter ‘-ax map-ont’. The presence of LINE1-containing transcripts in the 
Nanopore data was tested by selecting transcripts that were uniquely aligned. 
Further details on LINE1-containing transcript validation by PCR are provided in 
the Supplementary Methods.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation. The ChIP assay was performed as described 
in ref. 52 with modifications. Further details are provided in the Supplementary 
Information.

ChIP–seq data analysis. Furthermore, H3K36me3 ChIP–seq data were 
generated to inspect the chromatin of LINE1-containing genes in T cell 
activation and in naive CD4+ cells depleted of LINE1-containing transcripts. 
Reads from technical replicates were pooled together, and read quality before 
and after trimming was assessed using FastQC 0.11.9. Reads were trimmed 
for low-quality base calls using Trimmomatic 0.39 in paired-end mode with 
parameters ‘ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:50′ or in single-end mode with adaptor 
reference file ‘TruSeq3-SE.fa’ and the same parameters as above. Trimmed reads 
were aligned to the human genome assembly hg38 using Bowtie 1.2.3 with 
parameters ‘-m 1 --best --strata -v 3′ and ‘-X 2000 –fr’ for paired-end reads 
only. After alignment, paired-end reads not mapped in a proper pair as well as 
duplicated reads were removed using SAMtools 1.9 (ref. 53). ChIP peaks were 
called using the MACS 2.2.6 callpeak module, giving as input the alignment file 
of the ChIP target and its relative control input with parameters ‘--keep-dup 
all -g 3049315783 -B -p 0.01—broad’, paired-end read-specific parameters ‘-f 
BAMPE’ and single-end read-specific parameters ‘-f BAM --nomodel --extsize 
200’. Coverage tracks were calculated by subtracting the background signal from 
the fragment pileup using the MACS2 bdgcmp module with parameters ‘-m 
FE’. As a control for LINE1-containing genes, a set of the same number of genes 
was randomly sampled from a pool of protein-coding genes marked by at least 
one H3K36me3 peak using the GNU coreutils built-in ‘shuf ’ command. The 
positional distribution of H3K36me3 on LINE1-containing genes and control 
genes was obtained by dividing gene models into 40 bins, while −1.5 kb and 
+3 kb flanking regions were smoothed with 150-bp long bins using deepTools 
3.4.1 computeMatrix with parameters ‘-m 6000 -b 3000 -a 3000 -bs 150’, the 
average between replicates and the median between genes was calculated, and a 
cubic smoothing spline was fitted into the data using the R 3.6.2 built-in ‘smooth.
spline’ function. Further details on ChIP–seq data analysis are provided in the 
Supplementary Information.

Motif-enrichment analysis. Transcription factor-binding motifs provided by the 
HOCOMOCO Human (version 11, CORE) database were searched for putative 
promoter sequences of LINE1-containing genes (for further details, please refer to 
the Supplementary Methods). RNA-binding protein motifs provided by Ray et al.54 
were searched for in LINE1 element sequences contained in LINE1-containing 
transcripts (Supplementary Table 10).

Statistical analysis. Statistical details including the number of individuals 
and nuclei acquired in imaging experiments, statistical methods used, F 
values and exact P values are reported in each figure legend, in the text or 
in the Supplementary Tables. Results presented in this article were obtained 
from a minimum of three individuals; exceptions are indicated in figure 
legends (experiments performed on exhausted T cells, TILs or patients with 
transplantation). Further details on statistical analysis are provided in the 
Supplementary Information.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All data are available in the main text or in the Supplementary Information. 
Data that support the findings of this study have been deposited and are publicly 
available at ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-9572 and E-MTAB-10798 for ChIP–seq data, 
E-MTAB-9574 for short-read RNA-seq data and E-MTAB-10797 for long-read 
RNA-seq data. RNA-seq data from Bediaga et al.55 can be download from https://
doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-80165-9. RNA-seq data from Buratin et al.56 can be 
downloaded from https://doi.org/10.1182/bloodadvances.2020002337. RNA-seq 
data from mESCs from the ENCODE Project Consortium can be downloaded 
from https://doi.org/10.1038/nature11247. ChIP–seq data from the ENCODE 
Project Consortium can be downloaded from https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-
14743-w. All sequencing datasets are listed in Supplementary Table 12. Source data 
are provided with this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | LINE1 RNAs are enriched in open chromatin regions in naïve CD4+ T cells. (a) Sorting of naïve and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T 
cells, TH1, TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T helper subsets from blood samples. (b) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of Alu RNA FISH (red) of naïve and 
memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. (c) Quantification of Alu RNA FISH, at least 220 nuclei, four individuals. *** 
P < 1 x 10-15, One-way ANOVA, F = 47.5. (d) Alu expression by RT-qPCR in quiescent naïve and memory TH1, TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T cells and in quiescent 
naïve and memory CD8+ T cells, (n = 6 individuals for naïve CD4+: n = 5 for TH1 and CD8+ subsets, n = 4 for TH2 and TH17). For box-and-whisker plots, 
the central line, box and whiskers represent the median, interquartile range (IQR) from first to third quartiles, and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively. (e) Confocal 
fluorescence microscopy images of HERV RNA FISH (red) performed on quiescent naïve and memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Original magnification 
63×. Scale bar 5 µm. (f) Quantification of HERV RNA FISH, at least 164 nuclei, three individuals. (g) HERV expression by RT-qPCR in quiescent naïve 
and memory TH1, TH2 and TH17 CD4+ T cells and in quiescent naïve and memory CD8+ T cells, (n = 10 individuals for naïve and TH1 CD4+, n = 6 TH17; n 
= 5 for TH2 and CD8+ subsets). (h) Expression of 18S and Xist, in cytosol, nucleoplasm and chromatin of naïve CD4+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). Data are 
represented as mean ± s.e.m. (i) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA FISH (red) and immunofluorescent staining (gray) for H3K4me3 
and H3K9me3 of naïve CD4+ T cells. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. (j) Pearson correlation of colocalization relative to (i), at least 103 nuclei, 
three individuals. H3K9me3 versus H3K4me3 colocalization: *** P < 1 x 10-15, Two-tailed Mann Whitney test. (k-l) Naïve CD4+ T cells were activated 
with TCR engagement and differentiated to (k) TH2 or (l) TH17. LINE1 expression was analyzed by RT-qPCR, (n = 4 individuals). For box-and-whisker 
plots, the central line, box and whiskers represent the median, interquartile range (IQR) from first to third quartiles, and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively. (m) LINE1 
expression by RT-qPCR in 72 hours activated naive CD4+ T treated with signaling pathway inhibitors (n = 4 individuals). Control versus rapamycin: * P = 
0.02678 Two-tailed paired t test. For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, box and whiskers represent the median, interquartile range (IQR) from first 
to third quartiles, and 1.5!×!IQR, respectively. (n) Phosphorylated S6 protein (pS6) levels by western blot in 72 hours activated naïve CD4+ T treated with 
rapamycin or CsA. (o) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA FISH (red) of naive CD4+ T cells that were activated for 72 hours and then 
treated with rapamycin or CsA. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 10 µm.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Human CD4+ T cells express evolutionarily old LINE1 elements, whereas mESCs express evolutionarily young LINE1. (a) 
Heatmap of TEs expression at class, family and subfamily level in chromatin and nucleoplasm RNA-seq of naïve CD4+ T cells, four individuals are plotted. 
Z-score was computed on the log2 transformed normalized read count using DESeq2. (b) Scatter plot of LINE1 subfamilies expressions in nucleoplasm 
(x-axis) and chromatin (y-axis) RNA-seq of naïve CD4+ T cells. Subfamilies are color coded based on evolutive origin: mammalian-specific (L1M, orange), 
primate-specific (L1P, blue), human-specific (L1Hs, green), HAL (yellow). (c) Heatmap of TEs expression at class, superfamily and subfamily level in 
mESCs RNA-seq, two biological replicates are plotted. Z-score was computed on the log2 transformed normalized read count using DESeq2 (d) Pie-chart 
representing distribution of LINE1 chimeric and not chimeric reads in human CD4+ T cells. (e) Pie chart representing genomic distribution of LINE1 
reads among intergenic regions, protein coding, lncRNAs, pseudogenes and noncoding RNAs transcriptional units in human CD4+ T cells. (f) Pie-chart 
representing distribution of LINE1 chimeric and not chimeric reads in mESCs. (g) Pie chart representing genomic distribution of LINE1 reads among 
intergenic regions, protein coding, lncRNAs, pseudogenes and noncoding RNAs transcriptional units in mESCs.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Validation of LINE1-containing transcripts by long reads sequencing and by RT-PCR. (a) Examples of long reads covering the 
LINE1-containing transcripts reconstructed by de novo transcriptome assembly. (b) Scheme of canonical transcripts and LINE1-containing transcripts; 
the LINE1 exon is represented in red. In the middle, schemes of the PCR primers designed to verify the presence of the LINE1-containing transcripts and 
canonical transcripts are reported. Below, agarose gels representing RT-PCR results of LINE1-containing transcripts. PCRs have been repeated on three 
individuals obtaining same results.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Characterization of LINE1 elements spliced in novel exons of non-canonical splicing variants. (a) Length distribution of the LINE1 
elements spliced in the LINE1-containing transcripts. (b) Distribution and enrichment of the expressed LINE1 regions in respect to a full length LINE1 
sequence (6kb). Primers used for LINE1 RT-qPCR, probes for LINE1 RNA FISH and antisense oligonucleotide (ASOs) for LINE1 knock down experiments 
are shown. Right, percentage of the expressed LINE1 elements complementary to ORF1, ORF2, 5′UTR and 3′UTR regions of the full length LINE1. (c) Bar 
plot showing the percentage of the most enriched LINE1 subfamilies in the LINE1-containing transcripts. (d) LINE1 distribution among introns, exons, 
promoters, 5′UTR and 3′UTR of the LINE1 containing protein coding genes. (e) Consensus motifs of the donor and acceptor splicing sites of the LINE1 
exons. (f) Scheme of ARPC2.L1 transcript. The novel exon containing LINE1 element is zoomed. Long reads (blue) and short reads (green) of chromatin 
RNA-seq that support the novel exon reconstruction are shown.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Upon T cell activation, LINE1-containing transcripts are downregulated while canonical transcripts are upregulated. (a) 
Expression of the canonical transcripts and of three random set of control genes that i) do not retain genomic LINE1 elements (control genes no LINE1) 
or ii) retain LINE1 elements but do not generate LINE1-containing transcripts (control genes with LINE1) in RNA-seq datasets of quiescent and activated 
naïve CD4+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). *** P < 0.001, Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired samples, corrected accordingly to Bonferroni for 
multiple testing, was performed to compare canonical transcripts with control genes in naïve (P values from left to right: 1.89 x 10-12, 6.42 x 10-13, 1.91 x 10-12, 
1.27 x 10-13, 1.04 x 10-12, 3.13 x 10-10) or activated T cells (P values from left to right: 3.06 x 10-07, 3.20 x 10-08, 1.15 x 10-06, 6.41 x 10-11, 1.55 x 10-07, 4.98 x 10-05). 
For box-and-whisker plots, the central line, box and whiskers represent the median, interquartile range (IQR) from first to third quartiles, and 1.5!×!IQR, 
respectively. (b) Expression of LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts by RT-qPCR in quiescent and 16 hours activated naïve CD4+ T cells 
(n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcripts in naïve versus activated CD4+ T cells: ** P = 0.0096, F = 9.647, 
Two-way ANOVA; canonical transcripts in naïve versus activated CD4+ T cells: *** P = 0.00045, F = 22.85, Two-way ANOVA. (c) IRF4 Transcription 
Factors (TFs) binding motif research was performed on promoter regions of the LINE1-containing genes, selecting TFs upregulated in CD4+ naïve T cells. 
(d) IRF4 expression by RT-qPCR in quiescent and 16 hours activated CD4+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. naïve versus 
activated CD4+ T cells: * P = 0.03975, Two-tailed paired t test. (e) IRF4 expression by RT-qPCR and (f) IRF4 protein by FACS analysis in quiescent naïve 
CD4+ T cells treated with IRF4 or control (scr) ASOs. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m (n = 3 individuals). scr versus IRF4 ASO groups: ** P = 
0.0042, Two-tailed paired t test.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | LINE1-containing transcripts keep the expression of the corresponding canonical transcripts paused. (a) Scheme of RAB22A.
L1 knock down experiments in quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells. (b) Expression of RAB22A.L1 and of ARPC2, IFNGR2, EED, HIRA, ASH2L, RAB22A canonical 
transcripts in quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with RAB22A.L1 or control (scr) ASOs (n = 6 individuals). RAB22A.L1 in scr versus RAB22A.L1 ASO 
groups: ** P = 0.00798, Two-tailed paired t test; RAB22A in scr versus RAB22A.L1 ASO groups: ** P = 0.0041, Two-tailed paired t test. (c) Design of the 
L1MC5a element deletion in ARPC2 gene with CRISPR-Cas9 RNP complexes: the intronic L1MC5a element was deleted using sgRNAs complementary 
to the non-repetitive regions flanking the repeat. (d) Expression of ARPC2.L1 and of ARPC2, IFNGR2, EED, HIRA, ASH2L, RAB22A canonical transcripts in 
quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells nucleofected with control Cas9 RNPs – or Cas9-RNPs with sgRNAs targeting L1MC5a in ARPC2 (see Supplementary Table 
6) (n = 5 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. ARPC2.L1 in control versus L1MC5a Cas9 RNPs groups * P = 0.0201, Two-tailed paired t test; 
ARPC2 in control versus L1MC5a Cas9 RNPs groups * P = 0.0310, Two-tailed paired t test. (e) ARPC2 protein by FACS analysis in quiescent naïve CD4+ 
T cells nucleofected with control Cas9 RNPs – or Cas9-RNPs with sgRNAs targeting L1MC5a in ARPC2 gene and then activated (n = 3 individuals). Data 
are represented as mean ± s.e.m. ARPC2 in control versus groups L1MC5a Cas9 RNPs * P = 0.0273, Two-tailed paired t test. (f-g) Sanger sequencing of 
the PCR amplification products performed to assess L1MC5 and L1MC5a deletion from IFNGR2 and ARPC2. PCRs have been performed on four individuals 
in (f) and on five individuals in (g).
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | LINE1-containing transcripts are bound by Nucleolin and regulate H3K36me3 levels in naïve CD4+ T cells. (a-b) RIP assays in 
naïve CD4+ T cells with anti NCL antibody (n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean % of input ± s.e.m. (c) Co-IP and western blots of NCL and 
KAP1 in CD4+ T cells. Co-IP has been repeated on two individuals obtaining similar results. (d) NCL expression by RT-qPCR and (e) NCL western blot in 
quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with NCL or control (scr) ASOs. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m (n = 4 individuals). NCL expression in scr 
versus NCL ASO groups: * P = 0.0482 Two-tailed paired t test. (f) Expression of GAPDH and MALAT1 in cytoplasm, nucleoplasm and chromatin of naïve 
CD4+ T cells treated with NCL or scr ASOs (n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. (g) LINE1 expression by RT-qPCR in quiescent 
naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or scr ASOs (n = 8 individuals). LINE1 ASOs were designed to target the ORF2 LINE1 region included in the 
LINE1-containing transcripts (see Extended Data Fig. 4b). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. Scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: *** P = 3 x 10-6, Two-tailed 
paired t test. (h) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA FISH (red) of quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or control (scr) 
ASOs. LINE1 ASOs target the ORF2 LINE1 region of LINE1-containing transcripts. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. (i) Quantification of (h), 
at least 832 nuclei, two individuals. scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: *** P < 1 x 10-15, Two-tailed Mann Whitney test. (j) Confocal fluorescence microscopy 
images of LINE1 RNA FISH (red) and immunofluorescent staining (gray) for H3K36me3 or H3K4me3 of naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or control 
(scr) ASOs. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. (k) Quantification of (j), at least 267 nuclei, two individuals. H3K36me3 in scr versus LINE1 ASO 
groups: *** P < 1 x 10-15, Two-tailed Mann-Whitney test. (l) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of LINE1 RNA FISH (red) and immunofluorescent 
staining (gray) for H3K36me3 of quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with NCL ASOs or control (scr) ASOs. Original magnification 63×. Scale bar 5 µm. 
(m) Quantification of (l), at least 259 nuclei, three individuals. H3K36me3 in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: *** P < 1 x 10-15, Two-tailed Mann Whitney test.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Controls for ChIP-seq and for PTBP1 and GTF2F1 knock down. (a-b) Representative H3K36me3 ChIP-seq tracks for (a) ERGIC2 
LINE1 containing gene and (b) FUCA2 control gene in quiescent and 16 hours activated naïve CD4+ T cells and naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 ASOs. 
(c-d) ChIP assays for H3K36me3 at LINE1 containing genes and HECW1 (control) in (c) quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with LINE1 or control (scr) 
ASOs and in (d) quiescent and 16 hours activated naïve CD4+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean % of input ± s.e.m. H3K36me3 
ChIP in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: *** P = 6.2 x 10-7, F = 90.24, Two-way ANOVA. H3K36me3 ChIP in naïve CD4+ versus activated CD4+: *** P = 3.6 x 
10-4, F = 40.45 Two-way ANOVA. (e) PTBP1 expression by RT-qPCR and (f) PTBP1 protein by FACS analysis in quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells treated with 
PTBP1 or scr ASOs and then activated for 16 hours. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m (n = 3 individuals). PTBP1 expression in scr versus PTBP1 ASO 
groups: ** P = 0.0014 Two-tailed paired t test. (g) GTF2F1 expression by RT-qPCR and (h) GTF2F1 protein by western blot in quiescent naïve CD4+ T cells 
treated with GTF2F1 or scr ASOs and then activated for 16 hours. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m (n = 3 individuals). GTF2F1 expression in scr 
versus GTF2F1 ASO groups: ** P = 0.0031, Two-tailed paired t test.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | IRF4 and Nucleolin are overexpressed in in vitro exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells while GTF2F1 is downregulated. (a) Scheme 
of in vitro exhaustion of CD4+ T cells. (b) On the left, cell count of effector and exhausted CD4+ T cells (n = 5 individuals). Data are represented as mean 
± s.e.m, *** P < 2.7 x 10-7, F = 57.22 Two-way ANOVA. In the middle, PD-1 positive cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m, *** P 
= 0.00004, F = 40.3 Two-way ANOVA. On the right, IFN-γ positive cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. IFN-γ: * P = 0.0319, 
One-tailed paired t test. (c) Scheme of in vitro exhaustion of CD8+ T cells. (d) On the left, cell count of effector and exhausted CD8+ T cells. Data are 
mean and ± s.e.m, N = 4 individuals. *** P = 0.0003, F = 26.05 Two-way ANOVA. In the middle, PD-1 positive cells. Data are mean and ± s.e.m, N = 4 
individuals. *** P = 0.00003, F = 58.1, Two-way ANOVA. On the right, IFN-γ, GrzB and PerfA positive cells. Data are mean and ± s.e.m, N = 4 individuals. 
IFN-γ: * P = 0.0108, Two-tailed Paired t test; GrzB * P = 0.0243, Two-tailed Paired t test. (e) IRF4, NCL, GTF2F1 and PTBP1 by western blot performed 
in nuclear extracts of effector and exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m (n = 2 individuals). (f) RIP assays for NCL, 
PTBP1 and GTF2F1 in effector and exhausted CD8+ T cells (n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean % of input ± s.e.m. NCL RIP in effector 
versus exhausted: * P = 0.0488, F = 5.54, Two-way ANOVA. (g-h) LINE1-containing transcripts and canonical transcripts expression by RT-qPCR in 
exhausted CD8+ T cells treated with (g) IRF4 or control (scr) ASOs or with (h) NCL or scr ASOs (n = 3 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± 
s.e.m. LINE1-containing transcripts in scr versus IRF4 ASO groups: *** P = 0.0004, F = 50.6. Two-way ANOVA; canonical transcripts in scr versus IRF4 
ASO groups: ** P = 0.0024, F = 25.3. Two-way ANOVA. Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. Canonical transcripts in scr versus NCL ASO groups: ** P 
= 0.0026, F = 24.5. Two-way ANOVA.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | See next page for caption.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 | LINE1-containing transcripts regulate effector functions of exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. (a) Sorting of tumor-infiltrating 
memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. (b-c) LINE1 expression by RT-qPCR in memory CD4+ (a) and CD8+ (b) TILs treated with LINE1 or control (scr) ASOs 
(n = 2 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. (d) Scheme of the immunological assays performed on in vitro exhausted CD4+ and CD8+ T 
cells treated with LINE1 or scr ASOs to evaluate their effector properties (g-l). (e-f) LINE1 expression by RT-qPCR in exhausted (e) CD4+ and (f) CD8+ T 
cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. scr versus LINE1 ASO exhausted CD4+: ** P = 0.0083, Two-tailed paired t test; scr versus 
LINE1 ASO exhausted CD8+: ** P = 0.0073, Two-tailed paired t test. (g) IFN-γ+ or GrzB+ exhausted CD4+ T cells (n = 4 individuals). Data are represented 
as mean ± s.e.m. IFN-γ in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: * P = 0.0351 One-tailed paired t test. (h) IFN-γ+, GrzB+ or PerfA+ exhausted CD8+ T cells (n = 4 
individuals). Data are represented as mean ± s.e.m. IFN-γ in scr versus LINE1 ASO groups: ** P = 0.0016, Two-tailed paired t test; GrzB in scr versus LINE1 
ASO groups: ** P = 0.0039, PerfA in scr versus LINE1 ASO: *** P = 0.0002, Two-tailed paired t test. (i-j) Percentage of dead heterologous monocytes co-
cultured for 12 hours with exhausted (i) CD4+ or (j) CD8+ T cells. Percentage of monocytes self-lysis is indicated (w/o T cells, in blue). n = 3 individuals 
for CD4+ and n = 4 individuals for CD8+, data for each individual are shown separately, monocytes self-lysis is represented as mean ± s.e.m. CD4+ scr 
versus LINE1 ASO: ** P = 0.0092, Two-tailed paired t test; CD8+ scr versus LINE1 ASO: ** P = 0.0084, Two-tailed paired t test. (k-l) Proliferation assay 
with cell trace in exhausted (j) CD4+ or (k) CD8+ T cells. (m) Scheme of how LINE1-containing transcripts control gene expression in T cell quiescence and 
exhaustion.
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Abstract: Transposable elements (TEs), which cover ~45% of the human genome, although firstly
considered as “selfish” DNA, are nowadays recognized as driving forces in eukaryotic genome
evolution. This capability resides in generating a plethora of sophisticated RNA regulatory networks
that influence the cell type specific transcriptome in health and disease. Indeed, TEs are transcribed
and their RNAs mediate multi-layered transcriptional regulatory functions in cellular identity
establishment, but also in the regulation of cellular plasticity and adaptability to environmental
cues, as occurs in the immune response. Moreover, TEs transcriptional deregulation also evolved to
promote pathogenesis, as in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases and cancers. Importantly, many
of these findings have been achieved through the employment of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
technologies and bioinformatic tools that are in continuous improvement to overcome the limitations
of analyzing TEs sequences. However, they are highly homologous, and their annotation is still
ambiguous. Here, we will review some of the most recent findings, questions and improvements to
study at high resolution this intriguing portion of the human genome in health and diseases, opening
the scenario to novel therapeutic opportunities.

Keywords: transposable elements; co-option; genome plasticity; immune system response; cancer
progression; next generation sequencing approaches

1. Introduction

1.1. Transposable Elements (TEs) Account for Genome Evolution and Inter-Individual Genetic Variability

Two thirds of the human genome are composed of repetitive elements (66%), among which
transposable elements (TEs) alone account for the 40–45% of human genome composition [1,2].
One fascinating question for genome biologists is to untangle the functions of this “dark side” of the
genome, that still represents “alive matter” which evolution can influence to generate novel functions.
It is clear nowadays that TEs capability of regulating the genome resides mainly in generating a
sophisticated plethora of RNA regulatory networks, which in turn influence the transcriptional
output of the cell [3–5]. TEs are organized into four di↵erent classes and, with the exception of
DNA transposons, are mainly retrotransposons, which have acquired the ability by using RNA as
intermediate to move via a ‘copy and paste’ mechanism. Retrotransposons include long interspersed
elements (LINEs), short interspersed elements (SINEs), and long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons.
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They are further classified as autonomous or non-autonomous depending on whether they have open
reading frames (ORFs) that encode for the machinery required for the retrotransposition [6].

LINE is a class of transposon that is very ancient and evolutionary successful. Three LINE
superfamilies are found in the human genome, namely LINE1, LINE2 and LINE3, of which only
LINE1 is still active. Full-length LINE1 (L1) elements are approximately 6 kb long and constitute an
autonomous component of the genome. A LINE1 element has an internal polymerase II promoter
and encodes for two open reading frames, ORF1 and ORF2 (Figure 1) [7]. Once the L1 RNA is
transcribed, it is exported to the cytoplasm for translation, and subsequently assembled with the
chaperone RNA- binding proteins ORF1 and the endonuclease and reverse transcriptase ORF2. These
ribonucleoparticles are then reimported into the nucleus, where ORF2 makes a single-stranded nick
and primes reverse transcription from the 30 end of the L1 RNA. Reverse transcription frequently
results in many truncated, nonfunctional insertions, and for this reason, most of the LINE-derived
repeats are short, with an average size around 900–1000 bp. The L1s are estimated to be present in
more than 500,000 copies in the human genome [7].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of retrotransposons classes organization. Retrotransposons are
divided in three major classes: long interspersed elements (LINE), short interspersed elements (SINE)
and long terminal repeat (LTR). Left, full length retrotransposons: the regulatory sequences are
represented in grey; RNA Pol II and Pol III promoters are indicated with arrows; the protein coding
sequences are indicated with colors. Middle, most common transposable elements (TEs) in the human
genome. Right, retrotransposon coverage of the human genome (see the main text for details).

The L1 machinery is also responsible for the retrotransposition of the SINEs (which can be
classified into three superfamilies: Alu, MIR, MIR3), non-autonomous retroelements without any
coding potential, short in length (around 300 bp) and transcribed from polymerase III promoter
(Figure 1). The most represented human specific SINE superfamily, the Alu, is represented in
1,090,000 copies in the human genome [8].

The LTR retrotransposons are initiated and terminated by long terminal direct repeats embedded by
transcriptional regulatory elements. The autonomous LTR retrotransposons contain gag and pol genes,
which encode a reverse transcriptase, integrase, protease and RNAse H (Figure 1). Four superfamilies
of LTR exist: ERV- class I, ERV(K) class II, ERV(L) class III, and MalR. MalR is the most represented
superfamily of LTR, present in 240,000 copies [9].

Evolutionary biologists hypothesize that self-replicating RNA genomes were the basis of early life
on earth, and that the advent of reverse transcription had a pivotal function in the evolution of the first
DNA genomes, the more stable deoxyribose-based polymers [6,10]. From this perspective, multiple
rounds of reverse transcription could have helped to expand both the size and complexity of the human
genome. It is particularly evident in both mammals and plants that retrotransposons have massively
accumulated, driving genome evolution. It is reported that L1 and Alu represent the most prominent
catalysts of the human genome evolution [11] and that homologous recombination between TEs could
have driven/drives mutations, chromosome rearrangement, deletions, inversions and translocations [12].
TEs are a major source of somatic genomic diversity and interindividual variability [13] and TE insertions
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have been documented as physiological occurrences [14–16]. In particular L1 retrotransposition has
been extensively described as taking place in neurons, from fly to man [17–19], a mechanism that
is fine-tuned and epigenetically regulated in neural progenitor development and di↵erentiation,
contributing to the somatic diversification of neurons in the brain [13,20]. The deregulation of TEs
activity is nowadays emerging as an important contributor to many di↵erent diseases, as it occurs in
neurological and inflammatory diseases and cancers [21–23].

The hosts have developed many systems to control TEs expression and expansion [24] (thus,
epigenetic modification and noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) such Piwi interacting-RNAs) to contain the
possible detrimental e↵ects of their retrotransposition. This expansion has achieved a balance between
detrimental and beneficial e↵ects, possibly becoming a novel regulatory mechanism to promote
genomic functions acquired through evolution [3]. It is nowadays accepted, both in mouse and in
human, that TEs have been co-opted into multiple regulatory functions for the accommodation of
the host genomes metabolisms and transcription, mediated both by their DNA elements and by their
transcribed RNAs counterparts.

1.2. Not Just Transposition: TEs RNAs Are a Prolific Source for Novel Regulatory Functions

TEs were first discovered in maize by Barbara McClintock almost 80 years ago. She suggested
these elements as “controlling elements” able to regulate the genes activity [25,26]. Her theories, even if
dismissed for a long time, were pioneering and with the advent of next generation sequencing (NGS)
technologies have been thoroughly revised. Currently emerging is the concept that TEs interact with
the transcriptional regulatory functions of the hosts genomes [3,4,27,28].

Although a massive portion of the literature has been centered on the study of the retrotransposition
and the e↵ects of the de novo insertions, it is worth noting that TEs can have RNA regulatory functions
decoupled from their retrotransposition.

International decade-long projects such as ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements) and
FANTOM (Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome) have produced and bioinformatically
analyzed a vast number of datasets opening the way for studying TEs. These results revealed that TEs
have precise functions in establishing and influencing the cell type specific transcriptional programs,
creating regulatory networks that are fostered both by their genomic elements and the derived
transcripts [3,28], revealing that the RNAs transcribed from this elements could have a myriad of
functions, definitely changing the way in which many genomic concepts were written in textbooks [29].

These studies clarified that TEs can create novel or alternative promoters [30], promote the
assembly of transcription factors [31] and epigenetic modifiers and favor their spreading [32] and the
regulation of gene expression. Further, TEs in particular SINEs and HERVs, have been demonstrated
to have functions in 3D genome folding, as the binding sites for chromatin organizers [33–35].

In the 2009 Faulkner et al. [36], demonstrated for the first time that TEs are widely expressed
in human and mouse cell types with tissue-specific patterns of expression, suggesting a specific
spatiotemporal activation of retrotransposons. Faulkner et al. further demonstrated that up to the
30% of the transcripts initiate within repetitive elements [36]. It is interesting to notice that tissues
of embryonic origin contain the highest proportion of transposable element-derived sequences in
their transcriptomes, with specific expression of LTR in placenta and oocytes [37]. In accordance,
it was recently found that di↵erent classes of repeats are specifically enriched in genes with a
definite spatiotemporal expression, further dictating their timing and magnitude of expression in
development [38].

Within this scenario, TEs magnify the transcriptome complexity in di↵erent ways: generating
antisense transcripts, usually in proximity to gene promoters [36], acting on the maturation of mRNAs
via nursing alternative splicing sites for tissue specific exonization [39,40], and providing alternative
polyadenylation signals [41,42] and sites for the RNA-mediated decoy [43]. Furthermore, TEs contribute
to RNA regulatory sequences within introns and untranslated regions (UTRs) [36]. It is important to
notice that TEs are major contributors to long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) [44,45]. In this scenario,
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an enhancer RNAs function was proposed for LTR derived transcripts, as required for pluripotency
maintenance in mouse and human embryonic stem (ES) cells [46,47]. Further, it has been demonstrated
that LINEs and SINEs are expressed as RNAs tightly associated to the chromatin compartment,
where they localized at euchromatin, suggesting a possible function of these RNAs in 3D genome
folding [48]. L1s have been described also as chromatin associated RNAs both in embryogenesis,
regulating open chromatin accessibility [49,50], and in mouse ES cells, where they are involved in the
regulation of genes required for cell identity maintenance and two-cell stage di↵erentiation [51].

Although these seminal papers have increased the awareness and knowledge of the functions
of TEs, highlighting important epigenetic roles for transposons in embryogenesis and development,
the contribution of TEs to adult cell plasticity and diseases occurrence and progression is still poorly
investigated. This is a result of the intrinsic di�culties in studying TEs, which due to their repetitive
nature, high degree of homology, sequence divergence, and degeneration, render almost unfeasible the
application of the technologies established for biallelic genes, in particular in bioinformatic.

Here, we will revise the TEs mediated multi-faced functions in promoting the establishment of
a sophisticated plethora of RNA regulatory networks, which in turn influence the transcriptional
plasticity of the cells. We will show how TEs transcriptional deregulation in pathological context is
instead instrumental to fuel diseases. In particular we will review how TEs RNA can become a key
player in the regulation of the immune response, using cell intrinsic specific pathways to directly
control the regulation of interferon production and the activation of the immune cells; the alteration
of these phenomena occurs in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. Similarly, transcriptional
deregulation of TEs represents a hallmark of cells that have lost identity, such as in cancer cells,
where TEs onco-co-optation represents an important way to evolve cancer specific functions to promote
tumor fitness and survival. Many of these findings have been achieved through the employment of
NGS technologies with the application of bioinformatic pipelines that are in continuous evolution.
Within this frame, an unambiguous TE identification and expression quantification of TEs at the
genomic instance level would allow the precise and systematic definition of their contribution to RNA
regulatory networks. We will review advances in the field and the challenges that should be addressed
in this direction.

2. The Transcriptional Role of TEs in Shaping the Innate and Adaptive Immune Response

2.1. TEs RNAs Boost Innate and Adaptive Immune Response

The immune system is able to protect our organism against pathogens and foreign substances
thanks to an innate and adaptive immune response [52]. During evolution, TEs have established
transcriptional networks acting as regulatory DNA elements and also as signaling molecules for the
immune system. The RNAs transcribed from TEs and/or the corresponding reverse transcribed cDNA
are used by the host sensing pathways to promote expression of interferons that further solicits the
immune response [53–55] (Figure 2A).

Alu can act as regulatory elements for IFN-� genes providing the binding site for the key
transcription factor NF-B [56]. Similarly, Thomson et al., [57] in the 2009 discovered that IFN-� locus
is highly enriched for TEs, where a cluster of ERVL-Alu Sx-ERVL is required for the NF-B dependent
activation of IFN-� expression in response to LPS [57]. Recently, Choung et al. [58] demonstrated that
elements originating from LTR work as IFN-inducible enhancers, a function conserved among di↵erent
mammalian species, suggesting an evolutive co-option of TEs elements to regulate the expression of
genes related to immunity [58].

A viral infection can promote the immune response through di↵erent mechanism, that include
not only the recognition of the viral capsid protein or surface glycoprotein of the viruses, but also
involve the sensing pathways for cytosolic foreign RNA and DNA, both single- and double-stranded
(i.e., ssRNA, dsRNA, ssDNA, dsDNA) [59]. These molecules activate the immune response binding
the host pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), that are transmembrane receptors as Toll-like receptors
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(TLRs) or the cytosolic receptors as RIG-I and MDA5. ERVs can promote the antiviral immune response
through the encoded env protein, the transcribed RNA or reverse transcribed cDNA that are recognized
by the host PRRs receptors [60]. In 2006, Rolland et al. [61] found that the envelope of HERV-W,
a member of specific superfamily of ERV elements, binds the TLR4 located on the cellular membrane,
inducing the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines and the stimulation of monocytes and dendritic
cells that in turns promote the CD4+ T e↵ector cells response [61] (Figure 2A). In 2004 Heil et al. [62]
demonstrated that other isoforms of TLR, as TLR7 and TLR8, localized in the endosomal membranes,
are able to bind cytosolic HERV ssRNA. Cytosolic PRRs are very sensitive in detecting cytosolic RNA
and Chiappinelli et al. [63] in 2015 demonstrated that HERV dsRNA binds MDA5, promoting IFN-�
production (Figure 2A). However, in analogy to ERVs, other TEs can also regulate the activation
of the immune response, stimulating the same pathways. L1 RNA, due to its AU-rich sequence,
can be-recognized by RIG-I and MDA5 [64]. Cytosolic L1 RNA is recognized by RIG-I through its 50

terminal triphosphate form (a feature common to TEs) and L1 dsRNA binds MDA5. These interactions
promote IFN-� expression [65]. Similarly, also the cytosolic dsRNA derived from Alu could induce the
transcription of inflammatory genes and inhibit viral protein synthesis [66,67].Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2020, 21, 3201 5 of 25 
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Besides the RNA-sensing pathways, TEs are able to elicit the immune response also through
DNA-sensing pathways, often stimulated by their cytosolic, reverse transcribed ssDNA or
cDNA [60,68–70] (Figure 2A). In B cells, it has been demonstrated that ERVs could promote cell
activation and the production of antigen-specific antibodies through both their cytosolic RNAs
and cDNAs, the former activating RIG-I-MAVS and the latter cGAS-STING (GMP-AMP synthase
(cGAS), adaptor stimulator of IFN genes (STING)) pathways [71] (Figure 2B). In the same context, L1
retrotransposition is instead inhibited by the cytidine deaminase AID (activation-induced cytidine
deaminase) that, by reducing ORF1 protein level, promotes a strict surveillance of retrotransposon
accumulation in the cytoplasm. Importantly, mutation in AID promotes the increase of cytosolic L1
RNA and cDNA, contributing to the autoimmune phenotype typical of diseases that show defects in
the AID gene as hyper-IgM syndrome [72].

Overall, we provide evidence that TEs, taking advantage of the machinery used by the viral
genomes, are intriguing novel players able to fine tune and regulate the immune response, shaping
TEs as possible novel targets for immunological approaches.

2.2. Deregulation of the Expression Levels of TEs is Implicated in Autoimmunity and Inflammation

Several studies have demonstrated the function of TEs in innate and adaptive immune response
via IFN regulation with multiple mechanisms. This concept envisages the deregulation of TEs as a
possible key component in the development of inflammation and autoimmune diseases.

In 2016, Manghera et al. [73] demonstrated that ERVK overexpression in amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) could represent a connection between the neuronal damage in ALS and the impaired
signaling by proinflammatory cytokines signaling. In ALS, it has been demonstrated that ERVK
reactivation occurs in the neurons of the motor cortex in ALS. ERVK promoter retains two conserved
interferon-stimulated response elements (ISREs) that are activated in the motor neuron by the
proinflammatory cytokines signaling typical of ASL. ERVK expression in turn contributes to a
neurodegenerative phenotype nursing the inflammatory response using the above-mentioned sensing
pathways, identifying ERVK as novel players of the pathology [73,74]. Similarly, another study reported
that ERVK expression or the env protein translation cause retraction and beading of neurites in human
neurons. A mice transgenic model expressing the ERVK env indeed developed motor dysfunction
and a loss of volume in the motor cortex, impaired synaptic activity in pyramidal neurons, defects in
the dendritic spine and DNA damage increase [75]. These studies define that ERVK reactivation can
contribute to degeneration of motor neuron, possibly via di↵erent mechanisms, identifying ERVK as
novel biomarker of the ASL pathology.

This mechanism can also be extended to other inflammatory disease and the connection of TEs
upregulation with inflammatory signaling could be targeted for specific therapies. Systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) and Sjögren’s syndrome are autoimmune diseases in which the overexpression of
Alu elements enhances the inflammatory autoimmune response. It has been described that, in these
syndromes, autoantibodies are produced to target the RNA binding protein Ro60. Ro60 is able to bind
an RNA motif derived from endogenous Alu retroelements, and its disfunction results in enhanced
expression of Alu RNAs that then promotes IFN- type I regulated genes upregulation, feeding the
inflammatory phenotype of the diseases [76]. Alu expression was discovered as directly proportional
with interferon signature metric (ISM) level of SLE patients. This study attributes the pathogenicity of
anti-Ro60 autoantibodies and type I interferon in SLE and Sjögren’s syndrome to Alu retroelements.
However, further studies are required to evaluate the potential of Alu and other Ro60-associated RNAs
to activate the IFN response in health and disease [77].

Aicardi-Goutières syndrome (AGS) is an inflammatory disorder, most typically a↵ecting brain,
characterized by the dysregulation of type I IFN levels due to mutation in several factors like TREX1
(DNA sensing pathways 30repair exonuclease) that plays a critical role in restricting the amount
of endogenous DNA in the cytosol, and ADAR1 (adenosine deaminase), acting on RNA sensing
pathway [78]. Thomas et al. demonstrated in AGS that TREX1 mutation permits extranuclear
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accumulation of L1 reverse transcribed cDNA (ssDNA), that triggers inflammation by IFN type I
secretion, identifying these molecules as source of neuroinflammation [79]. L1 accumulation has been
shown to induce neurotoxicity in neurons and astrocytes; the use of reverse transcriptase inhibitors
in AGS neurons and organoids model rescued this phenotype, suggesting the potential use of these
inhibitors in treating AGS and related disorders. Similarly, the mutation in ADAR1 improves cytosolic
L1 ssRNA levels increasing the IFN production [65]. Moreover, a recent study performed in a cellular
model of senescence and inflammation proposed that L1 become transcriptionally de-repressed in
late senescence, the RNA is retrotranscribed and the derived cDNA (ssDNA) activates IFN-I response;
this work revealed a contribution of transposable elements to the senescence-associated inflammatory
secretory phenotype, suggesting that L1 reverse transcriptase inhibition could be a therapeutic target
for the age-associated disorders [80].

Overall, this evidence suggests that TEs are fine regulators of the immune response and that,
in particular, their deregulation is associated with pro-inflammatory and autoimmune phenotypes,
suggesting that TEs, being able to impose an aberrant activation of the immune response, could represent
important yet under-investigated players in complex and multifactorial inflammatory diseases.

2.3. TEs RNAs are Novel Players in Cancer Immunity

The tumor microenvironment is represented by malignant, stromal and immune cells, the latter
actively involved in tumor fight. Indeed, at first, the immune system is able to destroy and kill cancer
cells, but with tumor progression, cancer develops a specific transcriptional program that escapes or
attenuates the immune surveillance, rendering the immune cells dysfunctional [81–85]. The immune
system regulation acquired a great relevance in cancer therapy and the immunotherapy based on the
principle that the immune cells infiltrating the tumor can be reactivated in order to unleash antitumor
response [86].

However, it is worth to notice that the tumor, by the above-mentioned mechanisms, can in principle
stimulate the immune response against cancer by promoting TEs expression. TEs are under control of
DNA methylation and methylation of the lysine 9 or 27 of histone H3 that repress their transcription
and block the TEs mediated immunostimulatory activity [87] (Figure 2C). It has been demonstrated
that DNA methyltransferases activity, by inhibiting the expression of TEs, permits the evasion of
immune surveillance in cancer [63,88,89]. Conversely, the inhibition of DNA methylation reactivates
TEs and promotes the innate and adaptive immune response against cancer cells [63,88–90] (Figure 2C).
In 2015, Chiappinelli et al. demonstrated that, in ovarian cancer, the use of DNA methyltransferase
inhibitors (DNMTis) promotes ERVs expression, whose cytosolic dsRNA is recognized by RIG-I and
MDA5, further inducing IFN-� production and triggering the immune response [63] (Figure 2C).
Similarly, it has been proven that the colorectal cancer initiating cells (CICs, promoting tumor relapse
and a↵ecting patient survival) treated with low doses of DNMTis experimentally accumulate cytosolic
ERVs dsRNA. ERVs dsRNA are recognized by MDA5 receptor, support the downstream activation
of IRFs and the upregulation of interferon-responsive genes. This reduces the proliferation of CICs
displaying anti-cancer e↵ects [89] (Figure 2C). In agreement, Goel and colleagues found that inhibitors
of cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 (CDK4/6) increase ERVs expression, to promote the cytoplasmic
accretion of ERV dsRNA and increase IFN type III secretion [88] (Figure 2C). Further, these inhibitors
suppress CD4+ T regulatory cells proliferation, increase tumor immunogenicity and promote the
cytotoxic response by T cells enhancing tumor cells clearance [88]. In acute myeloid leukemia (AML),
Cuellar and colleagues [90] demonstrated that the silencing of H3K9 methyltransferase SETDB1 leads
to the overexpression of di↵erent TEs, promoting IFN antiviral response through dsRNA-sensing
pathway [90] (Figure 2C). Other epigenetic histone marks as the repressive H3K27me3 are involved
similarly in the regulation of cancer—promoted immune response. A novel subclass of ERVs, the
SPARCS, are silenced by EZH2. The inhibition of EZH2, from one side promotes SPARCS expression
that in turn activates the dsRNA-sensing pathway and the IFN response, and also on the others induces
old MHC class I upregulation and neoantigens presentation, with an overall stimulation of the tumor
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T cells infiltration and immune activation, suggesting a possible role for TEs in cancer therapy such as
adjuvant molecules used in combination with immunotherapies [91].

Very recently, Smith et al. [92] proposed that, besides the ERVs mediated dsRNA promotion of
the innate immune response involving the RIG-I pathways, novel retroviral epitopes expressed by
the tumor cells drive T and B cell responses, promoting the adaptive immune activation. Importantly,
Smith et al. demonstrated that ERVs expression could be used as a prognostic biomarker for outcome
of immunotherapies [92].

These studies corroborate the idea that in TEs could reside novel, regulatory molecules able to
modulate tumor immunogenicity and anti-tumor immune response, contouring TEs as novel molecules
to be investigated in cancer immunotherapy.

3. TEs Transcriptional Landscape in Cancer Tissue

3.1. The Expression of TEs is Widely Dysregulated in Cancer Tissue

Genetic alterations are recognized as major causes of neoplasia, being able to further promote
transcriptional alteration in cancer [93]. In such complexity, TEs are widely dysregulated during
cancer development [94] and in many di↵erent tumor types [95]. The expression of TEs can promote
retrotransposition and the human genome has evolved mechanisms, at both the transcriptional and
post-transcriptional level, to avoid detrimental e↵ects on the host genome [24]. While physiologically
DNA repetitive sequences and transposons are highly methylated and repressed [96], human cancers
can display hypomethylation specifically in definite genomic regions, as in certain classes of TEs
promoters, increasing their expression and retrotransposition [95,97]. Other epigenetic modifications
can be altered in cancer promoting TEs expression: glioma patients with pervasive H3K27 acetylation
display ERV overexpression [98], and as mentioned above, mutation in the epigenetic modifiers for
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 could induce the expression of di↵erent classes of TEs [90,91].

Interestingly, the majority of the actively expressed TEs in cancer are those evolutionary youngest
such as piggyBac, L1HS, HERVK, and HERVH [95]. Being often full-length elements, these retain
intact regulatory regions and behave as active binding sites for transcription factors, possibly further
contributing to the transcriptional alteration of cancer tissues [99]. Importantly, it is emerging that
TEs expression and dynamics are cancer-tissue specific, similar to what it has been demonstrated
for normal tissues [95,100]. Kong et al. [95] have analyzed 7345 TCGA RNA-seq deriving from 25
cancer types in comparison with their normal adjacent tissue counterpart, retrieving an increased
TEs expression in certain tumors (stomach, bladder, liver, and head and neck) and a reduced one in
others (thyroid, breast, kidney chromophobe, and lung adenocarcinoma). Further, TE subfamilies
show a specific expression across all the tumor types. Out of the 19,057 TE subfamilies, 587 display
a di↵erent expression in at least one TCGA cancer, 80% of which were overexpressed and belonged
to LTR and LINE classes. The overexpression of LTRs, particularly HERV, has been found in
di↵erent epithelial tumor types, including colorectal cancer (CRC) [101], melanoma [102,103], renal
cell carcinoma [104], pancreatic adenocarcinoma [105], glioma [98], as well as breast [106] and ovarian
cancer [107]. L1 has been reported as aberrantly expressed in many cancers (breast, head and neck,
lung [108]), and CRC [109]. Interestingly, in CRC patients, L1 expression depends on DNA damage
repair ability, where Microsatellite Instable (MSI, mutated in the DNA repair machinery) cancers show
a lower expression of L1 in respect to Microsatellite Stable (MSS, not mutated), reflecting di↵erent
DNA methylation levels [109].

TEs deregulation in cancer can contribute to TEs use as promoters [110]. The promoter activation
can further lead to the expression of the genes surrounding TEs, which may contribute with TEs to
tumorigenesis in a synergistic or cooperative manner [110] (Figure 3A). The specific mechanism by
which TEs are able to promote the tumorigenesis and tumor progression remain mostly unknown [111].
Within this frame, a possibly critical function for L1 expression has been suggested in early phases
of cancer formation, setting up the gene expression profiles favorable to tumor development [112].
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Indeed, in CRC a correlation has been described between disease stage and L1 hypomethylation
and expression [113]. This finding has also been confirmed for ERV in the endometrial carcinoma
growth [114], suggesting a correlation between TEs and the establishment of a cancer specific program.
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Figure 3. TEs transcriptome contributes to cancer transcriptional fingerprint. A schematic representation
of new function mediated by TEs in cancer: (A) TE (in green) can act as promoter sequence or (B)
enhancer sequence. Transcription Factor and cofactors (TF) are highlighted in red and violet. (C) TEs
can generate new chimeric transcripts, (D) giving origin to new oncogene transcripts and peptides that
can be recognized by immune system as not-self, improving cancer immunogenicity.

Collectively, these findings suggest that TEs deregulation can be specifically involved in
the establishment of cancer-specific transcriptional programs, suggesting that transposons can be
co-opted for cancer fitness and survival, and that these elements could be used in defining novel
molecular classifications.

3.2. TEs RNAs Improve Cancer Specific Transcriptional Complexity and Plasticity

TEs can contribute to cancer specific functions acting at di↵erent level of transcriptional regulation.
It has been reported that TEs, dispersed across the human genome, represent a huge reservoir of gene
regulatory modules, both promoters and enhancers [110,115,116] and that transposons can mediate
the genesis of new transcripts [116–118], possibly contributing to the translation of new cancer-specific
peptides [95].

Cancer-specific co-option of transposable elements takes the name of onco-exaptation, a term
coined by Babaian et al., to describe the mechanism by which epigenetically repressed TEs have been
harnessed to promote human oncogenesis (Figure 3) [115]. Babaian et al., analyzed RNA-seq datasets
from nine Hodgkin lymphomas (HL), finding that proinflammatory transcription factor IRF5 was
upregulated in HL-derived cell lines due to the transcriptional activation of the retroviral LOR1a
LTR as regulatory enhancer (Figure 3B) [115]. Similarly, in 2010, Wol↵ et al. found in bladder cancer
that the demethylation of a specific L1 promoter induces activation of an alternative transcript of
the MET gene, that codifies for a permanently active MET protein, a tyrosine kinase receptor that
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promotes tumor growth (Figure 3A) [110]. For ALK-negative anaplastic large cell lymphoma it was
demonstrated that the reactivation of LTRs causes the expression of a novel isoforms of the oncogene
ERBB4, a type I receptor tyrosine kinase [119]. In agreement, Jang et al. characterized the activation
of TE-derived cryptic promoter in 7769 tumors and 625 normal tissues, found TE-derived oncogene
transcripts in 15 cancer types, and proposed that this mechanism contributes to oncogene activation
in about half of all malignant diseases [116]. This result suggests that transposons can contribute
to the genesis of new chimeric transcripts (Figure 3C). Likewise, the activation of L1 promoters,
due to the loss of DNA methylation, can promote the transcription of nearby regions, generating
cancer-specific L1 chimeric transcripts [117]. The L1-chimeric transcript LCT13, transcribed from the L1
antisense promoter, behaves as ncRNA silencing the tumor suppressor TFPI-2 and promoting cancer
progression [118]. In di↵use large B-cell lymphomas 98 TE-gene chimeric transcripts have been found
and the expression of LTR2-FABP7 chimeric transcript was suggested to code for a novel protein able to
positively influence di↵use large B-cell lymphoma cell proliferation [120]. Notably, in di↵erent cancers,
83 unique peptides derived from TEs chimeric transcripts have been identified, among which 39 were
common to di↵erent tumor tissues [95]. We can hypothesize that these new peptides originating
from TEs chimeric transcripts could increase the number of cancer-associated neoantigens, possibly
rendering tumor more susceptible to immunotherapy (Figure 3D) [95].

Collectively, these data suggest that TEs can be deeply involved in orchestrating cancer
type–specific regulatory networks, increasing cancer transcriptional complexity and plasticity, and
further promoting tumor adaptability and fitness.

3.3. TEs Regulate Cancer Tumorigenicity and Progression

It is accepted that TE mediated retrotransposition can act at the genomic level, promoting genome
instability and cancer progression [16,121,122]. However, very little is known regarding the functional
correlation between TEs expression and cancer establishment and progression.

In pancreatic cancer cell lines, it has been demonstrated that L1 and HERVK silencing reduce
the tumorigenicity of the cells inoculated in nude mice [105]. Aschacher et al. [123] show evidence
that downregulation of L1 in di↵erent cancer cell lines induces telomere shortening and consequently
slower spheroid cancer cell development, promoting a G2 phase cell cycle arrest and suggesting L1
involvement in cancer cell proliferation. In hepatocellular carcinoma it has been proposed that L1
RNAs can have a function in cellular transformation, through a splicing-mediated regulation of the
protooncogene G antigen 6 (GAGE6). This suggests that endogenous L1 RNA may display regulatory
functions in the process of tumorigenesis [124]. Finally, functional analyses in leukemic stem cells
revealed a specific contribution of TEs classes to inflammation, the expression of SINE and LTR
positively correlating with inflammation, and L1 anticorrelating [125]. The authors add clinical values
to this discovery, hypothesizing that TEs can be used and targeted to modulate the immune response
with tumor microenvironment.

Other possible mechanisms by which TEs can promote cancer progression are described for HERVs
elements, that could initiate the transcription of ncRNA and lncRNAs with oncogenic properties [126].
The 50 end of LTR7 element induces the expression of the pro-oncogenic lncRNA ROR [45] in di↵erent
cancer types [127] while a HERVK 11 ncRNA binds to polypyrimidine tract-binding protein-associated
splicing factor, inhibiting the repression of proto-oncogene transcription and consequently leading
to cell transformation and tumorigenesis [128,129]. However, HERVs RNAs can display also tumor
suppressive function, as for the antisense transcript of ERV-9 LTR that in normal cells physically
binds transcription factors involved in cell proliferation, and that is downregulated in malignant cells
sustaining uncontrolled cancer growth [130,131].

An additional evolutionary way by which TEs RNAs drive tumor progression are the microvesicles,
small lipid bilayer extracellular vesicles released from cells that could contain RNAs, DNA fragments,
peptides, and lipids [132]. Retroviral-like microvesicles have been found in the plasma of cancer
patients [133–135]. In particular, in vitro studies showed that tumor-derived microvesicles are enriched
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in HERV, L1, and Alu DNA and RNAs, that could be transmitted to other cancer and normal cells
thanks to macrovesicles fusion with the cellular membranes [136]. Microvesicles are recently shown
to drive cancer growth and proliferation and to regulate near or distant healthy cells within tumor
microenvironment [126].

Combined, these data strongly suggest that TEs can be specifically involved in promoting
tumorigenesis and cancer progression in a wide set of cancer types acting via di↵erent mechanisms,
that, beside the more obvious genomic e↵ects of the retrotransposition, surprisingly also involve the
RNA counterpart of these elements.

4. Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) Approaches for the Analysis of TEs

4.1. Dealing with Ambiguity in RNA-Seq Reads Alignment: A Challenge to Resolve TEs
Expression Quantification

TEs have been co-opted in di↵erent biological scenarios representing novel molecules able to
regulate the tissue specific transcriptional networks that establish in physiological and pathological
context. The advent of evolving NGS technologies, the formation of international consortia that
produced a multitude of datasets and developed bioinformatic tools have been indispensable for
realizing how broad is TEs involvement in mammalian biology, and depicting precise function for
certain classes, superfamilies and subfamilies of TEs in a given spatiotemporal frame. However, in order
to precisely define the contribution of a given TEs locus to the regulatory networks of specific genes, it
is important to identify and characterize TEs at the genomic instance resolution. A systematic and
unambiguous analysis of TEs (that are repeated in several highly homologous interspersed genomic
loci) at the genomic instance level or within genes containing TEs using RNA-seq is a non-trivial
task (Figure 4), due to the limitations of mapping algorithms, which do not allow the assignment of
multi-mapping reads to a precise genomic locus [137].
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Figure 4. Ambiguous reads in transcript quantification. (A) Schematic representation of RNA-seq
reads aligned on a gene on the reference genome, the gene is transcribed in two transcript isoforms, A
and B. (B) Isoform B is twice more abundant than A; however, if ambiguous reads are discarded from
reads count, the di↵erence between A and B will be negligible after normalizing read counts against
transcript length.

Here, we provide a comprehensive overview of the technological progresses in NGS technologies
and computational methods, from the sequencing design (e.g., read length and pairing) to the
development of specific tools for the downstream analysis of TEs annotation and expression.
Also provided is an outline on the contribution of the knowledge that we have acquired and previously
summarized on TE functions in genome biology.

Some precautions in the library preparation can help mitigating the amount of multi-mapping
TE-derived reads, such as using a paired-end layout and a longer read length to make more likely
that the read will contain a unique genomic sequence that can be mapped. However, long repeat
instances, such as LTR and LINE retrotransposons, can span from hundreds to thousands of nucleotides,
challenging an unambiguous identification via the current, state-of-the-art RNA-seq protocols. Some
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of the longest TEs harbor an intact promoter and ORF sequences, and are therefore able to be
transcribed and to retrotranspose under conditions that cause the removal of their repression, such as
hypomethylation in cancer (see Section 3.1). Therefore, being able to resolve the quantification of these
TEs can be crucial to properly study the contribution of transposons in such pathological conditions.

Since the early years of the NGS era, multi-reads have been handled in di↵erent ways, each
with its own advantages and drawbacks: i) ignoring multi-reads by selecting unique alignments
only. This option may lead to underestimating the expression levels of TEs and their derivates, as
well as the overall expression level of a sample, but assigns reads with the highest confidence; ii)
reporting the best alignment for each multi-mapping read based on the alignment quality score
calculated by the mapping algorithm. Here, the results may vary based on how mismatches and gaps
between the reads and the reference genome are weighted, making it di�cult to provide the exact
genomic location with high confidence; iii) keeping multi-reads, counting them once for each mapped
feature. This prevents discarding potentially relevant loci from the downstream analysis. However,
genomic features characterized by a high number of multi-reads, as well as the total library size, will
be overestimated.

To avoid discarding relevant biological signals from multi-mapping or ambiguous reads,
multi-mapping reads should be either assigned to a unique genomic feature or re-distributed across
the multi-mapped regions. To accomplish the assignation to a unique genomic feature, available
methods implement algorithms to assign, according to di↵erent criteria (see below), the genomic
feature that is the source of transcription for those reads. Whenever this is not possible, the reads can
be assigned computing a probability, they will be proportionally re-distributed across the mapped
genomic features according to how likely they are to be the source of transcription (often based on
the level of transcription of the genomic features, see below). This approach o↵ers a more precise
estimation of expression and reads coverage across genes, and some of the methods implementing it
are discussed below.

In 2008, Mortazavi et al. [138] depicted one of the earliest e↵orts in this direction, in which
multi-reads are recovered by distributing them across the aligned genes, proportionally to the amount
of unique alignments on a given gene. This method resulted in an increase of expression levels
estimates by more than 30% compared to discarding multi reads, for several mouse genes.

The importance to use multi-reads in gene expression profiling of cancer, has been more recently
considered by Robert and Watson [139] with a survey on 12 common methods for gene-level expression
quantification from RNA-seq data. The expression levels of hundreds of genes are underestimated by
one or more of those methods; interestingly, many of these genes are implicated in human diseases.
The quantification of such genes is proposed via multi-map groups (MMGs) of genes that multi-reads
map to, and by this approach, MMGs are di↵erentially expressed between normal and lung tumour
mouse cells, while the methods based on unique counts failed to produce this result [139]. By avoiding
quantifying the expression of individual ambiguous genes, Robert and Watson could retrieve important
data that otherwise would have been missed, but, on the other hand, the information on the transcripts
is not considered in the analysis. This technical gap was filled by the multi-mapper resolution tool
(MMR), developed by Kahles et al. in 2016 [140]. In contrast to the previous methods, MMR returns an
expression estimate for each individual gene or transcript, and it does not proportionally distribute
multi-reads across the aligned features. Rather, MMR assumes that the reads coverage should be
uniform within a local region, thus selecting the alignment that leads to the smoothest coverage signal
across a window of a fixed length.

Recently, pseudo-alignment algorithms emerged as an alternative to aligning RNA-seq reads to
a reference genome, by directly inferring the transcript from which the read originates [141,142].
The ambiguity of highly overlapping transcripts in the human genome is circumvented by
probabilistically distributing the reads count across a given transcriptome, avoiding the generation of
multi-reads in the first place. Tools based on pseudo-alignment have become valuable in transcriptomics,
providing a fast and reliable method for transcript-level quantification.
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Besides RNA-seq, several NGS methods are designed to meet specific needs in transcriptome
analysis. Among these, cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) is an high-throughput technology for
sequencing the 50 end of transcripts into short reads (tags) [143]. CAGE has been proven valuable for the
discovery of novel transcription start sites (TSS) of either novel genes or alternative transcript isoforms
of known genes [144]. Faulkner et al. [145] showed a method to recover short multi-reads produced
by tag-based NGS technologies such as CAGE, in which a score is given to tag-TSS associations
according to the amount of individual tags associated to the same TSS; multi-mapping tags are
proportionally assigned to the mapped TSS according to the calculated scores. With this method, it has
been demonstrated that up to 30% of transcripts initiate from within TEs [36], and that some of them
are associated with enhancer regions in stem cells, regulating their pluripotency [46].

Therefore, rescuing multi-mapping CAGE tags, or multi-reads in other NGS technologies
complementary to RNA-seq, has been fundamental in clarification of the extent to which TEs influence
the transcriptional output of mammalian cells in both physiological and pathological contexts.

4.2. Current Computational Methods for TEs Transcriptome Analysis

General-purpose computational methods, such as the aforementioned ones, help with the
recovering of ambiguous reads for their inclusion in downstream analyses, including those originating
from TEs. However, some contexts of analysis require complementary specialized tools designed for
TEs to survey the overall contribution of the various TE categories to the transcriptional output of a
certain tissue, or to be able to properly distribute the RNA-seq signal among active TE instances and
TEs expressed as part of other transcripts.

Several TE-centric tools have been developed to (i) identify and quantify expressed TEs from
transcriptomic datasets that can be classified based on their capability of quantifying TE expression
at the subfamily level (counting a subfamily as an individual entity) or at genomic instance level (to
quantify the expression of individual elements), and (ii) discern TEs that are actively transcribed as
individual transcriptional units from those that are co-expressed within other transcripts (Table 1).

Table 1. Computational tools and pipelines for transposable elements (TEs) transcriptome analysis.

Name Resolution TE Specificity
Detection of

Active Transcription
Method Description Reference

REdiscoverTE Subfamily All Yes (Intergenic TEs are classified
as autonomously transcribed)

Pseudo-alignment on a transcriptome of cDNA and
individual genomic loci. [95]

L1EM Locus-level LINE1 Yes Categorizes L1 loci by the presence of promoter and
polyA tail; EM-based quantification. [146]

LIONS Locus-level TEs initiating
transcripts No

Identify and quantify TE-initiated transcripts based
on read coverage on de-novo reconstructed exons and

around TEs.
[147]

RepEnrich Subfamily All No Non-spliced alignment on a pseudo-genome of
repeats sequences. [148]

SalmonTE Subfamily All No Pseudo-alignment on TE consensus sequences. [149]

SQuIRE Locus-level All No Spliced alignment followed by EM-based locus-level
quantification. [150]

TEcandidates Locus-level All No Alignment of de novo assembled contigs of
TE-derived reads to the reference genome. [151]

Telescope Locus-level All No Reassignment of multi-reads to the most probable
source of transcript. [152]

TEtools Subfamily All No Reference-free alignment on a provided set of TE
sequences. [153]

TEtranscripts Subfamily All No EM-based re-distribution of pre-aligned multi-reads. [154]

TeXP Subfamily All Yes Removes noise derived from non-autonomous
transcription of TEs. [155]

From left to right: name of the software, resolution of expression estimation (e.g., TE (sub)family or locus-level),
specificity of the software towards a particular category of TEs, ability of the software to discern autonomous from
passive TE transcription, brief description of the method, reference of the associated publication. All the software
listed in this table, including the source code, are freely available.

Criscione et al. [146] published RepEnrich in 2014. They rescued most multi-reads by assigning
them proportionally to the subfamilies on which they align, and showed that many TEs subfamilies
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are expressed in a tissue-specific manner, and significantly enriched in cancer [148]. Recently,
Jung et al. [156] used TEtranscripts to improve the expression estimate of L1Hs in cancer, potentially
active in the human genome. By quantifying L1Hs somatic insertions and their overall expression
in whole-genome and RNA sequencing data from matched TCGA gastrointestinal cancer samples,
they found that L1 insertions count and expression are significantly higher in cancer tissues compared
to normal, and that L1 insertions causes abnormal mRNA splicing and gene expression [156].

TEtranscripts does not discern potentially autonomously transcribed TEs from pervasively
transcribed ones. To do that, Navarro et al. [155] recently released TeXP method that removes the
noise due to pervasive transcription from the RNA-seq signal mapping on evolutionarily young
subfamilies. [155]. They applied this method in several RNA-seq datasets from cancer and healthy
human cell lines and tissues, and found a greater amount of autonomous transcription for transposons
in the human germline and in tumor cell lines.

A di↵erent approach to quantify the expression of TEs at class, superfamily or subfamily level is
to align RNA-seq reads on a custom transcriptome of TEs sequences, rather than a reference genome.
TEtools [153] is a pipeline that works in this way, enabling the analysis of a TE transcriptome by
providing the sequences of TE instances and computing a class-superfamily-subfamily level count
and a di↵erential expression analysis. A recent work by Cebrià-Costa et al. used TEtools to perform
a di↵erential expression analysis of TEs in an epigenetic study on the function of histone 3 lysine 4
oxidation by LOXL2 in breast cancer cells, and to rule out the possibility that the overexpression of TEs
were responsible for DNA damage response in LOXL2 KD cells [157].

As aforementioned, pseudo-alignment can quantify transcripts including both unique and
ambiguous reads, avoiding the generation of multi-reads. Recently, TE-centric pipelines based on
pseudo-alignment have been released as SalmonTE [149] and REdiscoverTE [95], that both leverage
on Salmon’s pseudo-alignment algorithm. Kong et al. illustrate REdiscoverTE using over five
million genomic repetitive elements annotated by RepeatMasker [158] together with cDNA transcript
sequences as well as the sequences of introns containing repetitive elements. They show that including
all genomic repeats instances in the reference transcriptome allows taking in account the sequence
diversity within TE subfamilies. This includes eventual genomic TE loci that significantly deviate
from the Repbase consensus sequence, and results in a more accurate quantification of TE hierarchies.
Further, the inclusion of intronic sequences containing repetitive elements allows mapping reads on
TEs transcribed within unannotated alternative exons or retained introns. By applying this pipeline on
7750 TCGA cancer samples, Kong and colleagues [95] described the TE expression landscape in cancer,
di↵erentiated between the TEs co-expressed within host genes and intergenic TEs, and found the latter
more expressed and more correlated with DNA demethylation, DNA damage and immune response
in cancer [95].

Measuring the expression enrichment of TEs in RNA-seq data when comparing di↵erent cell types,
developmental stages or pathological conditions can provide important evidences on the regulatory
network in which TEs are involved. However, to deeply investigate TEs involvement in a specific
mechanism or phenotype, it is crucial to study TEs expression at the individual genomic instance
resolution. Indeed, for example, a di↵erent function would be expected for evolutionarily old TEs in
respect to the youngest ones that own a promoter and are able to retrotranspose in the genome. For this
purpose, Yang et al. published SQuIRE in 2019, the first bioinformatics tool designed for locus-specific
quantification of interspersed repeats [150], based on the spliced alignment of a reference genome of
RNA-seq data. By applying this method, they show a di↵erential expression of individual TE instances
across di↵erent tissues of healthy mouse, as well as of TEs di↵erentially expressed in a D. Melanogaster
model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, highlighting the structure of the transcripts containing such
TEs, that would not have been possible without a locus-level resolution.

Besides SQuIRE, other tools reports the expression estimates of TEs at genomic instance
level [146,151] by L1EM tool [146] that has been developed to quantify the expression of autonomously
transcribed L1 elements at locus level. As reported by L1EM analysis, full-length L1 loci of the L1Hs
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subfamily are highly expressed in stem and cancer cells, while being less expressed in di↵erentiated
tissue samples.

Bioinformatics analyses in TE-centric studies may not be limited to the expression of TEs instances.
As we reviewed, TEs influence the transcription of coding and non-coding RNAs in several ways [36].
Jang et al. characterized the landscape of TE onco-exaptation across RNA-seq data from TCGA
tumors and normal samples, which they reanalyzed using a pipeline for transcript assembly and
integrated with data from the FANTOM5 consortium for the annotation of TE-derived transcription
start sites [116]. This analysis revealed the prevalence of TE usage as novel regulatory sequences in
cancer and its importance for oncogene activation and tumorigenesis. In this context, a recent tool,
LIONS [147], is specifically designed to detect and quantify transcripts initiated from within TEs.
This tool is able to estimate expression levels of both TEs and exons, and to compute a specific metric
to discern TE-initiation from TE-exonization events based on read coverage. Finally, if more than one
experimental group is being processed, LIONS performs a di↵erential analysis between them.

Alternative approaches for an accurate quantification of TEs expression could also use data
generated by new technologies, although less available than RNA-seq. For example, Deininger et al.
developed a pipeline based on RNA-seq and 50 RACE coupled with PACbio sequencing of 1200 base
pair-long reads to estimate the expression of L1 RNAs expressed as independent transcriptional
units [159]. In particular, they show that a large part of the total expression of full-length L1 elements
derives by the transcription of a relatively small number of L1 loci. Indeed, this method anticipates the
potential of long read sequencing in identifying the TEs contributing to the majority of expression and
new insertions in several cancer conditions. Indeed, recent advancements on long-read sequencing,
that obtain and map tens of thousands of base-pair long reads, should allow to identify the TEs
expressed and contributing to new insertions in cancer conditions, and may signal a new era for the
analysis of TEs in transcription regulation, other than for genomics as a whole [160,161].

Despite the limitations of NGS technologies for studying interspersed repetitive elements, recent
e↵orts in bioinformatic research have undoubtedly reached the goal of increasing the level of confidence
by which the expression levels of such elements are estimated, and enabled the discovery of several
transcriptional regulatory networks in which they are involved in physiological and pathological
conditions. Nonetheless, further e↵orts are still required to improve bioinformatic practices and
increase the awareness of the biological relevance of the once called “junk DNA”.

5. Conclusions

In the current review, we summarized the latest findings on TEs, highlighting that, beyond their
ability of being “jumping elements”, they contribute to the establishment of a vast regulatory network
that, controlling genome plasticity, magnifies the cell type specific transcriptional complexity, both in
health and diseases.

Although TEs are finely transcriptionally regulated in order to avoid the negative e↵ects of
their transposition, TEs activation physiologically takes part within the concerted spatio-temporal
establishment of the cellular transcriptional programs. Indeed, we find that TEs can mediate
multi-layered regulatory functions in cellular identity establishment in embryogenesis and development
(see subheading 1) and that using the host signaling pathways, TEs are key players in the regulation
of adult tissue plasticity and adaptation to environment, as occurs in the innate and adaptive
immune response (see Section 2). Further, we also highlighted how TEs can represent evolutionary
instruments that create novel functions that can be positively selected to promote cancer fitness
and tumorigenesis (see Section 3). Importantly, we showed that many of these findings have been
achieved through the employment of NGS sequencing technologies and bioinformatic tools that are in
continuous development and improvement to overcome the limitations of TEs study that render their
unambiguous annotation and analysis still puzzling (see Section 4).

Concluding, TE mediated regulatory networks represent a prolific source of still hidden players
that could explain complex phenomena such as the establishment and progression of multifactorial
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diseases. Transposons represent a new window for novel therapeutic opportunities and for deriving
targetable molecules for personalized based therapies. For these purposes, it is necessary to develop
computational and experimental methods to identify and characterize more systematically TEs at their
genomic instances, in order to improve our knowledge about their implications in genome plasticity
and functions in health and disease.
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Abbreviations

LINE Long interspersed element
L1 Long interspersed element 1
SINE Short interspersed element
LTR Long terminal repeat
TE Transposable element
ERV Endogenous retrovirus
NGS Next generation sequence
IFN Interferon
NK Natural killer
DC Dendritic cell
NF-B Nuclear factor kappa B
AP-1 Activator protein-1
IRF Interferon response factor
PRR Pattern recognition receptor
PAMP Pathogens associated molecular patterns
RLR retinoic acid-inducible gene I-like receptors
RIG-I Retinoic acid inducible gene-I
MDA5 Melanoma di↵erentiation-associated gene 5
TLR Toll like receptor
cGAS GMP-AMP synthase
AID Activation-induced cytidine deaminase
ss Single strand
ds Double strand
lnc Long non coding
CRC Colon rectal cancer
AGS Aicardi-Goutières Syndrome
TREX1 DNA sensing pathways 30repair exonuclease
ADAR1 Adenosine deaminase acting on RNA
DNMTi DNA methyltransferase inhibitors
AML Acute myeloid leukemia
CDK4/6 Cyclin dependent kinase 4/6
SLE Systemic lupus erythematosus
ALS Amyothropic latelar sclerosis
CIC Cancer initiating cell
MSI Microsatellite instable
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MSS Microsatellite stable
HL Hodgkin Lymphoma
GAGE6 protooncogene G antigen 6
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Chapter 5 
  

5.1 Summary, conclusions and future perspectives in 
translational medicine 

 
Summary 
Although for decades transposable elements are considered as 
“junk DNA”, now it is established that they are key molecule in 
the epigenetic regulation of cellular identity. TEs comprise 40-
45% of the human genome and among them, LINE1 is the most 
representative superfamilies constituting 17% of the human 
genome (Casa & Gabellini, 2012; Lander et al., 2001; Viollet et 

al., 2014). Many indications suggest that the deregulated 
expression of TEs, as occurs in several auto immune diseases 
and in cancer, could control and shape innate and adaptive 
immune responses, through RNA and DNA sensing pathways 
that can promote IFN type I response (Kassiotis & Stoye, 2016).  
In this project, we studied the involvement of the RNA transcribed 
from LINE1 elements in the regulation on T cell identity and 
functions. At first, we found that, among TEs, LINE1 elements 
are chromatin enriched specifically in quiescence naïve CD4+ T 
cells. By RNA-sequencing with short and long reads of chromatin 
associated RNA and the employment of de novo reconstruction 
pipelines, we discovered that LINE1 belonging to L1M families, 
are spliced as exons of non-canonical transcript variant of genes 
that are important for T cell activation. 
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We further discovered that LINE1-containing transcripts are 
controlled under the control of the transcription factor IRF4 that 
is expressed specifically in CD4+ T cells. Since it has been 
described that LINE1 RNAs are in partnership with nucleolin, and 
Kap1 (Percharde et al., 2018), we investigated the function of this 
complex in T cells. We found that LINE1-containing transcripts 
are kept at chromatin by nucleolin; this complex interferes with 
the expression of the corresponding genes in cis, hampering the 
deposition of H3K36me3. Upon cellular activation, LINE1-
containing transcripts’ levels decrease in a mTORC1 dependent 
manner through a splicing-suppression mechanism promoted by 
PTBP1, favoring the expression of the canonical transcripts 

through GTF2F1. We discovered that, in quiescent naïve CD4+ 
T cells, LINE1-containing transcripts control cell-activation genes 
and modulating effector T cell functions. Importantly, we found 
that in dysfunctional/ exhausted T cells (both in vitro exhausted 
T cells and ex vivo TILs), the LINE1-containing transcripts re-
accumulate. In particular, we found that the mechanism that 
subtend this accumulation is the same described for quiescent T 
cells. Indeed, it is known that IRF4 not only contributes to T cell 
effector functions but also has a role in promoting exhausted 
phenotype (Mahnke et al., 2016; Man et al., 2017). Notably, we 
discovered that the modulation of LINE1-containing transcripts 
restored the TILs effector response, highlighting LINE1 
transcripts as novel powerful molecular target to boost anti-
tumoral immune response. 
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Conclusions 
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide (Falzone 
et al., 2018), great efforts have been made to try to find a possible 
cure, starting from chemo-, radio- and targeted therapy. 
Immunotherapies represents the most promising frontiers, 
(Binnewies et al., 2018; Hoelder et al., 2012), however many 
limits have been found ascribed to extrinsic and intrinsic factors, 
like patients epigenetic background and intratumoral cellular 
variability (Falzone et al., 2018). To increase efficacy pf 
immunotherapies, more knowledge is needed to understand the 
molecular mechanism that subtend tumor microenvironment.  
This project finds out another important function for TEs, in 

particular LINE1 elements, in the regulation of T cells, 
establishing the engagement of LINE1 elements in the regulation 
of T cells quiescence and exhaustion. 
A very interesting aspect that came out from this project is that 
LINE1-containing transcripts re-expression in TILs seems to be 
a common feature among different TILs, since we demonstrated 
that this re-expression occurs both in CD4+ TILs and CD8+ TILs, 
and we confirmed these data in our in vitro exhausted model. 
Moreover, we verified this characteristic among distinct patients 
and different types of cancers, in fact, we retrieved the re-
accumulation of LINE1-containing transcripts in TILs derived 
from colorectal and lung cancer patients. This is a very strong 
point, since the modulation of LINE1 transcripts could be used a 
common attribute to enhance effector and cytotoxic functions. 
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In detail we found that silencing LINE1-containing transcripts in 
ex vivo TILs and also in in vitro exhausted T cells restores 
cytokines secretion and more importantly the killing ability of 
these cells. All these pieces of evidence suggest that LINE1 
transcripts could be a possible target for tumor therapeutic 
strategy. 
 
Future perspectives 
TME characterization is crucial to define cancer phenotype and 
it is incisive also in dictating response to therapy (Hanahan & 
Weinberg, 2011). Recent evidence suggested that type and 
location of TILs in TME could have a prognostic and therapeutic 

value (Galon et al., 2006; Pagès et al., 2005). Furthermore, in 
this scenario not only the high complexity and heterogeneity of 
TME but also TEs can play an important role. For these reasons 
we want to apply single-cell omics to understand if TEs could 
represent a novel, hidden layer that determines heterogeneity of 
TILs, and also if LINE1 transcripts could constitute a novel 
hallmark to define the phenotype of exhausted cells. To this 
purpose, at first, we are planning to define at single cell level the 
signature of TEs transcripts in TILs. We are planning to perform 
a single-cell RNA seq with a full-length technology (Gao et al., 
2017). We decided to avoid the 5’ or 3’ scRNA-seq approach 
which gives us only partially information about 5’ or 3’ of mRNAs 
and to use a full-length technology to obtain isoform-level 
resolution that allows us to capture all TEs RNA isoform / derived 
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exons that we would otherwise lose. With this strategy we aim to 
determine which TEs RNA are expressed in which TILs subsets 
to identify a possible transcriptional signature of TEs that could 
perhaps define specific subsets of TILs. In order to increase the 
resolution of the experiments, we will execute it in memory CD4+ 
and CD8+ isolated from CRC and Lung cancer and normal 
adjacent tissues of patients. In our lab we have built an expertise 
in the analysis of repeats in datasets of scRNA-seq and we have 
set up a pipeline, called iRescue, to quantify the expression of 
TEs considering the uncertainty generated by highly homologous 
interspersed repetitive elements. By this pipeline we were able to 
detects TEs subfamilies in scRNA-seq. Indeed, applying our 

pipeline to scRNA-seq datasets derived from human PBMCs, we 
are able to discriminate by TEs expression subsets of innate and 
adaptive immune system as by a standard analysis with gene 
expression. 
We are planning to validate scRNA-seq results with Prime Flow 
RNA Assay, a new technology that permits, by flow cytometry, to 
analyze RNA transcripts and receptor markers. We have already 
set up this technology analyzing LINE1 RNA content in PBMCs 
derived from healthy donors, in exhausted T cells and in TILs. 
Further, since our RNA FISH data, suggest that LINE1 transcripts 
are homogenously expressed among TILs, we hypothesized that 
LINE1 transcripts expression could precede the expression of 
inhibitory receptors, possibly representing a pre-dysfunctional 
state in which effector functions are reduced; scRNA-seq 
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experiments and Prime flow will help in testing this important 
hypothesis. 
scRNA-seq will allow the identification of specific LINE1 
transcripts expressed at level of peculiar subsets. To verify if 
these transcripts can be used as targetable molecules to 
enhance the immunological response, we will knock down these 
and we will test the checkpoint receptor expression (PD-1, TIM-

3, LAG-3, CTLA4), cytokines secretion (IFN-g, PerfA, GrzB/K, 

IL10), killing capacity and suppression assay. More importantly, 
we are planning to co-colture memory CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T 
cells with organoids in order to reconstitute the TME and to test 
immunological function of TILs knocked down for LINE1 
transcripts in a more physiological context.  
This project will be focused in understanding how the modulation 
of LINE1 RNAs has the potential of being an important 
mechanism in determining at transcriptional level TILs function in 
the tumor microenvironment. 
In conclusion, if we are able to identify the nature of LINE RNAs 
specifically expressed in TILs, we can speculate to promote their 
degradation through antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), to 
restore TILs effector functions, as a cancer therapeutic adjuvant. 
Antisense oligonucleotides are already used for therapeutic 
strategy: in the last decades at least 8 drugs based on ASO 
technology were approved by FDA (Food and drug 
administration) and EMA (European medicines agency) and 

many others are in clinical trials. The ASOs approved were used 
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to treat different pathology like Cytomegalovirus infection, 
Hereditary transthyretin amyloidosis (hATTR), spinal muscular 
atrophy (SMA) and Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD); the 
ones that are in clinical trials were used to treat different types of 
tumors (leukemia, lung, CRC, prostate), neurodegenerative 
disease, diabetes and cardiovascular diseases (Dhuri et al., 
2020). 
All these future studies want to corroborate what we found in this 
project to validate a novel class of molecules, LINE1 RNAs as 
specific tumor microenvironmental targets usable in the clinic.  
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